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Thoughts
on
the

Presidency
HENRY FAIRLIE

have never understood whyradicals in England object to the banal elichs which the Queen nor-mally titters to her subjects. 1.'he Englisli, after all, fought n civil war,executed one king and sent another kiiig packing, precisely to be surethat monarchs in the future would not say anything ‘vhich had anymeaning. 'Hay then made doubly sure of this by giving the crownto a lianovcrian who could speak barely a word of English, \V) 1(I1 ii teQueen's consort to-day, a man of continental upbritigiiig 11»d !lotions,accentuated by an education at Cordoristoun, does say something iiipublic which appears to carry some meaning, both Parliament anclthe press call for the executioner: only a 20111-centory half-hearted-ness prevents the Duke of Edinburgh's head from rolling, It could,indeed, be said that the reason why the English fungi it their passion-ate, but still rather .scholarly, civil war, and laboriously carriedthrough what deserves to be known as tile Itiglorious Revolution, wasprimarily to make certain that those on the thione, and those i war thethrone, would not communicate intelligently with their subjects, butonly with pediwec cattle, lior,es, ;!nd , I1I clog.
So unused is art Eiw,lislimari to the idea that a !few] of ',tan; eat,do and say things of political importance that lie is itt somv1hing ofdisadvantage (or is it an advantage?) when he contemplates a Presi-
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dency, whether the Presidency of the Fifth Republic or the Presi-
dency of the United States. Tie does not. really understand an elected
and powerful Head of State. President Lebrun, in his frock coat,
comes much more easily in his range of vision than President de

Gaulle; and an English friend of mine likes to observe that Mrs.
Calvin Coolidge seerns to him very much what an ideal Ii cad of

State should be. Whenever there has been a national crisis (real or
supposed ) during my stay in America, I have found myself Worried
by the interventions and appearances of the President. Who, I always

want to know, is speaking? The Head of State? The Commander-in-

Chief? 'Fhe head of a temporary administration? The temporary head

of a political party? It is never quite clear; at least, I am never clear.

All right: "flail to the Chief." But what chief, I ask, and chief of what?

The improbable United States

I first observed the (present) President of the United States 0»

my first Saturday in this country. Ti was in March, 1965, just after the

disturbances at Selma, Alabama, and he was giving a televised press
conference in the Bose Garden of the White house. The impression

which it made will never leave me, especially the extraordinary dis-

cordance between the decorousness of the surroundings and the
almost Barnum and Bailey vigour with w,hich the ‘vhole ceremony --
for a ceremony it was, and was intended to be was conducted. I
remember turning to an English colleague, who had been in America
for some. time, and asking him why the American. journalists stood
when the President entered, a salute which HO English journalist
would give to any politician. "Because, you fool, he is the Head of
State," my colleague whispered back. But he is not to-day," I ans-
wered. "He is a party leader announcing a new party policy." TWO
days later, to my utter amazement, this same party leader \'as allowed
to address a joint meeting of both Houses of Congress, again con-
ferring on a party policy something of the dignity which only a Head
of State can offer.

It \\'ill to some that 1 am labouring an obvicms and not
very important point. 1 can only answer that the combination of Head
of State and party leader is to me the most improbable feature
of what I regard as a most improbable political office. Indeed I would,
after two years, still find it hard to explain ‘vhy the United States
exists at all. I ('all find no manifest reason why it should have been
the destiny of this subcontinent to become, and remain, one nation,
under God or not. Nor can I find any satisfactory explanation of how
this same nation survived the colossal strain of the mass immigration
which took place in the last quarter of the 19th century, and the first
twenty years of this. (When I read Richard Ilofstadter's The Para-
noid Style in American. Politics, may first and main reaction was, not
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that there have been so many "kooks" on the Amu' lean political scene,
but that there have 'Weil so kw, and especially that there were so
few during and immediately after the period of mass iinintwittion,
The real miracle of the United States --- and the source of its perpetual
fascination Over the minds of other peoples, "more powerful tl Ian tlie
eloquence of Mirahea n or time sword of Napoleon," as Archibald Alison
said in 1833 — is its mere existence; and, the more I ponder this im-
probable existence, the more I ;1111 COIIVilleed that one key to it lies
in the most improbable of its political offices: the Presidency.

In fact, when I have gone back, with the slight experience of the
United States which I have so far accumulated, to a rereading of
Tlw Federalist, I find in it this same awareness of the improbability
of the \O a& business in which the constitution-makers were Cligaged.
The Federalist, indeed, draws much of its power from the fact that
it is a series of prudent essays on the improbable; and when I describe
the Presidency as an improbable office in an improbable country, it
is, of course, the fact and, the nature of federalism (itself an improb-
able form of government, quite alien to English concepts, even tliough
the English did assist in creating federal governments in Canada and
Australia) which is attracting and holding my attention.

It was David ifurne who foretold that the fruitful combination
of the two ideas of representation and federation would enable —
would alone enable — popular government to adapt: itself to a vast
continent. An outside observer, on his first encounter with it, must be
allowed a little beinusement at the fact that the combination has
worked, that the attempt was ever made, and that the achievement
is so far there to see.

A mythical institution

First, however, there is demolition work to be done. A. myth has
been created since the Second World War — and is again being
fostered — that the Presidency has become and is becoming "institu-
tionalized." It is a myth worth destroying, for it is already distorting
political observation. The truth is the opposite. There is no high
political office which is less institutionalized.

I take an institution to be a body — an establishment, if one likes;
I happen to dislike --whicl has a corporate existence or its own, inde-
pendent of its supreme (but temporary) office-holder (or office-
holders). A permanent civil service, as strongly entrenched, as for-
mally and informally assured of its position, its influence, and its
powers as is the English civil service, is quite clearly an institution.
So, now, is the English in for, altliough the personality of the
monarch may play some part in determining what she says and does
(and, especially, how), it is obvious now that the heart of the mon-
archy lies, not in the person of the monarch, but in the office of her
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31Private Secretary, which has built up, by precedent piled minutelyOn precedent, a body of rules and conventions which are self-perpet-uating. To make the point amply clear, one can say that the Englishcabinet is an institution, that it has been "institutionalised" in theoffice of the Secretary to the Cabinet --- but that the office of primeminister is not a political institution. Nor is thc office of President ofthe United States.

The myth that the Presidency is being "institutionalized" isbased, as far as I understand it, on the following claims:
I. That the President's personal staff, the formidable array ofspecial assistants and cow isellors in the White Ilouse, represents aqualitative, and not merely a yemtitative, change in the characterand activity of the Presidency;
2. That various traditional activities of the President for ex-ample, his relations with Congress have been "institutionalized"in a particular office in the White House: for example, LawrenceO'Brien's while he was there, and even now that, formally, he isnot there;
3. That the Presidency, through various instruinents, such asthe rapidly developing Bureau of the Budget, has "institutionalized"its relationship with the various government departments andagencies;
4. That a body of White House lore is being built up, perpetuat-ing itself in successive Presidencies, and exemplified by the close con-tact \\Ilia was established, between November, 1960 and January,1961, between ti me staff of the out-going President in the Willie Ilouseand the (constitutionally nonexistent) staff of the in-coming one.That is it; and, for the life of me, I cannot see that it adds upto saying much more than that. the President does many things whichthe President did not do before, and needs a larger staff to help him.One specific claim I intend to keep separate, because it helps tomake a separate and important point: namely, that the activities ofthe Bureau of the Budget, the Council of Economic Advisors, and theOffice of Scientific Advisor to the President together constitute afonn of "institutionalizing."

The White I louse staff
1 have to admit that there is, at first, the charm of novelty aboutthe special assistailts and counsellors ‘vho have become such a much-publicized clement of government in the past seven years. The roll-call of these Presidential assistants since 1961 is, indeed, stirring:Theodore C. Sorensoil, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., Lawrence F.O'Brien, McGeorge Bundy, Carl Kayseri, Richard Goodwin, Jack J.
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Valenti, Bill D. Moyers, Walt W. Bostow, John P. Boel the list
is extensible, the names \Veil known. But one must beware of being
seduced by the publicity which has attended them, and which some
of them have done niuch to create. ("While few of us had a 'passion
for anonymity, most of us had a preference in that direction," says
Sorensen in KCiiiiedy, words which one would like to believe contain
a dash of deliberate irony.) On the whole, glamour and publicity are
unreliable evidence of influence and pOWC1'.

Yet it is as such that they arc taken, for example, by Theodore
White:

The White Ifouse [under Kennedy] was a community. The
politics of Arrieriea \Vele diSCUSSed not only at the White I louse
and in its Offices but were chewed over for hours in the evenings
and over weekends by Men who were transfixed by their partici-
pation in the thrill of power.... It was as if, under Kennedy, a
fourth branch had been added to the traditional trio of execu-
tive, legislative and judiei;t1 branches. The new fourth branch
was the policy-making branch of government.

It is a startlingly naive remark. Yet the leap which White makes —
the leap from a description of the atmosphere which Kennedy's
White house staff brought with them to the claim that a new political
institution had been created, a new branch of government — is much
the same as that made by other observers who argue that the in-
creased mmiber or special assistants and counsellors to the President,
and th(-• proliferation and variety of their roles, represent an "institu-
tionalizi»g" of the Presidency.

It is with Ito disrespect that I suggest that the nearest parallel,
in previous systems of government, to the nature of these men and
their role, is to be found in the eunuchs who wielded sucl-I power and
influence in many of the ancielit empires. Eunuch rule, in the Chineseor the Turkish, in the Homan or the Mogul, empires was the moststraight-forward device Nvhich emperors found for keeping powerin their own court, away from a bureaucracy or an aristocracy (Oreven an army) which might challenge them. The eunuchs accum-ulated power and influence and wealth, and one 'rang eunuch
gathered so large a hoard of gold and silver, jewels and silks, thatthirty carts were needed for thirty days to move them -- without hiseven writing a biography of his emperor.

The usefulness of this parallel is that it emphasizes the personalnature of the relationship between the President and his special
assistants and counsellors. The ancient emperors wanted men whomthey could trust — and who could be trusted more than those of poororigins, whom they had mutilated fm their convenience and peaceof mind, and then raised to the highest positions? The system and
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the methods are not precisely the same to -day, but the degree ofpersonal depenthsnce remains, 'Kennedy wanted his staff to be small,in order to keep it more personal than imtitiitional,” Sorensen says,and then, in a vital and emphatic passage, he hammers the point
home:

• From the outset he abandoned the notion of a collective, in-stitutionalized Presidency. Ile ignored Eisenhower's farewell
recommendation to create a First Secretary of Government to
OVCI-SCC all foreign affairs agencies. Ile abandoned the practice
of the Cabinet's and the National Council's making group deci-
sions like corporate boards of directors. Ile abolished the 'WhiteIlouse practice of White House staff meetings and weekly
Cabinet meetings, Ile abolished the pyramid structure of the

Ilouse staff, the Assistant Presidc»t-Sherman Adams-type
job, the Staff Secretary, the Cabinet Secretariat, the NSC Plan-ning Board and the Operations Cordinating Board, all of Nvhichimposed, in his view, needless paperwork and machinery be-
tween the President and his responsible officers— He relied
instead on informal Ric:clings and direct rum itacts -- on a personal
White Ilouse staff, the Budget Bureau and od hoe task forces,
to probe and define issues for his decision....

Both Sorensen and Schlesinger emphasise that the special assistants
in the White House, in those days, were for the most part ge1icrolisf8,
whereas the most obvious attribute of "institutionalizing" is specia/-
izntion, the codification of areas and boundaries of responsibility, the
strict observance of precedent and record (as in the minutes of Eng-
lish cabinet meetings), and an almost hierarchical accountability.

None of these features of an institution, of "institutionalizing,"was present in President Ketniedy's White }louse staff; and, altlIong-h
"nctl'hig of the air, of the atmosphere, of the \vide-ranging general-ist has disappeared, none of them is present in President Johnson'sWhite House staff, either.

It is absurd to talk of the "institutionalizing" of the Presidencythrough the White I louse staff, when that staff is liable to be changedfrom top to bottom with each clmnge of President, and certain to bechanged from top to bottom with a change of President which alsoinvolves a change or party; vhen men make Ow offiec, as LawrenceO'Brien emphatically did, as McGeorge Bundy did in a way verydifferent from that of his successor, and as John Roche has Clone in away very different froni that of his predecessor; when the Presidentcan reach out and recruit almost at vhim, as President Johnson did
when be plucked back McGeorge Bundy dining the Middle Eastcrisis; and \dill die men themselves may 1(5 Ii almot at whim, a',
iii the gradual withdrawal, bOwcen RAI and YA6, Of mo',t of the-Kennedy men,"
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It will, I hope, eventually be seen Why I regard the noninsti•
tutional character of the Presidency as of such importance. For the
moment, it is enough to say that the Presidency, as organised in the
White House, seems to me a form of unencumbered, arbitrary, per-
sonal rule. "Institutionalization," precisely because it is based on
precedent and hierarchy and codification, is the very opposite of
arbitrariness; and it is with the arbitrary nature of the Presidency
that I am at this point concerned.

An instrument of political will
'the other supposed evidence of the "institutionalizing" of the

Presidency can be disposed of quickly. It was President Eisenhower
who first established a special office in the White I louse to handle
its relations with Congress. It was Lawrence O'Brien, under President
Kennedy and then under President Johnson, who transformed that
office into a formidable operation. But I must insist that the existence
of this office, and others similar to it, is no evidence of "institutional-
izing," ttniess it can be shown that it has changed the nature of the
President's relationship with Congress, or the sanctions which either
President or Congress can employ, or the nature of the Presidential
act itself, The evidence is already in. It has done none of tliose things,

First, under President Eisenhower, the office beCalrIC more a
channel for Congress (i.e., Senator Lyndon Jolun,on) to run the
White Ilouse rather than vicc versa; while, under President Kennedy
and President Johnson, it became the channd for O'Bi ien to work
prodigious miracles in the art of directing bv subtle indirection, In
other Nvords, it is the character of the President, and the character
which he gives his presidency, which has determined the role of the
office — which is the very opposite of "institutionalization."

Secondly, the noninstitutional character of the office could liot
be clearer than it is to-day, when it can hardly be said to exist out-
side the person of the Postmaster-General, who is, of course, Lawrence
F. O'Brien. In fact, there is Wilk' evidence that, faced with a difficult
90th Congress, President. Johnson has increasingly fallen back on
more traditional channels of communication with Congress, and has
even bothered to remember that his Vice-President is also President
of the Senate.

Thirdly, if (lie offices in the White II-ouse are made partly by the
men wlioI old tlwm, and partly by the diameter of the President and
his Presidency, they are also made partly bys..ua.. it tions and events.
The handling of the 90th Congress in 1907 was an entirely different
political task from the handling of the 89th in 1905, or the WAli in
1963. Al! these considerations, which apply to the legislative office
in the White 1101150, apply equally to all its other offices. With a new
President, with the end of 11ie war in Vietnam, NVIth the definition of
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different national "goals," the organisation of the White l louse would
immediately look very different from its organisation under President
Eisenhower, President Kennedy, or President Johnson, when the
"institutionalizing" of the Presidency is supposed to have occurred.
We are not, in fact, gazing on an institution at all, but on an arbitrarily
flexible instrument of political will.

D.O.D. and 13.0.11.
The rapid development of the power of certain departments and

agencies — the Bureau of the Budget and the Department of Defense
are the most obvious — is clearly an important example of "institu-
tionalization." But the "institutionalizing" of what? It is this question
which must be considered carefully, for it is not enough to show that
these agencies have become more effective instruments of the politi-
cal will of the President, If the claim that the Presidency is being
"institutionalized" is to be sustained, it has to be shown that their
own "institutionalization" has significantly altered the conditions in
which the Presidential will operates: that it has significantly altered
the character of the Presidential act.

Robert McNamara's assel tion of the power of the Department
of Defense over the established Service departments is, of course, an
indirect assertion of the Presidential power within his administra-
tion. But I am not in the host clear how significant this assertion is:
how much of it is merely a reflection of the Cha Meter of McNamara
himself, of his "special relationship with the President," and of the
wholly unmanageable nature of the war in Vietnam. I am not pre-
pared to say, from my own observation, that the present character of
the relationship or the President with his Service departments and
his Service chiefs would survive the removal of any of these factors;
that there has yet been an institutional change ilnorinting (which is
the argument I am contesting) to a constitutional change. (It is worth
noticing, here, the role of the Department of Justice under Robert
Kennedy: because of his personal relations with the President, even
the most acute observers talked about it as an arm of the Presidency.
lint it was R. F. Kennedy who was the arm; not the Department• )

Similarly, the very significant development of the Bureau of the
Budget --- under two creative directors, and now, which is equally
important, under a tough and skilled consolidating one — has ob-
viously made the potential effectiveness of the Presidency much
greater. Although Presidelit Truman relied on it, and therefore
strengthened it a great deal, its nearly "institutional" development
began, as so much else did, with President. Eisenhower, iii his attempt
to create a Presidency which dispensed with the necessity for a Presi-
dent. (h»nuch the same way, as is too seldom pointed out, the genius
of his 'military" leadership in the Second 'World War was to try and
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remove the necessity for generals. One always gets the impressionfrom his memoirs that he could not understand why it was necessaryto have a Bradley or a Patton or a Montgomery actually at the front.)From one Presidential memorandum — a significantly institutionalmeti tod. or proceeding — the Bureau of the Budget has moved, withthe same pertinence and determination as the clerical bureaucracyunder the medieval English kings, into feudal domains which previ-ously seemed impregnable, and do not yet seem ripe to fall.The extension of the activities and power or the Mayan of theBudget is the most obviously unexplored political development in thehistory of the United States in the past quarter of a century. Perhapsit is because it seems a dull subject: it is as "dull" as ditchwater, teem-ing with microbe, insect, and reptile life. Tadpoles, in the Bureau ofthe Budget, are frogs the next day — and all by virtue of the scribbledmemoranda which are the hallmark of all institutional power, in anysystem, in any age.s. fcps of the Executive Office I3uild-ing to visit the Bureau of the Budget is very like what it must havebeen to call on the scarcely known men who constituted the per-tinacious bureaucracy of nem), II. At any moment, when they talkof Commerce or Agriculture or Health, Education and Welfare as ifthese were part of a rebellious (ecclesiastical or lay) baronage, oneexpects to hear the cry, "Who will rid me of this turbulent priest?;and one would not be in the least surinised if five knights rode imme-diately down Pennsylvania Amine to butcher the department headsin the sanctuary of their departments.
The instruments of pain which the Bureau of tic Budget hasdevised in its battle with the feudal departments of government aremany and terrible. The whole mysterious eschatology (for so theyrepresent it, as a doctrine concerning last, or final, matters) of cost-effectiveness has become an almost sublime machine of torture,which the Inquisition would not have disdained. Moreover, the Bu-reau is reaching, not oily to the obvious feudal domains, the hithertolargely independent departments or agencies, but beyond them tothe Congressional committees with whom the departments haveelaborately feudal relationships of mutual right and obligation. Thereis no doubt, in fact, that the power of the Bureau of the Budget haschanged so much in recent years that a proper Whig (if a»y wereleft ) in a proper Wliig assembly ( if any still existed ) would introducea motion simply announcing that its power has increased, is increas-ing, and Ought to be diminished. But I am still not certain that thechange has been a radical institutional or constitutional one. rlhepresent Director, certainly, has fouglit enough battles during the pastyear, and lost enough, to make one remember that a baronage, evenin a republic, has deep reserves of that irresistible form of energy:total inaction.
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The doorkeepers

LastlY, there is no evidence that any White I bmse lore, any
body of precedent or rules or conventions, is being 1miIt up, to be
passed on from one Presidency to the next, The passage .from Soren-
sen's Kennedy, which has been quoted above, makes it amply clear
that President Kennedy ripped apart the elaborate While !louse staff
system ‘vhich President Eisenhower had constructed, and established
another ‘vhiell suited his Own needs, methods, mid appetites. The
peculiar cirennlstances of President Johnson's snceession, and espe-
cially the retention, for a number of months and, in some cases, for
years, of many of Pres; 1.1[..CEL --eimedy's Own staff, concealed an
equally personal rcorganization. It was not merely that Valenti and
Nigel's, for example, were hardly the same kind of men as Sorensen
and O'Donnell; it was that what was asked and expected of them
were different. No description of the roles of Valenti and Moyers
the scope and manner and impact of their activities -- \Nrould bear
any institutional relationship to the roles of Sorensen and O'Donnell.

Similarly, to-day, now that Valenti and Moyers havc gone, who
\V0111(1 lie 1)1 11(1 e1101101 1111(1 drlinc, fir Ncw-j1di, ii is! liii it neil
terms, the role of klatvin 1!‘ ii 1111\VO;(111 find 111111101I•
CAI 114101141`per W1tN ()'I itill1W11, was Nloyel!i) floc!) nol tioY
enough. In every system or government, there have been people
intelligent enongh tn realize that keeping the monarch's door Is it
source of power. It was not for nothing that, in the Middle Ages, the
period in all histmy which has been most fertile in the creation of
Political institutions, the most powerful (441111 \YRS freglIellIly Caned
by the title of chamberlain (chamber.' room; -ling: one concerned
with); and it is no siirprise, theiefore, to find that, in 1IN 1e1,;(111111 11

SySle111 or ;r; (1111,, 1 chuit.owlholl
mill exists.

Mit the doorkeeper, as emmeh after eunuch in the ancient em-
pires, and busy cleric after busy cleric in the Middle Ages, quickly
discovered, can make h110 Most flexible use of his opportunities. Ms
post, in other words, is not an institutional onc at all; it depends far
too much on personal influence amid opportunity; and the 'White
flouse is pre-eminently a staff of competing doorkecPers.

Goosey, goosey, gandcr,
'hither slut!! I wander?
Upstairs and downstairs,
And in my lady's chamber.

The nursery rhyme, it is believed, had a precise political application
when it was composed. it still has, to-day, a general political aPPli-
cation: not least in the Executive Mansion of the President of the
United States of America.
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Disguising constitutional change

Still, it is said, one cannot brush aside, in this way, the cumulative
why,m is represented, not only by the 13nrean of

the Budget, but by the Council of Economic Advisors and the Office

of time Scientific Advisor to the President. There is no intention, here,

of brushing aside anything that happens within the Executive Office

behind its 900 Doric columns, at time head of its four heroic

cantilevered staircases. Henry Adams called the building itself "an

arcliitectural infant asylum." That the offices within it are not political

infant asylums hardly needs stating.
I have dealt with the Bureau of the Budget, and acknowledged

possible evidence of "institutionalization" there. (One of the obvious

signs is the attractiveness of the Bureau to career civil servants in

Washington. It can, more or less, pick and choose; and its staff has

time positive bearing of an elite corps, much as Strategic Air Conunand

once used to have in the armed Services.) But, for all its obvious im-

portance, it is hard to describe the Council of Economic Advisors as

an "institution." If, as I have said, I am to recognize an institution, I

wish to be shown a body whose functions and attitudes and incthod.s.

of procedure exist, and remain very much the same, independently

or the actual persons who staff them, or the actual politicans to Omni
they are respon:.ible. I have followed, as closely as possible, sonic of

the internal debates which have taken place about economic policy
during the time I have been in the United States, and which have

resulted in Presidential economic decisions of varying timeliness and

effectiveness. But the bodies which, in Iii CSC (1 Cl have acted as
"institutions," with permanent habits of address have been lo and
behold! — the Treasury and the Federal Reserve; and, of course, to
meet members of the Federal Reserve System; not merely in its head-
quarters in 'Washington, but scattered across the states, is to realise
exactly what a formidable institution it is.

As for the Scientific Advisor to the President, and his office, their
importance has declined as rapidly at it rose, during the period when
science seemed to be the breastplate of the New Frontier. It may, of
course, regain its importance, imm new conditions, under another Presi-
dent; and its office, certainly, will survive, if only because the scien-
tific community in time country expects it, and wants it. It has clients,
in short, just as much as Commerce or Agriculture has always had
them; and as even the Council of Economic Advisors may be said to
have them now, among those who do not find the Treasury or time
Federal Bescrve congenial channels for expressing their interests or
their opinions. These client relationships help to emphasise that time
new arms of the Presidency are importammt, not bccammse they represent
its "institutionalization," but because they are a response to the ex-
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pansion of its fnnetions, and especially of the functions ills expected
10 perform, either by client bodies (e.g.. the s('ientifie community )
iiitlyiliupuldie sit haw% An expawion of functions way be n resnit
of "institntionalization," and they tnay result in "institutionalization":
this is the two-way story of all great bureaucracies. 13ut a significant
expansion of functions is the expression, primarily, not of institutional,
but of constitutional change. Function, in a political iyocess, is best
defined in terms of expectation: of what people (either in the general
public or as specific bodies) expect this or that part of the political
process to do. In short, the powers of the constitution arc redistrib-
uted because the expectation of performance by different bodies un-
der the constitution has been redistributed. "Institntionalization" is
euphemism for disguising profound constitutional change.
A last example may be given. It could be said — it is said — that

the President's supervision of foreign policy is being increasingly
"Institutionalized": in the National Security Council, for example,
and almost physically in the Operations Room. Jut one should notice
one feature of this development. The State Department itself in-
creasingly leans on those in the 'White House who are concerned
with foreign policy, The State Department itself has a heightened
expectation of, not only what the 'White I louse \Oil do, lint what the
White House should do. This raised expectation might sevm, at /IFNt.
to be only an internal, institutional, redistribution of unnetions.
Is it .much more. It is the result of a general — Public — expectation of
the role and Powers of the President in a situation (only 25 years old)
in which the definition of the national interest abroad and the creation
and execution of a national policy abroad have become (as they were
not before) such an unavoidable function of the political process, and
one of such magnitude, that it is the Presidency which is expected to
bear and perform it.

The change (like all the changes discussed), if it is institutional
at all, is only secondarily so. It is primarily a constitutional change;
for, a constitution may define functions, but it is itself made by
expectations.

Presidential energy

Some of the importance of Ilichard l. Neustadi's Presidential
Power was that it. \US a restatement of the entirely personal, entirely
accidental, entirely improvising nature of the supreme political office •
in the United States, this nature beilig unavoidable because it is con-
fronted, not only by Congress, but by a score of other repositories
of power and influence usually (as has been said) "in combat pos-
tures." lie never boldly takes it on, but he is restless with the idea
of an "institutionalized" Presidency. Maddavelli wrote a prescript ion
for the "new men" of the "now prince." Neustadt, in terms suitable
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THE PUBLIC INTERESTto our more commonplace age, but with sinnlar anticipation, wrote aprescription fm: the "new 111eII" of the "new president."Properly and significantly, Neustadt directed his attention (inthe three central chapter headings) to: Persuasion; Reputation;Prestige. None of them is a» institutional quality. None of them canbe "institutionalized." in fact, Neustadt Was writing about exactlywhat Ilamilton and Madison and Jay vrote about in The Feder° Ust.The two most remarkable features of The Federalist, in its discussicmof the Presidency, are, first, that they discussed it so little and, sec-ondly, that the only really extended discussion of its nature (Nos.70-77) is a discussion of Presidential energy. '"The necessity of an energetic executive ..."; "energy as themost necessary qualification ..." it was on this that I ( theywere Hamilton's papers) fixed his mind. And ,s(1 (not sorpri.,,ingly,for he was writing at the end of President I!',isciihower's artful, but ie 'tfully satisfying, exercise in relaxed government ). did Netistadt; andso, of course, did President Kennedy.It is impossible to ignore his Uncompleted Presidency. I havenot the slightest doubt that much of its importance derives from thefact. tha.t iliwas ""c""Pk h n mted: tat now, ad for ever ore, it can bemaintameo that, giVen IWO flal le11115, (11iS eXCel)tiomtlly gifted poli-tician could have moved, couviiwingly and ?;ticry,y;fidly, to I iii (Illmaliz;ttioll of hi' poli(i‘!%;,rai r";, I Isa 'fl If i if, mos, if ,,f,the grounds I have aht:idy e  tJ,,i ligtv fi,h5 Jg ohlbaustible form of political energy. Pim the Uneompli'lvd /has enabled a constitutional legend to be created. The legend is dialthe personal energy of the President can overcome ,the energy of theother political bodies iii the country whose primary interest is eitherin inaction 01' iii different action. An Uncompleted Presidency is neces-sary to such a myth because it means that no final account can berendered, that no final adding up of the credit and. debit columnscan be made. It means that the benefit of the doubt can be given toexaggerated and even exotic claims.Would President Kennedy's second term have been the recordof achievement which Sorense» and Schlesinger and Neustadt (inthe afterword to Presidential Power) ask us to believe? I doubt it,and I am grateful for their spirits that the disillusionment nevercame: disillusionment, not with the man, but with the capacity ofthe office. How ‘vould Lincoln have handled Reconstruction? It isthe question NVIliCh I never cease to ask myself as I pass the I .ineoloMemorial, and vat elm the tourists taking their snapshots with theirPolaroids. He migi It. well have handled it superbly, but one must begiven leave to doubt it. In a list of the ten greatest men the worldhas ever known, Lincoln would be my only confident entry as apolitician (except, possibly, Isl,lizabeth I 'ho, in difficult and alarm-
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lug circumstances, created a nation and the idea of nation NVIDC11were to flower for another three and a half centuries). Yet, even ourawareness of the vast achievement of Lincoln depends partly to-dayon the fact that it. was an Uncompleted Presidency, that the finalaccount could never be reialered,

Written and unwritten constitutions
The energy of the Presidency, actual and potential, must be thestarting point. But, before going any further, it is necessary to ad-vance two further suggestions, on which the rest of my argumentdepends, especially since they are suggestions which I would nothave advanced so confidently without an experience of Presidentialgovernment in the United States.
First, it is about time that we abandoned the fruitless distinctionbetween "written" and "unwritten" constitutions. The more experi-ence one has of political systems — whether direct personal c.-!xpe-rienee of those existing to-day, or the indirect personal experience ofreading oneself into the political adventures of the past -- the moreit is clear that, however useful to the English Whigs, at their momentin the Fith and 18th centuries, the contrast between "written" and"unwritten" constitutions is dangerolislyEngland is supposed to be the great exemplar of a country withan "unwritten" constitution. As 1 have tried to convey already, there,could be no more absurd falsity. Its constitution is written in an in-describable number of bureaucratic memoranda, of judicial deci-sions, and of political precedent, all of them written. Against all thetraditional Whig propaganda, 1 would argue that England is not,and cannot be, subject to arbitrary and personal rule precisely be-cause its constitution is written in a thousand-and-one scraps ofpaper.

l'he American constitution is supposedly written: and yet itneeds, now, massive commentaries to explain, not IIICI'ely what itmeans, but what it is. It has been wrenched this way and that, mostlythe Presidency and the Supreme Court, until it has become im-possible to know what tile CODSlitUtiOrl is merely by reading it. Sincethe farthest years, when the Supreme Court made its first confidentassertion Of the scope of federal law and federal authority, to thenearest years, when we have witnessed another such confident asser-tion, it has been abundantly clear that the constitution of the UnitedStates is no more "written", in the eonventi"al sense, than that ofEngland. From Lincoln's invocation and generous interpretation ofthe war power of the President, to President Johnson's employmentof the war power without even a declaration or war, there has beellno reason for regarding the constitution of the United States as any-thing but custom-made (a phrase, in America, of pleasing am-
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Popular will and representative assemblies
Secondly, it is time that we rid our minds altogether of the ideathat, in our age, the popidar will or tile impair voice lind into orconvincing or authoritative expression in representative assemblies,It is certainly not true of France, which has returned, with anequanimity born of indolence, to its (revolutionary owl Napo.iconic) belief that government is "the incontrovertible agent of the... organic people." It is certainly not true of England, where rep.resentation has ceased to be a serious consideration in the politicalsystem, and the nature of the constitution is, with only marginalrestraints, plebiscitary in its nature, a direct transference of powertaking place from the people to the government. It is a hide moretrue of the United States, because the two Houses of Congress canstill exercise considerable restraints; but the fact remains that thepopular will, in any energizing Conn, is again transferred directlyfrom the people to the executive.

It was L. S. Amery who, in England, first cleared out the rubbishwhich the Whig propagandists had left in the attics of most consti-tutional textbooks. The executive, he said, had always been the itt-itiating, directing, energizing" influence in the co»stitution. Searchas one may, there is no alternative to it being the same in the UnitedStates. (The Supreme Court, by its interpretation of the constitution,can also be an "initiating and directing, and energizing" influence;but, when it is so, it is because it is asserting the scope of the federalmagistracy, judicial and executive.)
It, is not strange that the idea of the executive as the energeticand energizing influence in a political system should crop tip in bothThe Fcderali,st and Amery's Thoughts on the Constitution. 'file ideaof an initiating and directing executive is essential to ti ke notion ofthe national state; and where it has always, in England, reflectedwhat Dicey called the "omnipotence and undisputed supremacythroughout the whole country of the central government," it mustincreasingly come to reflect the same in the United states, whateverthe distribution of powers in its constitution. It is essential, also, tothe notion of democracy; for the one inescapable fact about a democ-racy is that its appetite for government is insatiable, "On, (»I and on— up, up, and up" — to use Ramsay Mac] onald's favourite flourishof rhetoric — it goes: free enterprise creates the popidar motor car;free citizens buy it; and, in a trice, both free enterprise and freecitizens are demanding federally supported highways to be builtthrough their states. The conservative critics of democracy in the
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19th century were right in their forebodings: merely by allowing
rein to insatiable popular appetites, stroiig government wonld become
inevitable.

At the height of the city riots in 19Ci7, Dill D. Moyers called,
publicly, for Hobert McNamara to he In& (airIII charge of clearing
the city shims and ghettoes. Popular appetite had been expressed --
there is no doubt that much of the looting was the simplest expres-
sion of the simplest appetites — and immediately came democracy's
only response to popular appetite: the request for a tsar.

After Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Earl Long buttonholed one of
the most violent supporters of state rights in Louisiana. "Wlmt are
you going to do now'', he asked, "now that the Feds have the atom
bomb?" It was an extreme example, but a dry recognition, of the
"omnipotence and undisputed supremacy throughout the whole
country" of a national and democratic government, even under the
"written" constitution of the United States. A strong executive, The
Federalist continually argued, is threatened by "the maxims of re-
publican jealousy." Who is jealous, now, of the power of the federal
executive, when popular appetites want what only it can supply, be-
cause it "has the ships, it has the men, it has the money, too"?

"As one people ..."

I do not wish it to be thought that, in my ignorance of American
politics, I am not aware of the pluralist nature of American society,
and the remnants of pluralism in its constitution. I am merely assert-
ing that the executive energy which a national and democratic state
needs for its survival is now to be found only in the federal executive
and the federal judiciary. I know that it is possible to point to individ-
ual states, individual governors, individual mayors who still give
fitful demonstrations that executive energy does not yet reside solely
in Washington, 1). C. But this is not enough. The more energetic, for
example, that the schemes of Mayor Lindsay of New York City and
Governor Rockefeller of New York State become the more am-
bitious in their objectives, and the more extensive in their scope the
larger and more urgent become their pleas for federal help and
federal money. In short, the multiplication of interests now able to
mobilise in such a way that they have direct access to the central
government, in order to press their demands on society, is not going
to result in a corresponding diversity and complexity of political insti-
tutions and activity, but only in the strengthening of one institution
and one kind of activity: not in a variety of "plebiscites," but in one
plebiscite.

WI wre, then, does the source of energy of the Presidency reside?
Quite obviously, it resides, first, in the actual and symbolic impor-
tance of the fact that he is the "1 lead of State." "America has no »lore
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solemn rite than the inauguration of a President," says Arthur Schle-
singer, Jr. in his introduction to a collection of the inaugural addresses
of the Presidents or the United States:

Every four years since 3789 the austere ceremony has sus-
pended the passions or pia os to permit an interlude of national
reunion .. the nation listens for a moment as one people... ,

To whom?
Fourteen years ago, Edward Si ils observed the coronation of

Elizabeth ii, and then wrote a brilliant sociological essay explaining,
its meaning and its relevance, Hi! Wati, in fact, bowled over by the
ceremony, and by the mood it created (or appeared to creat( ). In
every stage of the medieval ritual, he found an exact, contemporary,
social significance: the Queen stripped, at the beginning Of the cere-
mony, of all her apparel, until she stands in nothing but a plain white
shift, the image of a frail and powerless human being, only then to
receive the Rohe, the Sword, the Orb, (lie Sceptre, the Crown, the
symbols of authority and majesty, from other hands, from the spir-
itual and temporal representatives of the nation and of Cod. Shils
was so excited by the whole business that he cheerfully recorded the
fact that, according to the Metropolitan Police, there were no pick-
pockets in the crowds on Coronation Day. Even the criminal classes,
so it seemed, were moved by the coronation to regard themselves,
for one day, as members of society. Even they had listened 'for a
moment as mie people."

I do not know whether crime abates every four years, on In-
auguration Day, in Washington, 1..). C. But I do believe that the
character of the Presidency is such that the majority of the people
can be persuaded to look to it for a kind of leadership which no poli-
tician, in my opinion, should be allowed, let, alone invited, to give.
"If people want a sense of purpose," Darold Macmillan once said to
me, "they should get it from their archbishops": a remark of recog-
nizably English accent, finely delimiting the area of politics, This
delimitation is essential to a free society, and it is the most obvious
mark of a society that cares more for other things than freedom that
its political leaders try to give the nation, the people, "a sense of
purpose," and so justify any interference with their private pursuits,
inclinations, and morals.

Cacsaropapism?
The Presidency seems to me to be a seed bed for, and already

to have in it some of the seeds or, the most refined of all absolutist
systems: Cacsaropapism. Some American political scientists have
tried to persuade me tliat it is really a constitutional monarchy, stuck
more or less where the English monarchy was stuck in logs. But no
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one (except Macaula)', writing his absurd eulogies a century and a
half later) ever looked for "a sense of purpose" to \Villiai n HI, a
tedious staid/wider from the Netherlands, It was the true achieve-
ment of the Whigs to make the English monarchy dull and boring
(and rather vulgar as well) and, in the process, to eliminate all con-
cern with national and moral purpose from English politics — which
does not mean from English society — for ever.

The Presidency, as we are coming to know it, is very different.
When, some time ago, I expressed the view that President Kennedy
reminded me of Justinian, it was drawn to my attention that another
English journalist, Patrick ° Donovan of the Iiondon Observer, had,
while he was in Washington, compared President Johnson with Jus-
tinian. I do not think this coincidence can be ,altogether dismissed.
Historical analogies can, of course, be pushed too far. But Americans
are either unable or afraid to make them at all; and, as a result, they
sacrifice some of the perceptions these can offer. ° Donovan made
his comparison in 1965, when President Johnson seCined to; be an
Emperor on the Potomac; and both he and 1 ‘vere commenting on
the energy, equal to Justinian's, which two successive Presidents ap-
peared to bc bringing to the overdue business of the consolidation of
an empire. The more I consider the work of the Presidency in the past
seven years, the more it seems to me to be embarked on a elmsolida-
tion (or codifi(ation) of imperial (or federal) law and administra-
tion, with the purpose of creating, as Justinian set out to do, a Corn-
monwealth of citizens under one law, all of them persuaded of the
ultimate justice, in doetrine and in practice, of the regime to which
they consent.

If this interpretation is correct, then the position of the President
as Head or State is going to become of increasing importance. Of all
the mnhiple facets of Caesaropapism instructive even to-day, be-
cause it attempted to work out the relations between people, em-
peror, pope, and Cod, in one constitution — the (me which matters
here is that it managed to achieve a surprisingly convincing combina-
tion between the ascending and descending themies of ir,overnment:1,(1,,,,,(„, th„1 pOWC•. Is CMIICITC(1 below by the Pool)10,and the belief that ii k ronferied (tom 101(1\1% by a r.up,rlur Int ve, 1 0,
Cod, The throne in the kyzantin, elyttive; the petepli.
\yew the eleetor!;, and thiy could tat:, the riovm away, 1101,1. 1 'Ow
legal right to reVolution" Was recOgiliZcd, ond w;pi vniecd, 1,w cx _
ample, by the Patriarch, Nicholas Mystiens, in the lOth cent iffy. But
and it was by this trick that the Byzantine Emperors .sustained

themselves for so long — the people \Vere also the Christian Common-
wealth, at Id when they gave tlicir assent to the Emperor at his corona-
tion, they in fact acknowledged him as the repTs(litative of the
Christian Commonwealth, and therefore as the Viceroy of Cod. His
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The organic people

More and more, it seems to me, time Presidency in the UnitedStates, having originally received power from below, according to anascending theory of government, will act, and is already acting,according to a descending theory, as if power is conflr4fled to it fromabove, by the law, the nation, the allegedly manifest (one is temptedto say, revealed ) goals of tile orgamiie people. This is a recent develop-ment, and my description will be resisted by ti RISC NOW Still empha-sise the atomised nature or American society: a society of expectantcapitalists and their institutions, able to buck OW power of the state.I can only reply that I think their picture is almeady out of date (asboth extreme right and new left instinctively recognise). The en-meshing of big business and the universities \yid) the federal govern.ment hardly fits their picture. It fits the portents I am trying to de-scribe here.
In England, the myth is still sustained that time executive is Con-tinually subject, from day to day, to a reaffirmation of assent frombelow, through the votes of the I louse of Commons. Ill pra( GM, thisis 110 longer true. But the myth is still useful. Althouglm IIarold Wilsonfrom time to time tries it, no Prime Minister can announce a policyin time House of Commons (which is the only place he can announceit ) as if he were a natimial leader, the II cad of State; for (11 (IC, Oppo-site him, is the Opposition, representing half of the natiomm, and readywith a motion of censure and rejection. We know, anyhow, that thereal Head of State is liot there, but at time race-course, and the »major-ity of the "organic people" are there, in spirit, with her,In contrast, of course, President de Gaulle, having had powerconferred on him from below (he uses the mandate like a corona-tion ), has proceeded to act as if it had been cmfirrned to him fromabove: as if he were "the incontrovertible agent ... of the organicpeople," the representative of la France donee — or rather, thesedays, la France alga'. Similarly, time President of the United Stateincreasingly acts, in day-to-day matters, under the same claim,he represents a superior national will --- a claim which, in a mom:-of national crisis, President Lincoln felt bound to assert. (In ter;of political theory, Lincoln claimed to represent a national will, tirad will, even, of the organic peopl(', at a moment when it eo,;!,reasonably have been claimed that both national will and or &-:.;11people had been shown not to exist. But he won, and so we know himto be great.)

I must emphasize again that I am fully aware of the countlessbodies of interest which mist in this country, able to resist and
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obstruct the claims of the Presidency to exercise the national or popu-
lar will. But the fact remains that these bodies, even when they are
organized in the two flumes of Congress, cannot and do not claim
to represent ttiti organic poopto, In rotr: Hog in 1110 quite
opposite claim: that they represent the people divided into separate
and local interests, its organic unity destroyed. Again, therefore, the
constitution of the United States might seem to combine two oppo-
site theories of government: organic and inorganic representation of
the people. But, in the modern age, no national state, and no demo-
cratic state of any size has been able to face the problems of govern-
ment without, in practice, falling back more and more on the theory
that a direct transference of power takes place from the people to
the executive, that there is a direct transformation of popular energy
into executive energy. In the United States, the difference in the
political theory is evident in the difference between the methods of the
New Deal and those of the Great Society. Roosevelt, for all his im-
provisation and his creative political genius, really manipulated the
traditional political system. But the instinct of the administration of
President Johnson has been to wrench both the theory and practice
of the federal emstitution almost to the point of annihiliating it.

Of course, the effort has had more failures than successes, Of
course, President Johnson has encountered the inexhaustible reserves
of inaction and obstruction which separate and local interests possess
in a country as large as the United States. But the effort, in future
Presidencies, will continue, The theory of the American constitution
needs urgently to be restated in terms of the democratic, and not
liberal, assumptions which now prevail in the 'Western world. But
political theory, in the United States, is not taken very seriously.

The need for political theory

There are several obvious results of the working of the American
Presidency in these conditions. In the first place, people come to
expect too much of it: no sooner is a need demonstrated, an appetite
ts‘pressed, than there is a demand for a presidential tsar. Secondly,
and of course related to the first, the federal government itself tries
to do too much: thus, there is a profound constitutional, as well as
any political or personal, reason why the present administration is
burdening itself with so many tasks. Thirdly, the available talent in
the country, if attracted to public service, drifts more and more to
the federal government, thus weakening all other sources of execu-
tive energy. Both the exaggerated elevation which the "new men"
felt in the presidency of Kennedy, and the exaggerated disappoint-
ment so many of them feel in that of his successor, are explicable in
terms of the "new presidency" itself, what is demanded of it and what
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it expects to do, and of the constitutional assurnptiolis Nvhich increas-
ingly support it.

Constitutions do matter. We spend far too I nuch time these days
examining political institntions --- hence maling the faulty analysis
of an "institutionalized" Presidency — instead of the constilotion
‘vhich determines the relation:AO between 111(.111. Moreover, iii es.
amining constitntions, political ilwory is ultimately the only true
assistance. If I have concentrated, in I I us art idc, on the combination
of roles in the Presidency, it is because I believe that that combina-
tion lends itself, as in France, to the kind of distortion of a liberal
constitution which the appetites of a democracy in a nati(mal state
always demand: to the devatlim of the descending over the ascend-
ing theory of government.

I am new to the Presidency. I have deliberately emphasized,
perhaps over-cmphasized, the One 11Sped or it which has most for-
cibly struck me: the elements in it which could lead to a form of
Cacsaropapism (which is a very different matter from the simple
Caesarism which has always been feared to lie latent in the American
Presidency, not least by the English Whigs in the early 39th cent-
ury). In my edition of the Encyclopaedia liritan»ica, the article on
Justinian is still the one composed by Lord Bryce. "justinian's age,"
he says, "was quite unequal in i»tellect to so vast an. tindertaking as
the fusing on scientific prii willies into one organic whole of the entire
law of the empire." They are words of warning, worth addressing to
the new men" of our Own age. (Was there not a hint of such a warn-
ing in Aaron Wildavsky's "The Political Economy of EiliciencY" iii
The Public Intcrest, Sunni-mer ]9(ire) For, with all my selection and
over-emphasis, 1 would add ill conclusion that there is no aspect of
the Presidency which does not seem to Inc. to invite, as urgently, tlw
assistance of political theory. 'The difference, in organization and role,
between the national parties, on which the President relics, and the
state and Joe; LI parties is an obvious area in which political theory can
offer illumination. So is the whole of the nominating (and, indeed,
electing) process, which no longer performs, in theory or practice,
what was originally expected of it.

When the two principles of representation and federation, whicli
Hume said would alone enable a popular 'government to adapt itself
to a vast continent, are to-day so changed and weakened, one can
indeed question ‘vlictlier the federal constituticm, as originally con-
ceived, will survive. I am convinced only that its condition is critical,
and that it requires, not only empirical observation, but the kind of
political theory which makes even the prudent Fcdcadist timeless,



Sunnyside
Spencerville, Md. 20868
May 12, 1970

President Richard M. Nixon
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear President Nixon:

I am writing to express my support for you at this trying time,
not so much because of what you have done but for what I recognize you
would like to and are trying to achieve. I am no expert on foreign affairs
and I will not presume to offer advice on how the United States can extri-
cate itself from a war which must cause you unimaginable agony.

I do consider myself something of an expert on domestic matters
however, and I will presume to offer some advice with respect to your
role as leader of the executive branch of the Federal government.

First, I would like to point out that the gulf between the Repub-
lican party and the youth of America is more imagined than real. If you
listen carefully, you will discover that the complaints of young people
are not just against the war or against the idea of authority, or even
against the applications of authority that you, feel to be important.
Despite their unsophisticated approach to the problem and their lack of
alternatives to the present structure of society, it is clear that the
serious complaint at the heart of their activity is about the intrusion
of deaf, dumb and blind bureaucracy, both governmental and otherwise,
into all facets of their lives. I know for a fact that you find the
Federal government bureaucracy no more appealing than do they, and it
is on this ground that I think you should appeal to them and make common
cause with them. We tend to think of bureaucratic behavior as presenting
an administrative problem only, but what I am saying is that its exist-
ence and behavior create the prime political problem that you face.
Solve that problem and you will eliminate most, if not all, of the dissent
you face at present.
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The question is, what can be done about it. The solution of an-
archy is offered by some as a counsel of despair. I think we can do
better simply by getting the government out of activities in which it
has no business. The problem will not disappear altogether because
big business and local governments will remain bureaucratic, but at
least, by improving the federal government, you can remove it as a
target from the direct view of the angry youths who now attack it.

To achieve this end, I suggest that you do the following. First,
make it clear to your staff that they should review existing programs,
not just proposals for new spending, to look for opportunities to reduce
the role played by government. The criteria they should apply in their
review are:

1. Can we develop a free-choice alternative to this program? 
The answer in regard to overall national security, for example, is ob-
viously no, but in regard to military manpower, i.e. the volunteer armed
force, it is yes. Voucher funding for public education could replace
direct provision of education in public schools. Mandatory Social Securi-
ty could be replaced by mandatory old-age self-insurance like the auto-
mobile insurance required by most states at present. Regulations pro-
hibiting competition with the Post Office could be suspended. The list
of opportunities your staff would uncover would be long and enlightening.

2. Does this program provide a truly national benefit or purely 
a local or special group benefit? Farm price supports, maritime sub-
sidies, irrigation and flood control programs provide no national bene-
fits and should be eliminated. Having identified such programs, the
real problem for your staff will be to devise ways to get out of the
programs without getting you out of office, but of course, that is what
your staff is for.

3. Where individuals impose costs on otherscan a wa be found
to make them pay the cost rather than putting reliance on administrative
controls? Road congestion, air, noise, and water pollution, destruction
of scenic beauty, i.e. the whole "ecology" problem is addressed under
this criterion. I assert that unless you do make people pay (rather
than leaving the problem to administrative action) these problems will
not be solved, and they will generate continuing frustration in the
electorate.

4. Does this program promote or inhibit competition in the private 
sector? Regulatory commissions are anti-competitive, but they are by no
means the only agencies which have that effect. Minimum wage laws, agri-
cultural marketing orders, "quality" or "service" requirements in the
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private market have the same effect, as do import restrictions of all
kinds. Getting rid of such anti-competitive practices is difficult,
but again, your staff should try to solve the political problems such
actions would generate rather than using them as an excuse for not acting.

Using this list of criteria will provide you with real and some-
times difficult choices--you will have to decide whether the gain to the
public in terms of reduced taxes and reduced bureaucratic interference
with their personal liberty is worth the political cost of some actions.

The second action I suggest you take arises directly from the use
of these criteria. The Presidential office combines the opportunity to
decide on important matters with the opportunity to attract national
attention and support for those decisions. Use your office as a pulpit

/ from which to explain the principles of individual liberty you supportand the responsibilities and benefits inherent in application of those
principles in specific decisions. Unless you and your cabinet make a
clear connection between administrative decisions and the unarticulated
and often unrecognized aspirations of individuals, you and your program
will be condemned as anti-social and unresponsive to the people.

The American public is ripe for leadership which builds upon in-
dividual action rather than on collectivist action. Stewardship of
liberal programs stemming from the Roosevelt era will not be much appre-
ciated. Perhaps nothing will be appreciated by the public, but I am sure
that ultimately, your satisfaction will rest on your own conviction that
you tried as best you could to do a job that needed doing.

-3-

Sin erely

Paul Feldman
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SALVATION BY STAFF: REFORM OF THE PRESIDENTIAL OFFICE

By all accounts, the Presidency is the most important political

institution in American life. To many people, Presidents symbolize the

nation. It is not surprising, therefore, that citizens have large expec-

tations concerning the man who fills the Presidency. Presidents are

expected to lead the nation. They must maintain prosperity. They must

strive constantly to preserve a just and honorable peace. They must

secure social justice. They must manage a vast governmental apparatus.

They must exercise power without being overbearing. They must act for

all the people while building and furthering the fortunes of their own

political party. Several years ago, when a national game was made out of

defining national goals, it became apparent that even if the citizenry

was unable to define its own goals, the President was expected to perform

this function. It is clear that the expectations are so great that no

man or institution can fulfill them. It is also clear that the expectations

are often mutually inconsistent if not contradictory. The overwhelming

expectations surrounding the Presidency have naturally led many people to

suggest that the President needs help and to devise means for ostensibly

helping him. This is one case, however, where Presidents need to be more

wary of their friends than their enemies. There are proposals for

helping the President by taking his job away. There are proposals for

helping him by making him take advice from people he has not chosen and

he may not like.

Suggestions for lightening the burden of the Presidency are many

and often contradictory. Should help consist largely in simplifying the

governmental structure so that, supposedly, it will be easier to manage?
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Or should it take quite the opposite course, calling on more people, more

agencies, and more devices?

L—(2) protection from friendsj
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Before 1939, the President officially had only three assistants

assigned to him.

Today the Executive Office has some 5,000 functionaries and

employees. It includes the Budget Bureau and the Council of Economic

Advisers. There are numerous special Presidential assistants. There is

the regular White House office personnel. There are the National Security

Council, the Office of Defense Mobilization, and the President's Advisory

Council on Government Organization.

But despite the phenomenal growth in the number of people who are

supposed to help the President, his job remains as difficult as ever.

In view of the confusion as to what causes the trouble, let's first

make a brief analysis of the problems which the President faces. We can

then turn to the question of what changes in the Executive Office might

result in a real contribution toward easing the tremendously difficult

job of being President.

The President of the United States needs--perhaps more than anything

else--these three things to help him in his task. He needs knowledge--an

immense supply of knowledge--to enable him to make his plans and decisions

wisely. He needs time to do his thinking and to perform the work essential

to meeting the responsibilities of the Presidency with greatest effect and

success. And he needs support--from his Cabinet, from the Congress, from

the people--if he is successfully to carry out his program.

But these are the very things often denied him, at least in part.

No man, no matter how wise, can possess within himself the knowledge

which a President requires to deal with the countless number of problems

and questions that confront him. He must rely toa very considerable extent

on the knowledge and information of others to help brief him. The President's

4MI
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time tends to be gobbled up not only by essentials but by seeming nonessen-

tials. Some of the demands on his time can perhaps be lightened by

improvements in the organization of the government and of the Office of

the Presidency itself.

But it would be a grave error to suggest that he give up all acts

of symbolic importance, such as lighting the national Christmas tree and

putting medals on the chests of those who have performed heroic acts.

For Presiaents soon discover that many things they do lead to criticism;

it is in the very nature of the job that everyone cannot be satisfied.

It is all the more important, then, that Presidents appear occasionally

in symbolic roles that enable them to act for all the people in a noncon-

troversial way. Presidents need all the support they can get.

No President can carry out a program simply by issuing orders. The

carrying out of his program depends on the degree of support which he can

muster for it. Nor can a President count on an assured basis of support

for everything he wants to accomplish just because he has won the general

support of the citizenry in the Presidential election. Individuals and

Interest groups which support him on one policy may oppose him on another.

Indeed, he has to be careful not permanently to antagonize important

interests on any one thing because he may need their support when it

comes to other issues.

Given the fragmentation of power in the national political system,

today's opponents are often tomorrow's indispensable allies. Presidents

try to enact their policies through creation of a series of ad hoc coali-

tions varying from issue to issue and from time to time. They are well

advised not to prematurely close off sources of support. The fact that

we have a vital Federal system in which groups with special interests are
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concentrated in various geographical areas means that they demand and

often receive special representation in Congress.

Congress holds the vital power of the purse and the general legis-

lative authority which the President needs and without which he can

accomplish little. Yet the President is unable to control the actions

of most legislators because he cannot either help or harm them by

affecting their chances for nomination or election. Presidential inter-

vention would be resented on grounds of local autonomy and is likely to

prove ineffectual because the interests that the Presidents represent are

unlikely to be mirrored exactly in many Congressional districts around the

country. The most influential men in Congress are the committee chairmen

whose power is based on the seniority which comes with continuous service.

These men tend to come from safe districts which re-elect them year

after year. The result is that the President is dependent on Congressmen

whose tenure in office is relatively invulnerable to anything he can do

and whose constituencies are much narrower than his.

Even in making Cabinet appointments, the President is not entirely

free to follow his own preferences. He may have to "give away" appointments

to placate an opposing wing of his own party, to secure the support of a

powerful interest group, or to mitigate the antagonism of an influential

Congressman. Moreover, department heads are expected to champion the cause

of the labor, commerce, veteran, and other clientele groups which they serve

and represent. Indeed, Cabinet members must serve these interests to some

extent if they are to serve the President. For if a large number of impor-

tant interests became hostile to the President at the same time, he would

not find this advantageous even if the excuse was that his Cabinet members

were putting his preferences before those of their clientele. It is,
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therefore, a profound error in American politics to say that merely because

the President has formal power of appointment he necessarily controls a

particular agency.

His task is to get support wherever he can in order to
build up coalitions of interests on each particular policy. And
to do this he must do a great deal more bargaining and
persuading than ordering.
• How can the President's degree of support be strengthened
—and should it be strengthened? He already has the veto
power, and extensive powers over the military forces and
over foreign affairs. He can avail himself of some patronage
in making appointments. He has unparalleled publicity facili-
ties for letting the citizenry know his views. He wields great
moral force as the symbol of the nation.
One way to increase the influence he now holds would be

to give him powers to compel the allegiance of a majority
of Congress. Another way would be to enable him to disci-
pline members of his party who disagreed with his policies.
It soon becomes apparent that the measures necessary to give
the President significantly greater assured support would in-
volve radical changes in the American system of government.

"SALVATION BY STAFF"

The fact that the President's time and knowledge are lim-
ited means that he can deal only with a small number of
the thousands of issues that come up within the administra-
tive apparatus.
So here is where the President can truly be helped by get-

ting aid from other people. He can hire observers to tell
him what is going on in the government and country. He can
hire experts to supply information. He can use advisers to
suggest courses of action. He can use negotiators to deal with
others on his behalf. He can delegate areas of decision to
others. Yet the President's use of other people to overcome
some of his limitations creates serious problems.

•
The first problem that the President encounters in using

the help of other people is related to the question of support
of his policies. Although a Cabinet Officer presumably handles
decisions for the President, he may be beholden to others and
fail fully to represent the President's policy preferences.

Furthermore, how can the President be certain that an
adviser will perform or recommend actions in accord with the
President's own preferences? If the President lays down de-
tailed instructions, the problem is minimized. But the greater
the detail which the President gets into, the greater the
amount of time and effort he must expend. And the Presi-
dent is still dependent on his staff for initial advice as to
what his preferences ought to be in cases where his knowl-
edge is limited, his time is short, or he has not yet formed
opinions.
A further problem is that in seeking "salvation by staff"

the President runs into serious managerial difficulties. There
is a limit to the amount of information or advice it is useful
for the President to have or on which he has time to act.
After a while, the addition of new staff just multiplies his
managerial problems without giving him valuable service in
return.
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The multiplication of staff members creates another prob-

lem. When these men discover that the President is receiving
all the information and advice he can assimilate, they are
apt to be left without enough to do. In this circumstance
there is a tendency to make work by taking over the oper-
ational responsibilities of the regular agencies. But this tend-
ency destroys the one quality above all others which the staff

must have if it is directly and dispassionately to serve the
Chief Executive: the ability to view problems from the
broad perspective of the Presidency rather than from the
necessarily narrower perspectives of the operating agencies.

Still another problem stems from the protectiveness which
staff members may come to feel for the President. They may
try to shield him from unpleasant information or contacts.
They may try to cheer him up by telling him what they
think he wants to hear. Jealous of their access to him, they
may screen out people whom they do not want him to see.
It is up to the President to make certain that he has alterna-
tive channels of information and that the lines of access to
him are not blocked. For if the President lets a staff man
act as his Prime Minister, he will find himself relegated to
the status of a constitutional monarch with only symbolic
powers.
The President is not only served by his staff; he must also

constantly guard against becoming its victim. There is no
more certain way of controlling a President than controlling
the people available to help him. President Truman recog-
nized this in his relationship to the Council of Economic
Advisers. The Council was established in 1946 to advise the
President on general economic problems relating to the
maintenance of a high degree of employment. The original
structure provided for a three-man body appointed by the
President subject to Senatorial confirmation. The expectation
was that men of differing points of view would be chosen,
that they would be impartial, and that they would also serve
as Congressional advisers. But this scheme proved unworkable.

Difficulties arose when members of the Council who did
not share the preferences of the President sought to give him
their advice. There were also Council members who would
give advice but would not tackle the critical task of seeking
political support for their recommendations.
As for the Council's dual function of serving also in

advisory capacity to Congress, experience proved that no
cohesive group of legislators in Congress could make effective
use of the Council to put through a unified program.

The reason is that there is no group of men in Congress sufficiently small

to be able to act, sufficiently cohesive to be able to agree, and suffi-

ciently powerful to guarantee that their program will be adopted in

Congress. There is a name for a governing body that does all of these

things--it is called a Cabinet under the British model. As a result

the Council's organization was changed so that the President appointed

the Chairman as its chief officer solely responsible to him.
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judging from what has been discussed, what are the
conditions under which appointees or additions to the Presi-
dential staff are most useful to the President?

These criteria might serve as a rule of thumb:
First, staff members must represent the President's personal

choice and not that of any other person or group. Second,
they must accept political responsibility for mustering sup-
port behind his programs. Third, he must be able to use
them as he sees fit and not as others dictate. Fourth, their
value to him must be greater than the additional burden of
management caused by their presence. Fifth, they must not
relieve his burdens by also relieving him of the most im-
portant prerogatives of his office.

REFORM BY ORGANIZATION CHART

A perennial type of reform (advanced by the President's
Commission on Administrative Management in 1937 and by
the two Hoover Commissions in 1949 and 1955) calls for
reducing the number of government agencies reporting to
the President by putting them under a few great departments.
The rationale behind these proposals is that the President

would exercise greater control over government agencies by
placing them directly under his line of command through
faithful Cabine Officer
The diffici1y wit plans of this kind is that they confuse
arity and simplicity on an organization chart with an actual

increase of Presidential control. All the President Flight get

would be a paper integration, because his need for support
would still necessitate giving away appointments to high
positions and would still prevent him from controlling agen-
cies with powerful Congressional and interest group support.
After all, if the President were able to be sure that Cabinet

' members would follow and enforce his preferences, he would
not need the large Executive Office staff he has now.

One can imagine that all Federal agencies were put within the Executive

Office of the President. The result of this extreme move would be to

create additional employment for sign painters, but not much else. For

underneath the title on every office would have to be painted in "of

the Executive Office of the President." But it is easy to see that

nothing else would happen because people would still remain in the same

buildings and their relationships to the President would not have been

changed at all.
•

Critics of American foreign and defense policies in the past have

complained that the National Security Council subordinated our military

position to budgetary requirements. They suggested reorganizing the NSC

to give higher priority to national defense. Presumably, these critics believed
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that changing the
NSC's structure would also change the President's policy pref-
erences. Yet it is difficult to see how any organizational
change will prevent the President from getting advice he
wants to take from the Budget Director or the Secretary of
the Treasury unless he is forbidden to see these people. As
is so often the case, what we have here are differences in
policy masquerading in the more palatable guise of organiza-
tional reform. Trying to make the President adopt other
people's policies is an odd form of aid.

Another type of reform is contained in the proposal that
the President should be served by a new management staff
with its personnel drawn largely from the civil service. But
what would happen then to the role of the President as a
political leader with an overwhelming need for responsiveness
and support? How could the President afford to take advice
from people who, because of their civil service status, could
not become fully identified with his program and openly
develop support for it? The result would be to compel the
President to take advice from people whose preferences may
differ from his, whom he has not had a completely free hand
in choosing, but who are in a position to exercise great influ-
ence over the information he receives and the alternatives he
considers.

OTHER REORGANIZATIONAL SUGGESTIONS
In recent years there has been a rash of proposals for the

appointment of an Assistant President to take over some of
the Chief Executive's responsibilities. For example, It has
been suggested that a sort of Super-Secretary be created to
handle the development and coordination of military and
foreign policies. But this is precisely the President's greatest
task at the present time. To delegate this task to someone
else would virtually mean abdicating his office. If this person
were a man of independent influence he could use his re-
sources to thwart the President in cases of disagreement.
Furthermore, if he had no considerable political support to
bring to the job in order to get the program accepted, there
is no reason to believe that he would be more successful at
it than the President.
Some people propose giving the Vice President extra-

ordinary responsibilities. They forget that he often represents
a different party faction than the President. He may very
possibly not agree with the President on key policies.
A more drastic proposal calls for the establishment of a

plural executive—that is, three presidents instead of one.
They might each have more time to work (and perhaps to
disagree) but the scheme would sacrifice what is probably
the major asset of the President today—his ability to speak
with a single voice and propose a single line of policy.

At bottom, these proposals represent an abiding distrust
of the President and a desire to protect the country against
him if he should prove weak. But does guarding against weak
Presidents by thwarting strong ones seem like a valid answer
to the problem?

SAVING THE PRESIDENT'S TIME
Another set of suggestions for helping the President in-

volves proposals for saving the President's time so that he
can have some moments for reflection. Giving him more staff,
however, may actually insulate him from currents of thought
he should be aware of in the agencies which have operating
responsibility for meeting the nation's problems. The Presi-
dent might have more time to think at the expense of not
having much to think about.

9
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No doubt there are ceremonial duties which he might give
up to save time. But can he avoid them all, since he has a
role to perform as symbol of the nation and this role helps
him gain support for his other activities? Without at all
minimizing the problem of time, it does appear that this
has been over-emphasized in relation to the President's over-
riding problem of gaining support for his policies. Even as
things now are, the number of policies which our Presidents
find time to propose always exceeds the number for which
they can find support.

COORDINATION OR COERCION?
Virtually all proposals insist that the President needs help

in coordinating the activities of the Executive Branch.
There is considerable truth in this assertion. The Chief

Executive does need people to report on glaring inconsisten-
cies in policy or to point out activities which are carried on
at cross-purposes. And he already has many (perhaps too
many) coordinators assigned to this task.
As long as the lack of coordination is a result of ignorance

of other people's activities or the complexity of organization,
there is a good chance of overcoming it by dedicated staff
work. But in many cases lack of coordination is a result of
conflicting views about policy which are held by men and

.agencies which have independent bases of influence in society
and Congress. The only ways to secure coordination in these
cases is for one side to convince or coerce or bargain with the
other. When it is understood that "coordination" is often just
another word for "coercion," the full scope of the President's
difficulties becomes even more apparent. For he is frequently
unable to coerce others and the use of staff personnel for
this purpose cannot be expected to be any more effective
than the President's personal intervention.

MAYBE THE JOB HAS TO BE AS TOUGH AS IT IS
It has become fashionable to speak of helping the President

as if everyone were agreed that this was a good idea. .This
is not necessarily so. Of course we all want the President
to be able to do his very best both at home and abroad. But
in a democracy like ours people have many conflicting. inter-
ests and there exist legitimate differences of opinion over
what the government should do. If the President is made
more effective this means that the interests which he repre-
sents will have an advantage over competing interests' which
may find their views more fully represented in Congress.
Strengthening the President is not a neutral goal; it has
vital implications for the kinds of decisions the government
makes. Those who stand to gain and those who stand to lose
necessarily take different positions. Consequently, powerful
opposition to any move to alter existing relationships in order
to make the going smoother for the President is certain to
develop.

CONCLUSION
Is there nothing, then, that we can do to help the President?
One course of action is obvious yet rarely mentioned: we

can give him our active political support if we believe he is
right—not just be passive bystanders.

In regard to staffing the Presidency, the best rule to follow
would seem to be letting the President help himself by allow-
ing him the utmost flexibility in the choice, number, char-
acteristics and deployment of his staff. •Every President has
different personal needs and priorities. Compelling him to
use staff as we should like him to is a means of forcing our
preferences on him. We ought not be surprised if he resists
this kind of "help."

Ultimately, the American people have to decide whether a
strong President has now become so indispensable to national
survival that, whether he represents our individual preference
or nor, fundtimental changes in the political system must be
made to permit him to act more effectively. We deceive our-
selves if we think that organizational reforms or piling on
multitudes of staff will help the President overcome his big-
gest problem of all, the problem of obtaining support for
his program.
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Last November 21, I was having breakfast at a hotel in

Los Angeles. At a nearby table, two women were discussing

Watergate and its implications for the country. Then one

said, "Did you see on the news that even the telephone com-

pany is in a bit of trouble?" The next morning I had break-

fast thousands of miles away in Florida; and here my Wall 

Street Journal told me that ,indeed, we in the Department of

Justice were the ones who were in trouble - for engaging in

what the Journal called "political grandstanding". 1/ Two

breakfasts later I was back home in Virginia; and this time

my Sunday Washington Post sought to reassure me that we were

truly the "good guys" (as my five year old son would put it),

and that the real issue in the AT&T case was bigness per Se. 2_I

This tale of three breakfasts was followed by several

weeks of rather random exposure to citizen letters, news

magazine commentary, and television interviews. Our filing

the AT&T case was clearly seen as an important event in anti-

trust history. It was often portrayed in very psychedelic

colors. Some saw it as a St. George-and-the-Dragon drama -

as a vindication of truth and honesty, as a mighty blow

against a giant demon. Others at the other extreme saw it

as an ill-timed populist frolic, aimed at destroying the

greatest telephone system in the history of the world.



Out there amid the garish lights and vibrant colors,

my colleagues and I sometimes found it hard to recognize

ourselves, or the case that we had brought. And - what is

more important - those bright distortions which dazzled us

might blind the public.

In these circumstances, everyone should try to re-focus

the lights and the filters - everyone should try to see the

world around us as it really is. This requires that we look

at the AT&T case in a broader perspective of competitive

policy - and the Antitrust Division's continuing interest in

communications. This is not a "one shot" case, randomly

fired at the largest target around. It is part of a con-

tinuous Antitrust Division effort, going back at least as far

as Carterfone in 1967, to get more competition into a rapdily

changing communications sector. The ultimate question is

not whether "bigness is badness", but whether efficiency and

diversity are going to be given full play in a vital area of

our economy. These issues - efficiency in operation, diversity

in opportunity - are what we ought to be talking about.

We had a great deal of internal deliberation on these

issues in putting together the AT&T case. The process was

painstaking and at times even repetitive. The complaint

filed was the culmination of a long investigation by a capable

2



and energetic trial staff. They had sifted thousands of

documents; held scores of interviews; and had written

hundreds of pages of analysis. The Economic Policy Office

participated from an early stage. In evaluating evidence

and arguments, we consulted outside engineers, economists,

and staffs from other agencies. Summaries of evidence,

economic analyses, and legal memoranda piled up through

most of 1974 - as new questions were asked and better

answers sought. The Assistant Attorney General held many

long, detailed meetings with top staff, staff lawyers, and

economists. If there had been tapes of these meetings,

you would have found them instructive. We all recognized

that this was a difficult and important project, and that

any decision to bring a case

commitment

was quiet,

of the Division's

almost detached.

among candid colleagues, and

represented a very substantial

limited resources. The atmosphere

Questions flowed back and forth

there was a constant pressing

for better answers to hard questions. I mention this not

because I believe that careful deliberations assure the right

answers. They do, however, tend to reduce the risk of obvious

errors. They also tend to negate any inferences of some

half-baked frolic, put together quickly as a "political grand-

stand" play. Rather, it was a major case painstakingly

put together by dedicated professionals. Indeed, the process

was for me a model, in this post-Watergate age, of dispassionate,

fact-oriented law enforcement.
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We were of course vitally concerned with the efficiency

questions. Accordingly, we asked ourselves, in one area

after another: how can competition be expected to produce

better services, better technology, or better operating

methods? What are the risks to system integrity? Now,

these are not new questions. Indeed, in the Antitrust

Division we have been asking them time and time again over

the years - in Carterfone, in the Computer Inquiry, and in

the Domestic Satellite and Specialized Carriers proceedings.

Of course, during this period, the Commission itself has been

asking these questions and answering them in these important

cases.

In the past, we and the Commission have been faced

with loud and excessive claims of network harm. The tele-

phone companies' choral refrain has been: we must control

everything. In Carterfone, I remember the companies argued

for a theory of inherent injury to the network - which means,

"even without any hard facts, we know interconnection will

be injurious to the network." The Department of Justice

came back with a brief suggesting competition could be

allowed in terminal equipment and yet the network protected

by technical specifications. As you know, that is what the

Commission did (although important aspects of the scheme

are still being worked out six years later!).
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This illustrates a key point: neither competition nor

regulation are all-or-nothing values. Both can be used,

if the spirit is one of pragmatism rather than dogma. In-

telligent accommodation of the two can be worked out. It

should be.

Competition does well what regulation does poorly:

it rewards the innovator who produces something the public

thinks worth paying for; it rewards the cost cutter; and

it encourages diversity in ideas and development.

Regulation can do what competition fails to do: it

can often prohibit privately profitable action which is in-

jurious to the public at large. The polluter of a river

or a telephone network can, at little or no cost to him-

self, impose important costs and losses on the rest of us.

Regulation can be used effectively to prohibit such conduct.

Neither competition nor regulation can do a very good

job of controlling a natural monopoly. Competition will

fail for obvious reasons: a natural monopoly is by defini-

tion a situation in which economies of scale are so pervasive

that competition cannot work in fact. Regulation often tends to

fail because it is at best a negative force. It cannot

effectively command the monopolist to do better - and some-

times it does not even effectively reward him if he does so.

Thus, even with optimal regulatory skill and industry structure,

utility regulation tends to become a "cost plus",
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after-the-fact operation which is often more rewarding to

the lawyers and bureaucrats than to the public. This is

a serious problem. It would be more serious if natural

monopoly were not in fact a relatively rare situation.

Indeed, when we get beyond the traditional situations of

local distribution of gas, electricity, and telephone ser-

vices, natural monopoly is quite hard to find. Cable tele-

vision may turn out to be a case in point. Satellite com-

munications, broadcasting, and equipment manufacturering

clearly are not natural monopolies.

The "Bottleneck" Approach to Monopoly 

Faced with this situation in communication, the Depart-

ment of Justice has pursued during the last decade what might

be called the "bottleneck" philosophy. We have supported

effective regulation as a concept where a bottleneck - a

natural monopoly - actually exists; but we have pressed hard

to prevent those controlling that bottleneck from using it

to foreclose competition in related areas not subject to

natural monopoly characteristics. Generally, this does not

mean that those who control a bottleneck cannot compete in

the related areas - but it does mean that all steps should

be taken to prevent them from attaining a position not

dictated by considerations of efficiency.
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Bottlenecks themselves are not necessarily static.

That which was a natural monopoly at one stage of technology

may become a potentially competitive area under the next

generation, and in principle the converse should also be

true. Satellites offer a striking example of this phenomenon.

When Congress passed the 1962 Satellite Act, it assumed

orbiting satellites technology - which necessarily dictated

a huge worldwide, natural monopoly system. The possibility

of competing systems was not faced. Of course, we all know

what happened. Within 18 months, Hughes developed the

stationary satellite, which entirely changed the potential

economic characteristics of the business. This in turn

meant that flexible satellite systems could compete with

each other on particular routes, provided they could get

the traffic; and the Department and the Office of Tele-

communications Policy urged broadly open entry policy in

the domestic satellite field.

The technology can also shift in the opposite direction.

It can create very large new scale economies - thus making

a presently competitive area of communications a potential

bottleneck monopoly. The best example may again be in the

satellite area. When the large advanced satellites were

developed, they created new capacity on a scale which dwarfed

existing undersea cable systems. When this type of situation

occurs, the pressing regulatory question is this: "should we

let the innovator fully exploit the newly developed scale
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economies even if it results in a monopoly?" Or, stated

alternatively, the question is: "should we protect existing

competitors in the name of 'competition'?" I hope my answer

is clear. But let's ask the question again in another mode:

"would we prevent air carriers from using Boeing 747s, and

setting fares on the basis of 747 costs, in order to protect

those still flying DC-6s and 7s?" Of course, we all should

answer that engineering efficiency should be the controlling

factor.

I stress this point because some seem to assume that the

Department prefers "horse and buggy" competition to "efficient"

monopoly. This is not so. Quite to the contrary, our "bottle-

neck" approach to communications assumes that some natural

monopoly bottlenecks exist in communications. What we have

sought is to prevent those controlling a monopoly position from

using it to control other related areas by means not dictated tx

efficiency. It is a recurring theme. In Carterfone, we argued

that control over the local switched telephone network did not

justify or require the telephone companies to foreclose com-

petitive development of the terminal equipment market. In the

Computer Inquiry the next year we argued against the "utility"

concept; we argued that monopoly control of the network need not

prevent independent competition in development of remote ac-

cess data processing services. Finally, our AT&T case

rests heavily on the premise that control of the telephone

network should not be used to dominate the related field of
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communications equipment; and that its control of local tele-

phone switched networks should not be used as a basis for elimi-

nating any potential competition in long haul transmission.

Our Networks' cases rest on a similar theory: namely,

that the defendants' control of prime time television time -

a bottleneck of sorts - should not be used to foreclose in-

dependent competitive development of programming of the type

played on prime time.

So far as the "bottleneck" monopoly itself is concerned,

basic antitrust principles would require that access to it be

allowed to all competitors on equal and nondiscriminatory terms.

Stated another way, the bottleneck facillity is made a "common

carrier" vis-a-vis others, even other carriers. Those controlling

it must deal with the others on the same, or equivalent terms, to

the way they deal with themselves. Thus, in a landmark 1912

decision, the Supreme Court held that railroads controlling a

particular essential railroad terminal in St. Louis could not

deny access on equal terms to any other competing railroad

coming into St. Louis. 3/ In 1973, the Supreme Court applied

the same "bottleneck" type concept to a monopoly electric power

transmission network in Minnesota: it held that the utility

controlling that network could not refuse to sell bulk power to

local municipal systems or refuse to wheel power across the net-

work for them from outside suppliers. 4/ Interestingly, in both

the terminal railroad case and the electric power case, the decree

approved by the Court made allowance for government regulation by

the ICC and the FPC respectively.
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The local telephone networks are just such bottleneck

monopolies. Therefore it is hardly surprising that the

Department urged application of the Terminal Railroad 

principle to them in its filings in the Domestic Satellite 

and Specialized Carriers cases. 5/

We are also of course extremely concerned where any

monopoly is created not by economic scale economies, but

by governmental fiat. In other words, competition

could exist but it is barred by law or regulation. This

is highly unsatisfactory. We have reflected this belief in

our filings on cable television development. As we see it,

the rationale for over-the-air broadcast regulation is

simply the shortage of available spectrum. Therefore, the

government was brought into the process as sort of a police-

man to ration the limited product (and since it was in as

a rationer of a "free" good, it then took on some responsi-

bilities as to how that good was used). The abiding truth

remains, however, that the spectrum shortage is the reason for

the regulation; and that the goal of government policy is not -

and should not - be to make sure that it remains short. The

development of cable systems have, of course, threatened this

scarcity value, by offering the public at least the potential

of much more varied programming more tailored to individual

tastes. The Commission, I am afraid, has sought to dampen
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down this threat with paternalistic requirements and out-

right prohibitions in the case of the so-called "anti-

siphoning" rules. Nor has the Commission shown much

ingenuity and interest in Tom Whitehead's proposals for

more "drop in" VHF channels in and around major marketsV

The other prominent example of a "bottleneck" created

by government action, rather than economics, is in the

Authorized User area. Under the Commission's 1966 decision, 7/

COMSAT was simply barred from using its new technology

to compete directly in the communications business. Three

international record carriers were in effect allowed to erect

a barrier between the public and COMSAT - a scheme which kept

satellite rates up and earned for the record carriers some

thirty million dollars a year on average. This step was

taken in the interest of "competition." It was said that

we ought to have several "competing" international carriers

and this was the way to do it. Such "competition" is

illusory and expensive. It ought to be dispensed with either

by the Commission or the Congress. Ten years is enough.

Since I know that "fairness" is important, let me say

after these criticisms that the FCC's overall record has in

fact been good indeed on competitive questions. Government

regulation is frequently - and appropriately - criticized
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for fostering protectionism and seeking to thwart new

competitors and new ideas. 8/ Subject to these few

exceptions, the FCC has not done that. It has allowed the

development of competitive industries for terminal equip-

ment; it is allowing development of various competitive

types of carriers; and it has not allowed over-ths-air

broadcasters or local telephone companies to dominate a

newly emerging cable television industry. This commendable

record deserves general public support. It also deserves

specific support - and will continue to get it from us -

in the resulting battles with some state regulatory agencies

which seem to prefer protectionism to progress.

Why Competition? 

I have been assuming here that competition is a worth-

while value in communications, and public policy ought to

encourage it. The opposite view has some forceful advocates

ranging from General O'Connell's strong dissent to the 1968

communications task force report to Mr. DeButts' recent

interviews and speeches.

It is fair in these circumstances to ask why com-

petition is a useful policy. Economic competition is closely

related to First Amendment values, in that it promotes

diversity in ideas and ways of doing things. It is soundly

grounded in human psychology, in that it seeks to encourage

12
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(and reward) success, rather than try to command it.

Competition seems to me to be particularly important in

high-technology environments which offer opportunities for

many choices and changes.

The case for competition here is clear and simple.

Technical innovation requires skill, hard work and money.

People do not put these out unless they hope for rewards

from success - or fear the penalties of failure.

Judge Wyzanski put this case eloquently in United Shoe:

. . . creativity in business as in other areas,
is best nourished by multiple centers of activity,
each following its unique pattern and developing
its own esprit de corps to respond to the challenge
of competition. The dominance of any one enterprise
inevitably unduly accentuates that enterprise's
experience and views as to what is possible, practical,
and desirable with respect to technological develop-
ment, research, relations wiJ_h producers, employees,
and customers. .5L/

This thought is clearly applicable to common carrier com-

munications historically. Again, for "fairness" purposes,

I should point out that the Judge did go on to say:

And the preservation of any unregulated monopoly
is hostile to the industrial and political ideals
of an open society founded on faith that tomorrow
will produce a better than the best.

The fact, however, that an enterprise is regulated may

help to temper monopolistic abuse - but it does not deal

with the Judge's more fundamental point: namely, that
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the dominance of a single enterprise "unduly accentuates

that enterprise's experience and views as to what is

possible, practical and desirable." This is a matter

which is important both to regulators and customers.

For example, even in the natural monopoly area of local

switched telephone service, we can see the independent

Rochester Telephone Company "competing" with AT&T over what

is "possible, practical and desirable" with respect to terminal

equipment connection arrangements.11/It has offered the

New York Public Utility Commission a much more open, and

cheaper, approach to interconnection than have the larger

carriers. The fact that Rochester does not manufacture

terminal equipment itself may have something to do with

that position.

Competition seens to me to be particularly important

in communications, bccause there is a great deal more

opportunity for diversity and tailoring of services than

is true of most other public utility industries. The local

electric or gas company is essentially offering a single

standardized product - electric power or gas - sometimes

at several voltages or pressures. Basically, the utility's

job is to produce and deliver the product as cheaply as

possible and to deliver it on a reliable basis.
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Communications may have been somewhat similar in the

pre-computer age. Today, however, it is entirely different.

No longer can the carriers expect to respond with

Henry Ford-like gruffness, "have any color you want as long

as it is black." The world cannot be divided up into 4 Kc.

bandwidths at three minute intervals. Here, usage opens up

a whole variety of highly specialized demands, both as to

how a communications network is used and what is used on

the end of the line. In this environment, slight variations

in cost may make the difference between something being economic

and uneconomic. As we look down the road toward electronic

point-of-sale systems as on-line extensions of banks, and

large computer networks as on-line extensions of libraries, we can

see the world is changing even if we cannot be exactly sure

how it will work out. What is important is that it be

allowed to do so on a cost-efficient basis, rather than on

the basis of a single enterprise's or a regulator's views as

to what is "possible, practical and desirable."

Meeting these needs efficiently may involve classic

entrepreneurial risk taking - which is something quite

different from what we expect of a rate base regulated

utility. Indeed, in my mind, there is serious question as

to whether a rate base regulated utility should be encouraged
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to go into venturesome risk taking activities. To the

extent that it does so, it may well be risking our funds -

funds which the ordinary subscriber ultimately provides.

Thus, as we go to ever more tailored and specialized demands

for terminal equipment, we might face serious problems

if the telephone companies burned up our funds making

incorrect guesses as to the scope and shape of those

demands. It is one thing, however, to say that we do not

want a rate base regulated utility to take undue risks

with the public's money; it is quite another thing to say

that we should, by law or regulation, prohibit independent

entrepreneurs from risking their money.

There is in fact room for a lot of intelligent risk

taking or experimentation both in developing new technology

and designing new services.

On the technical innovation subject, we have all heard

a great deal of debate on whether vertical integration

between manufacturing and operating companies is likely to

increase or decrease the rate of innovation. This was an

important issue in the ITT case against General Telephone,11 /

and it no doubt will be an important aspect of the AT&T

case. It may be that the question will never be resolved

to everybody's absolute satisfaction. After all, what is

involved is comparing what is with what might have been.
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The General Telephone case did show a pattern by the company

of favoring its own equipment and "slow walking" the equip-

ment of other suppliers - a situation which is not calcu-

lated to encourage independent innovation in the type of

equipment bought only by carriers themselves!

The history in the telephone industry is one of

declining costs and increased efficiency in many areas.

But again the crucial question is: compared to what? Has

innovation been pressed as far and as fast as it would

have been in a less regulated more competitive environment?

The electronics field as a whole has been one characterized

by many substantial increases in productivity and declines

of prices; and I think the most striking price declines

have been in the fully competitivr. sector. Color television

sets, electronic cash registers, micro computers, and pocket

calculators are but four familiar examples. 12/ In

electronic pocket calculators, the lowest price models have

gone from being several hundred dollars to under $25 in

three or four years. This has, of course, stimulated very

large consumer demand which would not have otherwise

appeared. What we have here is not only competition playing

a role in developing the new technology, but the strongest

kind of competitive pressure putting the screws to manu-

facturers and retailers to constantly bring the prices down
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as the costs of manufacturing go down. Closer to home,

we have seen an enormous growth in terminal equip-

ment and PBX development since these areas were opened

up to competition in 1968 by Carterfone; and the telephone

companies themselves have had to respond to the situation by

developing and offering more specialized and versatile equip-

ment of their own. By contrast, we have seen relatively

little success - or even visible enthusiasm from the tele-

phone companies - when it comes to driving down the costs

and prices on the interface devices required for most

customer supplied terminal equipment.

This illustrates a general problem: even competent

regulators have great difficulty in compelling regulated

enterprises to take affirmative steps to do something that

they do not want to do, or that is not in their economic

interest to do. Beyond that, the regulatory system has

great difficulty in assuring that cost and price reductions

in equipment are pushed as fast and far as possible, or

that the benefits of innovation are passed on to the users

in the form of lower charges. Looking back at pocket

calculators, and assuming hypothetically a regulated

environment, would you really believe that regulation would

compel a monopolist to reduce its price within three years
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from over $400 to $50 or $25? Or that the regulator could

compel the monopolist to make the cost reductions that would

make such price reductions possible? I think the record

speaks for itself. Regulation does not work that fast.

It is essentially a "cost plus" operation, involving after-

the-fact review of conduct from a quite distant past. It

does somewhat better at controlling cost increases - where

"regulatory lag" works against the regulated enterprise -

than it does in obtaining prompt price reductions or cost

reductions. The virtue of competition, to the extent that

it can be made to work in a regulated environment, is that

it does these things automatically and quickly.

A strong case also exists for more competitive pressure

on service design. New, and ever more varied, demands are

being placed on our communication system and the services

offered should respond to these demands. For example, the

standard three minute long distance toll call charge is

patently obsolete in the age of a computer)-3/What it does

is create extra incentives among computer users to share

leased lines, to resort to specialized carriers, and to

turn to the new "value added" carriers where these can offer

greater flexibility. Similarly, we have a complete absence

of message-switched type store-and-forward services over

the telephone network. Imagine, for example, the usefulness
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of a cheap service under which one could dial a number

locally and leave a voice or electronic message for

recording, and be guaranteed that this would be delivered

within, say, three hours to a subscriber telephone in a

distant city. The service, if adequately promoted, might

be widely used by price conscious individuals and businesses

in a variety of circumstances - provided that it can be

offered at a price which favorably competed with normal

message telephone rates and telegraph rates. From the

marginal cost standpoint, it ought to be reasonably cheap

since it could be programmed by computers to take advantage

of gaps in telephone message use. Still another example of

what might be offered, if sufficient pressure were put on

the telephone companies, is seen in the British system for

long distance telephone calls from coin boxes. It is all

entirely automatic, one simply dials a number and puts some

coins in a slot. There is no operator cost or delay. The

call is metered automatically and the conversation is simply

cut off after a certain number of seconds, depending on

what coins you put in the box and how long the distance

of the call is. For a very short call, it is extremely

cheap - and this makes it particularly useful for, say,

telling your wife what train you will be on, even from

several hundred miles away. I mention these things just to

underscore the fact that our telephone service, while very
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good, is nowhere near perfect. The telephone companies

have done much better serving traditional markets for

services, than they have meeting the needs of specialized

uses; and they could do a great deal more in service design

to meet the needs of a fast moving, ever changing, and

computer-centered economy.

Moreover, in comparing our telephone service to that

in other countries, we should remember that we have devoted a

great deal more capital to it than other major countries

have - both on a gross basis and a per capita basis11/ In

an ultimate sense, this has represented a national priority

decision as to how we wanted to expend our capital. Many

other countries have greatly outspent us on mass transit,

and have generally produced mass transit systems which are

far superior to what we have. Similarly, we have chosen

to outspend them substantially for telephone service and

have generally produced a superior product. The result is

not an argument for or against competition, or for or

against our existing telephone companies, but rather for the

proposition that nations, like individuals and families, in

the long run tend to get what they pay for.

Paternalism and Subsidy 

The case against competition in communications seems to

me to be pressed not so much in terms of technology, but in
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terms of cross subsidy. What the telephone companies,

and the state regulators who are supporting them, seem to

be arguing is that to allow competition in communications

equipment and services is to disrupt an elaborate scheme

designed to maximize telephone use and subsidize the resi-

dential user at the expense of the business user. One com-

mentator calls it "a sort of legalized Robin Hood system."/

In fact, the scheme is far from clear - but let's

accept it for discussion. Clearly this is not a scheme

that generally owes its shape to statutory commands or

electoral mandates - but rather to historic negotiation between

the telephone companies and the regulators. Moreover, the

same state regulators have generally not imposed any such

"Robin Hood" scheme of subsidizing residential users of gas

and electricity at the expense of business users. This is

interesting, since residential bills for energy are often much

larger than local telephone service bills. It also suggests

first that no universal "Robin Hood" principle of regulation

exists,1V and, secondly, that its particular application in the

telephone industry may owe more to the telephone companies

than to the regulators.

In fact, there may be many more cross subsidies built

into the telephone scheme than just having business customers

subsidize residential customers. Customers in dense urban

areas may well subsidize some suburban and rural customers.
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Light residential users may subsidize heavy residential

users. Long distance users tend to subsidize local

customers (and this subsidy has increased as long haul

transmission costs have come down). Long distance customers

using dense, heavy routes may subsidize those using sparse

light routes.

This whole process of surreptitious subsidy is dangerous

and inefficient. It is dangerous in a democracy because

the ultimate premise is "what the public doesn't know about

doesn't matter." The average residential user does not know

that he is being subsidized; and it is not clear that, if

he did, he would vote for a subsidy in this form. In essence,

a subsidy from busineEs users to residential users is simply

a deeply buried sales tax, and like many sales taxes is quite

regressive in certain aspects. The businesses of course pay

the higher charges and then pass them on to all of us every

time we get a lawyer's bill, a bank service charge, or buy

a bag of groceries or an automobile. That subsidy has to

be paid. If you look at it as a sales tax, you see poor

people who buy bread and milk, but do not have telephones,

subsidizing those of us who do have telephones. Similarly,

the church or cooperative nursery school with its "business"

phone can be seen to be subsidizing the $100,000-a-year lawyer's

home phone. I raise these questions because some pretend
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that the historic subsidies in telephone service repre-

sent some ancient commitment to a clearly perceived public

good. I seriously doubt that. I even ask you whether you

really think the Congress or the state legislatures of this

country would, if they had to vote on it, vote in favor of

appropriating a very large general subsidy to residential

telephone users, without regard to their individual economic 

status and conditions. Moreover, even if Congress or the

state legislature did vote such a subsidy, and financed it

out of more progressive taxes, the whole scheme might

be likely to appear fairer than what we have.

Not only may the whole telehone cross subsidy approach be

unfair. It is also inefficient. This is true for two reasons.

First, as any economist will tell you, the subsidy encourages

excessive use of the subsidized product (in my case, this

is use of our home phone by my ten-year-old dauahter!). Secondly,

such hidden subsidies can only be accomplished by suppressing

competition, and this in turn involves invisible (but clear)

losses of efficiency. Let me be specific. If all compe-

tition in terminal equipment has to be suppressed in order

to subsidize residential telephone rates, then two things

are involved - first an indirect transfer of funds from the

user of the terminal, and secondly, a slowdown of innovative

development. In other words, if monopoly service resulted
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in slower innovation (as it seems to have in terminal

equipment), then the party paying the subsidy is not only

paying it in higher rates - but in the unavailability of

products and services which have not been developed or

offered. I make this point with respect to terminal equip-

ment, but it could also be made with respect to a variety

of innovative service opportunities which would increase the

efficiency and cut the cost of business for many businesses

which require heavy investment in communications.

For these reasons, we in the Department of Justice

are highly suspicious of barely visible cross subsidies

supported by anticompetitive regulation. If we the public

really want to subsidize certain classes of communications

users, then let's do it openly and directly out of the

public treasury - so that we can see precisely who is getting

what and how much it is costing the rest of us.

I recognize that the actual question of determining

cross subsidies is very difficult. Regulatory history makes

clear that cost estimates are particularly illusive - and

often self-serving. 17/ As we look ahead to regulatory

reform, we must try to design systems which reduce litigation

over costs in complex businesses absolutely to the bare

minimum. Some of this can be done by allowing what amounts
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to arbitrage or line sharing among users or use of "value

added" carriers who lease bulk circuits from the telephone

company. In other words, the relationships between particular

rates can be leveled out by allowing someone to play the

freight forwarder function of assembling user needs into

largei and perhaps more efficient, packets. Thus, if the

charges are too low for large users (as some have alleged

in the Telpak cases), then intermediaries will come in and

respond to the situation, making a profit for themselves and

attracting customers by passing on some of the savings to

them. More than this is, of course, involved: if a "value

added" carrier is able to assemble a more versatile and

efficient package of circuits, computers, and switches, then

it is creating a new service which is valuable competitively

without regard to arbitrage. This gets me back to the point

I stressed earlier: namely, that a great deal of room exists for

entrepreneurial skill and risk taking in the communications

business, even if it is characterized by natural monopoly in

some important areas.

Conclusion 

As we look ahead to a more competitive future and the

legal rules and policies which govern that future, we must

bear in mind that the "bottom line" is efficiency. This

means a great deal more devotion to flexibility and oppor-

tunity in a changing world. It means a great deal less
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devotion to elaborate cross subsidies which can only be

supported by anticompetitive regulation.

When the prophets of gloom preach that more com-

petition will make for higher telephone rates, they are

making some barely visible assumptions about some barely

visible subsidies. The ultimate test is not whether my

home telephone bill or yours will be lower or higher. It

is whether the nation's total communications bill will be

lower or higher - and that total bill should be calculated

not only in terms of total dollars laid out but in the

flexibility and efficiency of the total services received.

The nation's bill, thus reckoned, must be paid by us all as

citizens, consumers, and taxpayers. We have the ultimate

stake in the bottom line.

That bottom line is nicely illuminated by the author

of a recent article in the Harvard Business Review. He

writes:

Perhaps the only sure way to determine whether
the public would be better off if monopoly
privileges and internal subsidies were eliminated
would be to expose the protected industries to
competition. The fact that sellers invariably
argue that such competition would harm consumers
is perhaps the best reason to expect that consumers 
might benefit from it.18 /
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The Arrogance of the Press

By Max M. Kampelman
bout enough has been written and

said on the subject of Watergate.
Most Americans are ready to move on to
other things and permit the judicial pro-
cess to pursue its inevitable course with-
out the endless moralizing and
mythologizing of the press, without the
packs of cameramen and would-he inves-
tigative reporters. And that leads to a
point of view that needs to be expressed,
particularly in Washington, where the at-
mosphere is permeated by news as news-
mcin see it.

Nobody likes to make enemies with the
town crier. It is important, however, to
reestablish a balance with respect to the
American press and its investigative role
in helping to face and overcome our na-
tional crises. Why? Because unless the
record is set straight, investigative jour-
nalism, once known as "Muckraking,–
will take over the press, further intensify
the editors' love for the "scoop,– add to
the already feverish drive for the sensa-
tional story, and probably result in over-
plays that tend to distort not only the story
itself hut the Inlance of news in our news-
papers.

Effective democracy depends on sound
public opinion and that in turn depends on
good information. Distortions of content
and emphasis. no matter how righteous
the motivation, tend to pollute the infor-
mation flow necessary for the effective
functioning of our democratic system.

It is not easy and frequently not exciting
to report events. Thus the tendency in
recent years has been for imaginative, in-
telligent. socially dedicated journalists to

• go beyond normal reporting to seek fuller
expression of their talents or social views.
The "new journalism" says the responsi-
bility of the press is "to discover truth, not
merely facts.– In so doing it sometimes
applies the techniques of fiction to fact.
This is supplemented by ' 'advocacy jour-
nalism– or "personal journalism,– in
which the reporter is encouraged to indi-
cate his point of view in his news stories:
words like "objecti‘ itv– are ridiculed as
impossible of attainment. But this new
school of journalism soinetimes has be

an excuse for dispensing the per-
sonal opinion of the writer together with
hearsay and rumor.

The current emphasis on investigative
reporting has received great stimulus

lk t h the "success" of the Washington
Post in opening Watergate wide. New in-
vestigative squads have been set up by
increasing numbers of newspapers. After
all, it is the investigative reporter who
receives the awards that journalists be-
stow upon themselves, who writes the
big-money books, and who has become
the superman of the fourth estate.

But what are the facts with respect to
the Washington Post coverage of the
Watergate? The dust jacket of All the
President's Men says the book is written
by "the two young Washington Post
reporters whose brilliant investigative
journalism smashed the Watergate scan-
dal wide open.– Former editor Lester
Markel of the New York Times demurs:
The Washington Post's coverage was

not investigative reporting in the real
s'ense because the original facts were dug
up by others.–
The evidence is that it wasn't the repor-

ters who smashed the scandal wide open,
hut the pressures of Judge John Sirica and
the investigations conducted by the FR I,
the federal prosecutors, the grand jury,
and the Congressional committees. In
their news stories, the Post and other
newspapers focused on those parts of the
prosecutors case, the grand jury, the FBI
reports, and the committee ins estigations
that were leaked to them. In doing so, they
performed a service—they added fuel to
the fire and kept public attention riveted
on the developments. It was not their re-
porting, however, that it the
cover-up. At hest they often were able
only to leak information a few days in
advance of its normal public disclosure.
The fact remains that it was not the press
which exposed Watergate. It was gov-
ernment itself.

Similarly, several journalism prizes
were awarded to the Wall Sfreet Journal
for "revealing– the scandal that forced
Vice President Spiro Agnew to resign. A
similar prize as awarded to the
[I/ash/nom Star-News for "revealing–
the campaign omit ibutions that led to the
indictments of former cabinet members
Maurice Stans and John N. Mitchell. who
subsequentl were acquitted. The facts

"It was not their reporting that unraveled the cover-up. At
hest they often were able only to leak information ...-

A funny thing happened on
the way to the EPA Test.

The Saab
WagonBack Sedan.

It's a sedan when you want It, and a
wagon when you need it.

Many manufacturers and car
dealers are making gas mileage
claims since the fuel shortage. The
most respected and unbiased gas
mileage figures seem to be those of
the government's Environmental
Protection Agency. Recently a vol-
ume Japanese manufacturer had
EPA retest his car, to show that it
got better mileage than originally
tested and a funny thing happened.
The SAAR 991.E. which was also
tested, got 21 MPG in commuter
driving and 30.6 MPG on the
highway.
The table included in the EPA

report, showing the special test re-
sults, ranked the vehicles in order
of their fuel economy performance
in cold-start city driving.

Vehicle
Vehicle
Wght.

MPG
City

MPG
hwy.

Saab 2,750 21.0 30.6

Vega auto 3,000 18.7 27.7

Gremlin 3,000 17.7 27.2

Vega manual 3,000 173 30.7

Mazda RX-2 2,750 13.4 21.2

Mazda RX-3 2,750 13.3 19.0
Mazda RX-4 3,000 12.5 20.5

Tiffin() 4.500 12.5 20.0

SAAIB
It's what a car should be.

AMERICAN Service Center
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classic status

To qualify for Classic status a chair must be two things: well-built
to stand the test of time and flawlessly designed.

The Eames chair from Stott is both. A seating sculpture so durably
constructed, it will be as much a part of the future as it is of the present.

At Stott, we stock the Eames chair at all times and can insure
delivery for Christmas or other special occasions. et us introduco von
to the Fames today in our furniture showroom.
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Chas. G. Stott & Co., Inc
1680 Wisconsin Ave., NW.,
Washington, D.C, 20007 202 333-5200
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are, however, that at neither newspaper
did the reporters have anything to do with
uncovering the scandals. In the Agnew
case, it was the United States Attorney in
Maryland who did the job; in the Stans-
Mitchell case, it was the SEC and the
grand jury that conducted the investiga •
lions. In both instances, the scandals
would have come to the public anentio 
when the cases came to court. In neithci
event is it anything hut a myth to say that
the members of the press were the prim,
movers. (See Edward Jay Epstein in tft
April and July Commentary for inure oi
this.)

Furthermore, Watergate had iiN

of inaccurate reporting. As an illustration
Newsweek wrote in what appeared I,
emanate from an interview with John W.
Dean III that he would reveal in his publi,
testimony before the Senate Committee
that some White House officials had
planned to assassinate the President of
Panama, but that the plan was aborted at
the last minute. This "exclusive — story
was not only published in Newsweek hut
circulated to thousands of newspapers in
an advance press release. It turned out that
Dean did not so testify and denied under
oath that he discussed any of his testimony
with any Newsweek reporters. The
magazine neither corrected nor explained
the discrepancy. It is difficult to know
what public good was served by attempt-
ing to disclose John Dean's testimony he

he was scheduled to give it.
A related concern was underscored a

few years ago by a study released from the
Center for the Study of Democratic In-
stitutions. It emphasized "sensationalism
and audience building" as a characteristic
of oudournalism that tends to distort news
and lead to "an image that does not cur•
respond to reality."

The implications go far beyond the
immediate Watergate or Agnew

stories or the tendency toward sen-
sationalism.

The press has immense power in our
society. That power represents a serious
threat to our democracy because it is rela-
tively unrestrained.

Those who own and edit our newspa-
pers believe that the press, a "free press."
is a vital protector of our democracy and
that, therefore, the greatest threat to OM
democratic society is in the efforts of gov-
ernment to intimidate and coerce the
press. Such attacks by government must
he resisted, but it is a mistake to ignore the
fact that a far greater threat to a free press
lies in its own irresponsibility. one that is
still too pie \ alent. Felix Frankfurter once
wrote: — Freedom of the press . . is n.)1
an end in itself hut a means to the end of a
free society. . A free press is \ital lo it
dCMOCratie society.' because its freedom
yl yes it power. Pow er in a democr.i,
I nip! es responsihility in its exercise
shim ion in a democracy can haY
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there's this vallep
For some over
of you, just
this much is enough.
Without adjectives or
directions, you know theirli
Valley we mean. Its fame has
spread far beyond West Virginia
simply by word of mouth. And you
probably know, too, that the accent is
on the 2nd syllable . . . Canaan is pro-
nounced "Kah-NANE" despite its
Biblical antecedents. All in all, it's
a very special place.

But what you probably don't
know is that there is one major block
of land available for private owner-
ship in the Canaan Valley. We were
lucky enough to buy it recently, and
are offering 5 and 10 acre "wilderness
estates" on the gentle wooded slopes
to people who appreciate its natural
advantages. And who enjoy having
recreational facilities nearby hut
not intruding on your privacy.

Perhaps you have visited the
Canaan Valley Ski Resort or the
18-hole championship golf course,
both first-rate facilities just a couple of
miles from our Timberline property.
You may have hunted in the forests
or fished the famous Blackwater
River which runs along our property.
All this is available today, not just as
vague promises for the future. We
even have a 45-acre lake in our

•n Wt Valley forswimming,
boating, fishing andin.. skating. But we don't

intend to "develop" the
property in the usual sense be-
cause Timberline has all the rec-

reation facilities you could want.
Nearby, on public land that cannot be
developed!

Actually, what attracts most
people to the Canaan Valley is the
CLIMATE. The floor of the Valley
is 3,200 feet up, higher than many
mountain peaks, and the breezy
elevations where you will be living
are naturally air conditioned during
the summer and snowy enough in the
winter for plenty of skiing.

If you don't know the Canaan
Valley, talk to someone who does.
Then you'll understand why Timber-
line is something special . . . well
worth the $2,500 to $3,(X)0 per acre
cost. As soon as possible, get in touch
with us to arrange a visit. (There are
only 69 5 and 10 acre estates in all, a
few of which have been sold.) Plan to
spend some time investigating the
recreation facilities and scenic high-
lights around Timberline. "Com-
parison shopping" is good
for both
of us.

Timberline Office Offered by Owners
Canaan Valley Allegheny Properties.
Davis, W. Va. 26260 Inc.
3M/866-4144 Petersburg, W. Va.
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lute power. Nor can the limits of powei
which enforce responsibility be finally de
termined by the limited power itself.''

Power itself is not anathema to a demo-
cratic society so long as there are propel
restraints. The power of the President. hu
example, is great, but it is restrained 1)
the Congress, by the press, by the courts
by the opposing political party. The
gress is similarly under rein. Pow-rti!
corporations and unions restrain
another and both are restrained by go\
ernment and by laws. The American pres.,
is perhaps the most powerful institution
the country, next to the Presidenc . hio
restraints on the power of the press are
inadequate and becoming more so.

Walter Lippman in 1920 gave his con
ception of that power when he wrote:
"The news of the day as it reaches the
newspaper office is an incredible medle>
of fact, propaganda, rumor, suspieU.n.
clues, hopes and fears. . . The power
determine each day what shall seem OH
portant and what shall he neglected is a
power unlike any that has been exercised
since the Pope lost his hold on the secular
mind."

That power is even greater today, with
competition no longer a restraining force
as increasing numbers of cities become
non-competitive: There are today fewer
than 45 cities with two or more competing
dailies and about 1,500 cities with a non-
competitive daily press. And each year
more and more of these non-competitive
dailies are swallowed up by the big corpo-
rate chains like Gannett, Knight, and now
even conglomerates centered around the
Nov York Times and Washington Paw.
Nor has television—very much an enter-
tainment medium—proved to be a coni
petitive restraining force.

Libel laws once restrained the pres.
but recent Supreme Court decisions ha‘ e
reduced their impact. In The Nett- Fork
Times v. Sullivan, decided in 1964. the
Court held that public officials could sue
and collect for libel only if the libel was
uttered "with reckless disregard of
whether it was false or not.' This double
standard against public officials and in
favor of newspapers was furthei
broadened to include "public figures''
and then to private individuals who might
be involved "in an event of' public of
general concern." It is only in receni
weeks that the Court began to appl‘ the
brakes with respect to private individual'..
when it held in a split decision, in Um,
Geri: v. Robert Welch, Inc.. that a ph \ atc
individual who has not accepted public
office or assumed an "infIllenti al role
society– could sue for libel to protect Ii
good name.
, Ben Bagdikian, the newspaperman all
lc of newspapers, pointed out a furth,'
concomitant of media power w hen
noted that the press is protected not on;
by the Constitution, but ver‘ often
government hesitancy to inyokc I tic
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straints of other laws permitted by the
Constitution. Thus ". . . the press is tra-
ditionally permitted to go farther and is
reprimanded more gently than other en-
terprises."

What we sec is a powerful. ever-
growing institution, the press, with huge
financial resources to supplement the

power it wields through its control over

the dissemination of news, but with levo.r

and fewer restraints on that power.

Relatively unbridled power is
threat to a democracy no matter It

well intentioned the custodian of t!

power. Where the good intentions
coupled with a sense of professionali

the likelihood of self-restraint can
reasonably hoped for. Regrettably t•

many of • the ingredients of prof.

sionalism are lacking in journalism.
Irving Kristol's characterization of
underdeveloped profession" comes •

mind.
Professions provide procedures kr.

qualifying and disqualifying those whir
would practice the profession. Lawyers,
doctors, and all other professionals must
reach a level of training and learning be
fore they are admitted as professionals to
their calling. Even stockholders who sell
securities must first pass an examination
and can be barred from peddling their
wares to the public. Rut the newsman and
his editor can, with impunity, sell wares
that pollute the wells of information.
There are no formal standards for admis-
sion to journalism. There is no universally
accepted code of professional ethics to
guide and to judge the behavior of news-
men or their editors. There is no proce-
dure for expelling or suspending or other-
wise condemning those who don't live up
to a pattern of responsible conduct.

Recognizing this problem and the need
for self-restraint, the Twentieth Century
Fund, with the advice of some leading
figures in American journalism, recently
endorsed the creation of a Newspaper
Council to receive and air complaints
against the press by aggrieved persons
Even this timid but forward step, based on
the widely accepted existence of Great
Britain's Press Council, was repudiated
by the New York Times and the
Washington Post, which refused to coop-
erate with the Council.

The likelihood of self-restraint received
another setback recently when the Ameri-
can Society of Newspaper Editors voted
by a three-to-one margin against establish
ing even its own internal grievance coot.
mittee.

The Washington Post made its nod to
ward recognizing that a problem exists II\
creating the job of "ombudsman." R I +
the use of the title is misleading. I]
Posis ombudsman has no independem, •
he is a member of' the newspaper's Cr
ial staff and can be hired, fired. prom.
or ignored by the Post's editors. 1he
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independent of the ombudsmen, Ben
Bagdikian. was too independent and w N
quickly forced out. His successors,
Richard Harwood and Robert Maynard,
wrote some interesting background ;mi.
cies, but there seemed little doubt about
their loyalties to their employers. And
now, in the flush of Watergate victory.
even the mild Harwood-Maynard NI\ lc of
press criticism has faded from the pa,,c.. ,
the Post.

If the Washington Post wants us
cept its bona fides, its ombudsman sl
be chosen from among the commin
leading public figures. perhaps one
former Justices, someone in II
Lasswk.‘11's phrase ''susceptible of ;
rity.— He, should have the authorn
weigh complaints and then decide
best to redress any grievances against
newspaper that he may uphold by dv
nating the extent, placement, and te
corrections or balanced viewpoints. A
thing short of that is not an effective ti.
of self-restraint.

If the press is to earn the respect and
support of the American people so it can
protect itself against irresponsible attacks
and against coercive threats, it must face
what James Reston once warned: "The
credit of the American newspapers with
the American people for accuracy and
judgment is not high."

A "credibility gap— exists between
editors and readers. The press often is
attacked for inaccuracy, for had reporting,
for sensational editing, for reluctance to
adequately correct errors.

At the end of his second term in office.
I larry Truman wrote to a friend: "I really
look with commiseration over the great
body of my fellow citizens, who, reading
newspapers, live and die in the belief that
they have known something of what has
been passing in the world in their time.—

Ted Sorenson, after returning to private
life,' wrote: "In the White House I felt
sorry for those who had to make judg-
ments on the basis of daily newspapers."
And Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. told the
American Historical Association that
after being in on the making of history he
could never take the testimony of press
reports on such matters seriously again.
"Their relationship to reality is often less
than the shadows in Plato's cave," he
declared.

Whether the press can face up to
legitimate criticism is not clear.

Doubt was expressed by A. H. Raskin. an
editor of the New York Time,s , who wrote:
The real long-range menace to

America's daily newspapers . . . lies in
the unshatterahle smugness of their pub-
lishers and editors. None is so ad-
dicted as the press to self-righteousness.
self-satisfaction and self-congraculA
t ion .
To those of the press concerned ahoJ,

outside government regulation. the lc
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OUR GOLF COURSE HAS
A 15-STORY CLUBHOUSE
WITH A14-STORY LOBBY.
It's called The Myrtle Beach Hilton. Fine .food,
accommodations and entertainment in the Southeast's
newest and most spectacular year-round resort
Our golf course is called The Arcadian Shores Golf

Club. Rees Jones of Robert Trent Jones designed it. We
didn't spare a penny in building it. The natural terrain
makes it not only beautiful but challenging. The course
is loaded with lakes. And devilish traps. Four different
tees on each hole makes for great variety.
Once the course was perfect, we didn't allow anyone

to play on it for an entire year. Now the lucky few can
test their skills on this championship course, (It's a par
72 course, but with a USGA rating of almost 74.) Pro
Mack Briggs is waiting to welcome you.
And afterwards, there's that clubhouse to explore.

Golf was never like this before!

lesson of history is that self-regulation
the best defense against such attacks. The
need for the press to come up with initid
tivcs of its own to help meet the seriott,.
problems created by its great power is
unmistakable.

The task is not simple. A serious effort
at professionalism. for example, might
weII require a self-reforloation which
would take on the characteristics of a
self-revolution. The recruitment and
training of editors and reporters would
require change. News stories would havy
to he written less hastily; and they would
probably be longer and in greater depth.
possibly at the risk of not being as lively
The challenge is for the press to conic ur
with its own standards of professionalism
and adapt those standards to the realities
of its responsibilities.

What is needed is a code of ethics that
will address itself to the problem of per
sonal bias on the part of writers and
editors.

What is needed is legislation that will
minimize the unfair protections now af-
forded the press in libel litigation by per-
mitting public figures to sue for declara-
tory judgments when they believe they are
defamed even if little or no money dam-
ages flow as a legal consequence.

What is needed is a law somewhat like
that suggested by Senator McIntyre of
New Hampshire that would limit the
number of newspapers a company could
own and prohibit newspaper ownership of
television or radio stations in the same
metropolitan area.
What is needed is for newspapers like

the Not. York Times and the Washington
Pot., to accept the establishment of an in-
dependent press council to consider com-
plaints arising out of alleged unfair press
treatment.

Finally, why don't the major newspa-
papers establish their own independent om-
budsmen who are not members of their
staff. armed with authority to get some-
thing done about valid complaints?

The American press is not monolithic,
but it too often acts as if it were. The best
newspapers of our country are better than
any others in the world. The tragedy is
that many of these same "best— journals
have a complacency and arrogance that is
inhospitable to any kind of self-
regulation. They go on congratulating
themselves on their role in ridding the
country of Richard Nixon, they give
themselves awards for their investigative
performance, and they ignore critical arti-
cles as they increase their profits. their net
worth, and their power. This failure of
responsibility and this failure to provide a
leadership standard is a loss to society felt
far beyond the circulation areas of New
York and Washingt(m.

Journalists should he capable ()I' tack-
ling the questions raised iiivl supplyine
answers worthy Or a responsible fourth
estate.

Mack Briggs
The Myrtle Beach Hilton
Arcadian Shores
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577

Please send me information about golf
at The Myrtle Beach Hilton

Name 

Address  

City State  7ip 
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

December 28, 1973
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM

FOR: Clay T. Whitehead

FROM: Charles C. Joyce, Jr.
Chairman
Interagency Audio-Visual Study Group

This is the final report of the interagency audio-visual
study called for by the Director, Office of Management and
Budget, in his memorandum of October 10, 1972. With the
single reservation on recommendation 3, noted on page 5,
the report has the concurrence of all of the representatives
designated by the fifteen participating Departments and
Agencies.

Many dedicated Federal employees contributed to this study.
John Brugger (HEW), Donn Chown (USIA), Mort Lebow (HEW), and
Bob Marx (DOT) contributed much time and effort as chairmen

of the four working groups which gathered the data for this
study. Richard Mohler (USIA) succeeded Mort Lebow when
Mr. Lebow received a new assignment in HEW last summer, and
he also contributed extensively. Ed Michalski (DOD),
Murray Rottenberg (Interior) and Glenn McMurry (GSA)
contributed heavily in analyzing the data received. Others
too numerous to mention made contributions at various stages
of the effort.

From my experience with these people over the past year, one

conclusion stands out with special clarity. If the Govern-

ment is going to use audio-visual technology effectively

in support of its information mission, it is essential that

professional audio-visual communicators be given a continuing

opportunity to contribute to the formation of Government policy
in this field.
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Audio-Visual Communications in the Federal Government 

Report of the Interagency Audio-Visual Study Group 

Summary 

The Interagency Audio-Visual Group was established
by the Director, Office of Management and Budget, on
October 10, 1972 (See Appendix A). The task assigned to
the group was to conduct a study of in-house versus contract
production of audio-visual materials, the volume of and need
for Government-owned facilities and equipment, and the poten-
tial for interagency coordination and cooperation for
effective utilization of such facilities and equipment. The
group was composed of representatives of fifteen Federal
agencies, representing the largest users of audio-visual
media in the Federal Government. The members of the group
are listed in Appendix B.

The Study Group concluded at the outset that to accom-
plish the task assigned by the Director, OMB, four specific
areas should be investigated.

1. Observance of the overall U.S. Government policy
favoring the acquisition of goods and services from the
private sector.

2. Opportunities to improve productivity and the
utilization of facilities through greater interagency
aciiities sharing.

3. The compatibility of equipment used by different
Government departments.

4. The need for greater coordination to minimize
duplication of audio-visual productions.

An initial report from each of the 15 Federal agencies
participating in the study indicated that these agencies
spend $375 million annually on audio-visual activities
(See Appendix C). However, the activities reported are very
diverse, and included, for example, the production of
graphics and still photographs for use in print media, over-
seas radio broadcasting by the Voice of America, instrumen-
tation of scientific experiments and weapons tests, public
address systems, and archival storage of audio-visual products.



To best use the limited resources available for the study,
we decided to concentrate primarily on those audio-visual
activities involved in the communication of messages to
audiences. These are the activities most directly related
to the issues of compatibility, facilities utilization, dupli-
cation, and use of the private sector. Included in this scope
are the production, processing and distribution of finished
productions in the following media: motion pictures, tele-
vision, still photographs for projection, exhibits including
major audio-visual elements, and audio programs. Costs for
these activities totalled $150 million annually (Table I).
Excluded from this figure are costs for activities associated
solely with the recording information for subsequent analyses
or reference, activities oriented primarily toward the print
media such as still photography, and the overseas radio
broadcasting operations of the Voice of America.

The $150 million spent for production, processing and
distribution of audio-visual communications may be subdivided
according to the medium used, and according to the primary
audience, as shown below. The "Specialized Professional"
category includes Medical and Dental personnel and other
specialists in and out of Government for whom highly
technical subjects are treated.

By Medium By Primary Audience 
$(Millions) $(Millions)

Motion Picture 65 Internal Government 94
Television 50 Public Information 26
Other Media 35 Specialized Professional 17

Foreign 13
150 150

Conclusions

The principal conclusions of the study with respect to
each of the four areas of concern are as follows:

Use of the Private Sector 

The policy of maximum reliance on the private
sector for goods and services, enunciated in OMB Circular
A-76, has not been applied fully and strictly to the
audio-visual activities of the Federal Government.

The improvements in contracting for audio-visual
products recommended by the General Services Adminis-
tration are needed to stimulate and permit greater use
of private sector audio-visual producers.
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TABLE 1

AGENCY FY '72 EXPENDITURES IN STUDY AREAS

Contracts w/other
Department/Agency Operating Costs government agencies

$(000) $(000)

Department of Agriculture 2,025 22
Department of Commerce 1,019 53
Department of Defense 79,370
Department of Health, Education

Contracts w/non-
government agencies

$(000)

459
645

14,835

Total
$(000)

2,506
1,717

94,205

and Welfare 5,164 37 4,105 9,305Department of the Interior 1,026 634 1,661Department of Justice 573 184 757Department of Transportation 3,111 378 1,653 5,142Department of the Treasury 753 3 445 1,202Atomic Energy Commission 412 194 959 1,565Environmental Protection Agency 864 4 881 1,749General Services Administration 1,115 132 1,900 3,146National Aeronautics & Space
Administration 2,366 435 3,502 6,303

United States Information Agency 6,412 85 6,071 12,568Veterans Administration 7,160 8 187 7,355

TOTALS 111,370 1,351 36,460 149,181
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Utilization of Facilities

There is little or no coordination of the plans
of departments and component agencies for new audio-
visual equipment and facilities, although there is
some sharing of audio-visual facilities among Govern-
ment agencies. At least two of the largest audio-
visual production and processing facilities in the
Government are operating at or below 50% of capacity.

Compatibility of Equipment 

There are incompatibilities between equipment and
software in super-8 millimeter cassette and small format
video tape media which are being introduced by different
manufacturers. These media are gaining increasing
market acceptance, and the incompatibilities are a
cause for user concern. However, it is not clear that
these incompatibilities have, to date, raised Government
costs or hampered Government use of these media.

Duplication of Audio-Visual Products 

Some instances of apparent duplication have been
found, but present methods of reporting, cataloging,
and indexing Government audio-visual products make it
exceedingly difficult to identify all of the Government's

productions on a given subject, and virtually impossible
to identify duplication of effort routinely.

Recommendations 

Use of the Private Sector 

1. The General Services Administration (GSA) should

proceed immediately with its plans to assume or assign
responsibilities for establishing national scope,
indefinite quantity contracts or basic ordering agreements
for audio-visual productions and processing services which
can be used by any and all Federal departments and agencies.

2. Federal departments and agencies should adhere
strictly to the policy and requirements of OMB
Circular A-76 in determining whether to establish,
expand or continue the use of in-house audio-visual
production facilities.
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3. Federal departments and agencies should phase out
all in-house motion picture processing facilities
except (1) those which support time critical audio-
visual documentation in remote locations such as
weapon test sites, and (2) those which support
military combat or intelligence operations.*

Utilization of Facilities 

4. An independent management analysis team should
investigate three questions relating to the con-
solidation and elimination of facilities:

a. Can the Departments of Defense, Justice,
Transportation, and HEW consolidate their respective
Washington area facilities into one facility per
department?

b. What should be done with the under-utilized
Aerospace Audio-Visual Center in San Bernardino,
California?

c. What rules of thumb or other guidelines can
be formulated and applied to other facilities to
ascertain whether they are fully or effectively
utilized?

Compatibility 

5. The Department of Defense and the General Services
Administration should establish centralized control
over the procurement of audio-visual equipment, partic-
ularly recording, duplication and playback equipment
for newer media such as small format video tape and
8 millimeter film and filmstrips.

Duplication of Audio-Visual Products 

6. The National Audio-Visual Center in GSA should
establish a common data base, and develop a common
indexing scheme, for all Government audio-visual

The representative of the Department of Agriculture
supports the following alternative to recommendation
3: "Federal departments and agencies should make
a thorough and responsible review of in-house motion
picture processing facilities to determine needs and
procedures that will provide a minimal centralized
departmental operation, coupled with services avail-
able from the private sector, in order to make timely
responses to program requirements."
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products which are available either to the public or
to the Government at large. The NAC should also be
provided pre-print material for all releasable
audio-visual products, at the time of production
completion, so that it will be in a position to sell
or rent these products to the public.

Overall Policy and Coordination 

7. The Office of Management and Budget should (1) inform
Federal departments and agencies that all audio-visual
activities are subject to the policy and procedures
contained in OMB Circular A-76, and (2) provide guidance
regarding the use of Government personnel as performers
in audio-visual productions.

8. The Office of Management and Budget should assume,
or assign to an appropriate agency, the responsibility
to formulate additional Government policy for, to monitor
and to take the lead in coordinating, Federal Government
audio-visual activities, and to evaluate compliance
with applicable policy. An expert Advisory Committee
composed of Government audio-visual experts should be
established to advise and assist in this effort.

9. A simple, summary annual reporting system should
be developed by the Office of Management and Budget
to provide the President, the Congress, and the public
with data concerning:

a. the magnitude of Federal audio-visual
activities,

b. the ratio of in-house to contract performance,

c. the number and location of various types of
facilities and the utilization thereof, and

d. the amount and type of recent and planned
new investment in audio-visual facilities.

10. Each department or agency should evaluate a
statistically adequate sample of its audio-visual
support for education and training to determine the
effectiveness of such programs with the intended
audience.



Data Sources

This study used the following data sources:

1. A report of total audio-visual costs and personnel
submitted by each participating department or agency in
response to the Director, OMB's Memorandum of October 10, 1972.

2. A census of individual audio-visual activities
within the scope of the study submitted by each participating
agency.

3. Lists of FY 72 productions in each medium submitted
by each participating agency.

4. Data from the Audio-Visual Information System of
the Department of Defense.

5. Interviews with 275 Federal audio-visual manage-
ment and staff personnel at several levels in each of the
participating departments and agencies.

Use of the Private Sector

The Government buys many complete audio-visual
productions from the private sector. The Government also
uses private sources for some of the services which go into
Government productions, such as talent and film processing.
However, the Government does have many facilities capable
of completing, in-house, all phases of an audio-visual
production. A key area of concern is whether any or all
of the in-house production represents undesirable Government
competition with the private sector.

The issue of Government competition with the private
sector in the production of goods and services is not a new
one, nor is it confined to the audio-visual field. Govern-
ment policy, set forth in Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-76, is to rely on the private enterprise system
to supply its needs, subject to five specific exceptions.
Under the provisions of the Circular, the Government may
establish or continue to use a facility to produce materials
available from the private sector only if one or more of the
following conditions obtain:

1. Procurement of a product or service from a
commercial source would disrupt or materially delay an
agency's program.
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2. It is necessary for the Government to conduct a
commercial or industrial activity for purposes of combat
support or for individual and unit retraining of military
personnel or to maintain or strengthen mobilization readiness.

3. A satisfactory commercial source is not available
and cannot be developed in time to provide a product or
service when it is needed.

4. The product or service is available from another
Federal agency.

5. Procurement of the product or service from a
commercial source will result in higher cost to the Government.*

Every agency of the Government is required to review
all activities to which the Circular applies at least every
three years.

The implementation of this circular within the partici-
pating agencies was investigated in detail. Of the 650
audio-visual facilities identified within the Government
only 111 were the subject of completed reviews. Documentation
was available for only 16 of the 111 completed reviews --
in the other cases only the results of the review, including
the justification for continuing the activity, were available.
The justifications cited were:

In 63 cases: that commercial procurement would disrupt
or materially delay the agency's program. In no instance
was there an explanation of how this would occur.

In 25 cases: combat support or combat training.

In 20 cases: non-availability of a commercial source.

In 3 cases: cost. In these cases, no cost analysis
was available to support the finding.

In sum, a review of these documents provided only one
instance (USIA)* * which a Government agency supplied any
evidence to support the assertion that in-house facilities
were more economical, or that a satisfactory product could
not be obtained from the private sector. Individual findings
are reported in Appendix D.

* *

OMB Circular A-76 dated August 30, 1967

In the case of USIA, the requirement to support several
different TV line standards overseas was the basis for
lack of available commercial production capability.
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Almost every type of audio-visual product or service is
obtained by some Government agencies on a contract basis.
Many agencies contract for all or almost all of their motion

picture requirements, including AEC, EPA, HEW, NASA, and USIA.
Motion picture processing is performed entirely on contract
for almost all the civilian agencies of the Government. The
Army contracts for filmstrip and audio recording packages
to be used in military training, and the Office of Education
in HEW contracts for the production of educational materials
in this medium. Several agencies contract for TV spots. The
AEC has contracted to have technical meetings recorded on
videotape. NASA contracts for complete motion picture
support, including highly technical instrumentation and
recording operations, at several locations including the
Kennedy Space Center. The experience of these agencies
provides ample cause to question whether the justification
of in-house capabilities based on program disruption or
lack of a commercial source are valid.

Although compliance with OMB Circular A-76 seems
largely perfunctory, a detailed investigation of actual
motion picture production during FY 1972 revealed that two-
thirds of all motion picture production, measured in running
minutes, and two thirds of the productions in all other
media except television, were performed under contract.
However, over 95% of reported television production was
classified as in-house. These figures are based on detailed
production reports for Fiscal Year 1972 obtained from the
participating agencies. The data are summarized in Table II,
and are detailed for each agency in Appendix E. Percentages
of in-house versus contract production for each agency are
listed in Appendix F. Some of the projects included in these
tabulations consist of short "spots" designed to be shown
on television. The number of these and the reported costs
are shown in Appendix G. The average cost of these on a
per-minute basis is much higher than the cost of longer

productions.

No in-house production costs are shown in these
tables because agencies did not report these in a manner
which was consistent, or comparable with contract costs.
Those few agencies which do allocate costs to in-house
projects tend to include only out-of-pocket costs and hence

include no provision for overhead or capital costs.

We can, however, provide a rough estimate of the value
of in-house Government production, in the following manner.
The amount of in-house motion picture production (measured
in minutes) is half of the amount of contract production,
and hence is worth about half of the contract cost, or
$9 million.
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TABLE II

FISCAL YEAR 1972 AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION
OF 15 U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Medium In-House Production Contract Production

Number of
Titles

Total Running
Time (Min.)

Number of
Titles

Total Running
Time (Min.

Total Cost
000-_,

Motion
Picture 593 7,453 974 14,192 17,555

Television 2,339 22,338 35 651 309

Audio Exhibits
or Multi-Media
Programs

117

-- _ 

--- 226 --- 1,444

Note: This table does not include all video productions for location distribution only.



Sixty percent of in-house television production is done
by USIA (Appendix E). This production costs about $3 million.
The balance of in-house TV production, much of it for internal
Government use, cannot be worth more than about $3 million.
On this basis, we conclude that the Government's in-house
motion picture and television production is valued at about
$15 million and this represents the maximum potential of
additional production business which could be shifted to the
private sector.

Interviews with agency personnel indicate that in-house
facilities may be operated because of the difficulties
involved in contracting out audio-visual productions one
at a time. Given the difficulty of writing a definitive
specification for a product as subjective as, for example,
a 30 minute film, one can understand the reluctance of a
Government agency to award such contracts on a strictly
low-bid basis. Yet in many instances, agency procedures or
contracting personnel require that audio-visual products be
procured on that basis. The results of this can be the
award of contracts to unqualified, unprofessional firms
and contract cost overruns.

A few Government agencies do maintain a selected list
of qualified sources with whom prices for specific services
are negotiated. These agencies obtain individual products
from suppliers on this list without competitive bidding in
each particular instance. If adequate contracts for such
services were available to every Federal agency covering the
range of products and services needed, we believe that many
of the agencies now using in-house production and processing
facilities would turn to greater use of the private sector.
Accordingly, we support the finding of GSA's recent study
on contracting procedures that GSA should assume or assign
responsibilities for establishing national scope, indefinite
quantity contracts or basic ordering agreements for audio-
visual productions and processing services which can be used
by any and all Federal departments and agencies.

It is not clear, however, that all of the Government's
audio-visual production can or should be shifted to the
private sector. The new, relatively low cost, easy to use
media such as small format video tape recorders or super-8
millimeter film offer the possibility of more widespread
use of audio-visual communications for smaller audiences,
for more effective internal communications, and for
increased local control over the content of educational
aids. Radical departures from traditional production
methods will be required to determine whether and how
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these benefits can be attained. A flat ban on in-house
production in these media could inhibit their development
along the most economical lines.

It is more clear that most in-house processing of
motion picture film should be shifted to the private sector.
We can see only two possible justifications for maintaining
film processing lines within the Government: (1) to support
time critical audio-visual documentation in remote locations
such as weapon test sites; and (2) for photographic support
of military combat or intelligence operations. It is
difficult to see a reason for any Government agency to
install super 8 millimeter processing facilities within
the U.S. since that medium is not particularly suited to
such uses and is being utilized mainly for training and
internal communication purposes.

Duplication of Audio-Visual Facilities 

During the course of this study, 653 Federal audio-
visual facilities were identified (Table III and Figure 1).

The sheer number of such facilities and the geographic
clustering which appears (75 facilities in Washington, D.C.
Metropolitan area, 37 in Norfolk area, 37 in Southern
California, for example) suggests that consolidation may
be in order. Such consolidations are well known to be
bureaucratically difficult. How can this subject be
approached in a sensible way?

Of the 653 facilities identified by this study, 479
were limited to still photographic operations or, in
very few instances, to audio recording. The feasibility
or desirability of consolidating still photo laboratories
was not studied, because still photography was not included
as a major focus of this effort. However, the Department of
Defense is conducting an experiment on the consolidation of
facilities in the Norfolk area, including a number of still
laboratories in that area. Should this prove successful,
the effort will be extended to other areas. Since 90% of
the still photographic laboratories identified were in the
Defense Department, this effort should make a major contri-
bution toward resolving any unnecessary duplication in that
area.

Of the 174 facilities remaining, 41 have the capability
to process motion picture film, but have no production capa-
bility. All but one of these are in the Defense Department,
and should be looked at by DOD as part of their consolidation
effort. Our views on the need for such facilities within
the Government have already been expressed.
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TABLE III

Number of Audio-Visual Facilities

Classified According to Production and Motion Picture
Processing Capability

Department
or

Agency

No Television or
Motion Picture
Capabilities
(Still Labs or
Audio Recording
Only)

Still Labs With
Motion Picture
Processing
Capability

Motion Picture
Production
and/or Tele-
vision (with
or without
Photo Lab)

Agriculture

AEC

1

1

Commerce 1 1

Defense 428 40 46

EPA 1

FCC

GSA 1 1

HEW 3 10

Interior 1 2

Justice 22 1 2

NASA 4

Transportation 23 10

Treasury 1

USIA 1

VA 52

479 41 133
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The balance of 133 facilities have some capability to
produce video tapes, motion pictures or both. Fifty-two
of these are in VA hospitals in support of medical training
and practice, and are more correctly classed as closed circuit
television rather than audio-visual production facilities.
A relatively small number of the remaining facilities account
for much of what is produced for agency wide or national
distribution. Eight military facilities and three civil
agency facilities account for over 80% of the military and
civilian FY 72 in-house motion picture production, respectively.
Seven facilities account for essentially all of the television
production reported by the civil agencies for FY 1972. The
remaining facilities produce in small quantities, or for
local use.

There is a concentration of production facilities in the
Washington metropolitan area, where 28 such facilities have
been identified, operated by components of 11 different
departments or agencies. Seven of these departments have
only one Washington area facility. The Departments of
Defense, Transportation, Justice, and HEW have multiple
facilities in the Washington area.

An effort was made to identify facilities with excess
capacity which could be shared by other Government agencies.
Only two instances were found in which excess capacity
could be clearly established: the Aerospace Audio-Visual
Service's Production Center at Norton Air Force Base in
San Bernardino, California, and the Naval Photographic
Center in Washington, D.C. It is estimated that the output
of these two centers, presently totalling 4500 minutes of
finished production, could at least be doubled if there
was sufficient demand and operating funds.

Most other agencies reported that their facilities
were as fully utilized as practicable. In some instances,
this may mean that the agencies would not want to risk
having their facility tied up with other agency work
should a sudden need arise. Without a careful, independent
quantitative study, it is impossible to determine what
constitutes maximum percentage use for a facility which
must periodically meet sudden needs, or how valid these
sudden needs are.

There is sufficient evidence of excess capacity, and
of possible duplication in the Washington area, to warrant
immediate attention to three specific questions:
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1. Can the Departments of Defense, Justice,
Transportation, and HEW consolidate their respective
Washington area facilities into one facility per Department?

2. What should be done with the Aerospace Audio-
Visual Center in San Bernardino, California?

3. What rules of thumb or other guidelines can be
formulated and applied to other facilities to ascertain
whether they are fully or effectively utilized?

With respect to the second question, there are at least5 options:

a. Continue as is, with the facility being under-used despite the fact that the Air Force doesalmost all production "in-house".

b. Eliminate the facility, doing much of the
Air Force work on contract, and using anotherGovernment facility for essential in-house work.

c. Move other existing Government in-house
production to San Bernardino, eliminating otherGovernment facilities.

d. Convert the facility to a Government-owned,contractor operated facility.

e. Sell the facility to a contractor.

We believe that an independent management analysis teamshould perform quantitative analyses of the options involvedin these two areas to determine the lowest cost solution forthe Government, subject to the policy constraint that therebe no reduction in the amount of work contracted out. Oncethe cost to the taxpayer for each option is determined, finaldecisions could be made at the policy level including the
implications of continuing the present level of in-housework vs reducing it.

Once these matters have been decided and acted upon,
other interagency consolidations may be worthy of
consideration.

Equipment Compatibility 

Most forms of communications are being affected by
rapid technological change. New devices are being introducedwhich are cheaper, more portable, higher speed or longerplaying than their predecessors. An indication of the rate
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of penetration of these devices into the educati
on and

training field may be seen from the Annual Surv
ey and

Analysis of Educational Media Producers Sales 
published by

the Educational Media Producers Council of the 
National

Audio-Visual Association. For all media surveyed, the

overall growth in sales over the three year per
iod from

1969 to 1972 was 46%. Sales of materials in the 16

millimeter motion picture medium grew only 9.7% 
during

this period, while 8 millimeter media sales i
ncreased

53%, multi-media kit sales increased 147%, and fi
lmstrips

with sound recordings jumped 156%. The total dollar volume

in these three media in 1972 was $80 million, compa
red to

a volume of $54 million for 16 millimeter motion 
pictures.

As newer communications equipments vie for a pos
ition

in the market, a substantial investment may be made in

communication equipments which can't inter-communic
ate.

There is a potential for this today as a result of th
e

number of different and incompatible film and video t
ape

formats and cartridge designs which are in, or ente
ring,

the public market and Government inventory.

Government agencies are using a variety of new media 
and

equipments (Table IV). There have been some efforts within

individual agencies to limit the purchase of equipment
 to

one type e.g., the Navy recently completed a procur
ement of

super-8 millimeter equipment for use throughout the
 service.

However, in most instances, the procurement of such equip
ment

is at local option. One 1971 Air Force inventory shows six

different types of super-8 millimeter projectors acquire
d by

local purchase.

In the long run, it is desirable for the Government
 to

standardize on the smallest possible number of form
ats.

This reduces the amount of production equipment req
uired,

reduces the inventory of audio-visual products w
hich must

be maintained in the distribution pipeline to fulfi
ll all

needs, and permits procurement of equipment, particul
arly

"playback" equipment, in larger quantities at mo
re attractive

prices.

However, any standardization effort runs the ris
k of

prematurely standardizing on an item which turns
 out not to

be the most cost-effective device. There is also the risk

of trying to meet all needs with one system when
 in fact

the range of needs might be better met by two or more

different systems.
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TABLE IV

GOVERNMENT USE OF 8-mm AND VIDEO

Department/ 8-mm Film 2-Inch 1-Inch 3/4-Inch 1/2-Inch
Agency VT VT VT VT 

AEC

USDA

COM

DOD

DOT

EPA

GSA

HEW

INTERIOR

JUS

NASA

TREAS

USIA

VA

X

X

X

X

X

x x x x

x x

x x
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We found that there was, at the present time, little
exchange of programs produced in super-8 millimeter or small
VTR formats among different Government agencies. Since the
principal use of these media is for training and internal
information, it is not clear that there is likely to be a
demand for extensive Government-wide exchange of materials
in the near future. Facilities exist to reload super-8
millimeter film into different cartridges, or to copy video
tape into the desired format. These means seem capable of
meeting near-term needs for interagency exchange of program
material.

In the longer term, a greater degree of compatibility
is desirable. This can best be achieved by limiting the
number of different types of equipment procured by the
Government, and eventually standardizing on those types
which are receiving the greatest acceptance in the commercial
market. In order to implement this strategy, it is essential
to establish centralized control over the procurement of
audio-visual equipment, particularly recording, duplication
and playback equipment for the newer media. This should
serve to control the proliferation of devices in inventory,
establish firmer data on the investment of the Government
in various types of equipment, and provide opportunities
periodically to review the shopping list to see if the
number of incompatible formats can be reduced. The steps
being taken by GSA as a result of its 1973 Study of
Audio-Visual Contracting and Procurement, coupled with DOD
actions to centralize defense procurement, should accomplish
this purpose if vigorously pursued.

Duplication of Audio-Visual Productions 

On first exposure, there appears to be a potential for a
great amount of duplication in Federal Audio-Visual output.
In a review of sixteen different Federal agency catalogs and
supplements and numerous announcements, flyers and bulletins,
the same subjects seem to appear regularly. We attempted first
to determine what efforts the agencies make to coordinate
production plans to avoid duplication, and second to gauge
the effectiveness of these efforts by measuring the amount
of overlap in audio-visual subject matter.

The Army, Navy, Air Force, and USIA reported that each
has a staff devoted to reviewing the audio-visual products
of other Government agencies and of commercial sources.
During 1972, these four agencies acquired about 20 thousand
prints representing 830 titles by this means, at a cost of
$4 million. The Department of Defense has a Joint Interest
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Film Committee which is charged with coordinating the
production of films by the military services. Other Govern-
ment agencies feel that their subject matter is unique
and that Government-wide coordination of proposed audio-
visual projects is not worth the effort involved.

An attempt was made to try to estimate the extent of
overlap in subject matter among the Government's audio-visual
output. This turned out to be an all but impossible task.

The magnitude of the Government's inventory of audio-
visual productions is shown in Table V. However, the number
of different titles is less than that shown in the Table because
some films are listed by more than one agency. For example,
of the 3309 Titles in the U.S. Air Force Catalog, 426 were
adopted from other Defense Department components, and 47
more from other Government sources. In addition, 677 were
adopted commercial films. Hence only 65% of the titles were
produced by the Air Force. The other 35 percent were
produced elsewhere and are probably listed several times
in Government catalogs. For example, a film produced
jointly by NASA and the Bureau of Public Roads, entitled
"Automobile Tire Hydroplaning - What Happens" is listed in
at least five different Government catalogs.

In order to attempt a more detailed analysis, six subject
areas of general interest were selected, and the number of
catalog listings in each area by each Federal agency was
counted. The results are shown in Table VI.

Investigation of these listings indicates a great
diversity of subject matter. In the safety films, there
are general films on accident prevention in the home, on the
job, driving, and boating, numerous specialized safety films
relating to specific military jobs, films relating to environ-
mental health and safety in mining and in nuclear materials
handling and so forth. In the specific area of automobile
driving safety, we find that the Air Force has produced 11
films since 1960, four of which were released in 1972.
During that period, HEW produced 2, and the Army, NASA, and
the Department of Transportation each produced one film on that
subject. The current Army catalog lists seventeen commercial
films on driving safety produced since 1960 which have been
adopted by the Army. From the abstracts, most of these
films appear to be motivational films, i.e., films designed
to encourage people to be careful. The rationale for having
many such films is that you can't show the same one twice to
the same audience with any effect; a barrage of films is
needed to have an impact over a period of time.
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TABLE V

Federal Government Film Holdings

All Figures in Thousands 

In Catalogs

In Stock but Not In
Catalog**

Total

Titles* Prints

18 1,336

40 106 

58 1,442

Some double counting of titles is included when more
than one agency lists a film.

** Specialized subjects not distributed widely.
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TABLE VI

Number of Films Listed in Government Catalogs in Six
Subject Areas

Organization Subject Area

Alcohol Dental Drugs Environ Relig & 4 Safety
Morals

AGRICULTURE 59 45

COMMERCE 7 11

HEW 3 13 43 1

INTERIOR 78 3

DOT 2 16 25

AEC 13 29

EPA 52

GSA 1

USIA 1

VA 469 3 1 3

ARMY 2 29 8 655 151

AIR FORCE 5 31 29 18 332 655

NAVY 3 36 6 277 175

TOTAL 16 585 89 238 1265 1097
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Another area looked at in depth was the dental area.

The Veterans Administration produces a large number of highly

technical dental films. All the military services and HEW

have also produced films in this subject area.

Bypassing the highly specialized films aimed at the

dental professional, we attempted to determine what films

had been produced in this area for general audiences on care

of the teeth. We identified two existing Navy films, two

HEW films, four recent VA films, and a series of five new

Navy films in production, a total of thirteen films. Eight

of the most recent of these were viewed.

Two of the Navy films were old (1948 and 1960). One

of the HEW films was on fluoridation of water supplies.

The five new Navy films were a series consisting of one

introductory motivational film including brushing and

"flossing" technique, two short single concept films on

brushing and flossing; a short summary film, and a quiz

film. These were aimed at a young adult audience.

Three of the VA films entitled "Toothbrushing I",

"Toothbrushing II", and "Dental Floss", were obviously

aimed at technicans. They were heavily peppered with

dental jargon such as "gingival tissues" and "occlusal

surfaces". One was a general motivational film designed

to interest the viewer in taking care of his teeth, but

which demonstrated no brushing or flossing techniques.

The Navy therefore felt that these films would not do the

desired job with its personnel.

Based on the above explanations, we concluded that it

would be impossible to prove the existence, or non-existence,

of avoidable duplication in Federal audio-visual output, or

to quantify the degree of similarity in subject matter without

a high degree of subjective judgement entering the process.

What did become clear is that it is very difficult to do

a reasonably exhaustive search of Government audio-visual

products because of the number of different catalogs which

have to be reviewed and the lack of any commonly used subject

index. One of the management improvements suggested below

would greatly alleviate this problem.

Improvements in Audio-Visual Management 

In the process of studying the four areas of concern

which have been discussed, the study staff identified several

opportunities for improvement in audio-visual management

which were not unique to one of the four areas of concern.

These opportunities fall into three categories.
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1. Improvements in distribution of audio-visual
products.

2. Evaluation of the results of audio-visual programs.

3. Clearer policies relating to the use of professional
personnel.

4. A permanent mechanism for audio-visual policy
development, coordination, and monitoring.

Distribution

Each Federal agency is in the best position to accomplish
the initial distribution of its audio-visual products to
the intended audience. This can be accomplished in several
ways including the use of the free loan service presently
offered by the National Audio-Visual Center (NAC) in the
General Services Administration. The basic ordering agreement
recently established by GSA now makes free distribution readily
available to agencies by direct commercial sources.

Materials cleared for public release should be made
readily available to the general public for rental or pur-
chase. Today, there is no one place to which the public can
go to identify all of the Government's audio-visual materials
available on a given subject. Although the National Audio-
Visual Center was established for this purpose in 1969, not
all Federal agencies are cooperating fully with NAC. In many
instances, NAC is not given the material needed for dupli-
cation of motion oicture films and in other cases NAC is
even unaware of new titles which have been produced. This
forces the public to consult multiple agency catalogs.
Since no consistent indexing scheme is used, the search
process is difficult and time consuming.

The following recommendations are offered to rectify
this situation.

1. The NAC should be in a position to sell or rent
all releasable Government audio-visual products.

2. NAC should be provided the necessary duplicating
material (plus one composite print) of all releasable
audio-visual products at the time of production completion.

3. NAC should establish a common data base for all
Government audio-visual products which are available either
to the public or to the Government at large.
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4. In designing the data base, NAC should develop a
common indexing scheme which can be used in any other
Government audio-visual data base or catalog.

Evaluation 

Government funds are expended for audio-visual products
with the expectation that those exposed to these messages
will, for example, perform on-the-job operations more effec-
tively, drive more safely, avoid drugs, take better care of
their teeth, or in the case of the foreign audiences for
USIA films, develop more positive attitudes toward the
United States.

Few Government agencies evaluate the results of audio-
visual programs in terms of their actual effects. The
USIA has an extensive program to evaluate the effect of
their products on the attitudes of its audience. But in all
too many agencies, "evaluation" consists of a review of the
product by the originators of the message, presumably to
check the accuracy of message content. A "murder board" of
this type can tell little about the impact of such a message
on the audience. Some agencies invite viewers to send back
comments on a show. Such feedback is hardly conclusive.

One example of a systematic evaluation process is that
being used by certain training centers within the Army.
Instructional personnel have defined the performance objectives
of several military occupational specialities. From these
objectives, certain ones have been selected for development
as audio-visual media training devices using audio tape and
8 millimeter filmstrip devices. (Most of these are being
done under a commercial contract.) The development team of
project officer, subject expert, and media writer then
prepare a script and story board. The story board is shown
and the script read to, first, individuals then groups
representing the target audience. These people are tested
before and after presentations. Revisions are made during
the process. At the end of the trials, the developers
know statistically that the device accomplishes its objectives
and how well it does so. All of this takes place at the
front end, before the media production activities start the
more costly production steps including final art work,
photography and so forth.

Each department or agency should evaluate a statistically
adequate sample of its audio-visual support for education
and training to determine the effectiveness of such programs
with the intended audience.
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Policies for Use of Professional Personnel

While most Federal agencies contract for professional
talent when making a film or video-tape for release to the
public, some agencies use Government personnel as actors in
such productions. There has been no objection to the appearance
of a Government employee doing his own job in a Government
production. However, when Government employees who are not
professional actors are taken off their regular (presumably
essential) jobs and are assigned to play some other role
in a Government film, there is the appearance of unfair
competition with professionals who earn their living as
actors.

Some Government agencies scrupulously avoid such a
practice. Other agencies, however, feel that they
"cannot afford" to pay for outside talent for their
productions. The continued concern of a segment of the
public with this issue suggests that there should be a
consistent approach Government-wide.

Accordingly, it is recommended that the Executive Office
of the President develop a uniform Government-wide policy
regarding the use of Government personnel in audio-visual
productions. The policy should be coordinated with the
Executive Departments prior to issue, and should be care-
fully framed to avoid unnessarily restricting purely
internal or local uses of audio-visual techniques.

Audio-Visual Policy, Coordination and Monitoring 

Audio-visual activities in the Federal Government have
been under scrutiny for at least 20 years. A Joint Army-
Navy-Air Force Film Survey Committee was established in 1954
to "render a report to the service secretaries with particular
attention to savings which may accrue to the Government through
better utilization of manpower and facilities, as well as
avoidance of duplication, both within and between the services."

In 1967, another study group investigated the Department
of Defense audio-visual activities. In 1972, the House
Appropriations Committee investigated the audio-visual
activities of the Department of Defense. Also in 1972,
Congressman Barry Goldwater, Jr. completed an investigation
of "The United States Government and the American Radio-
Television-Motion Pictures Industry."

S.
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Practically all of these studies are hampered by the
same lack of consistent data with which to affirm or deny
that there is more (or less) being produced in-house, that
there are more (or fewer) facilities, that consolidation is
(or is not) taking place, and that agencies do (or do not)
act in ignorance of what other agencies are doing.

If the audio-visual activities of the Government are
to be a focus of continuing concern, certain simple steps
should be taken to permit routine visibility of certain
overall aspects of Federal audio-visual programs, and to
assign responsibility for Government-wide policy develop-
ment and coordination. These steps would reduce the need
for, and the cost of, any future studies of Government
audio-visual activities, and will increase the ability of
the Government to respond to the legitimate concerns of the
audio-visual industry.

Three steps are recommended:

1. The Office of Management and Budget should
(1) inform Federal departments and agencies that all
audio-visual activities are subject to the policy and
procedures contained in OMB Circular A-76, and (2) provide
guidance regarding the use of Government personnel as
performers in audio-visual productions.

2. The Office of Management and Budget should assume,
or assign to an appropriate agency, the responsibility to
formulate additional Government policy for, to monitor, and
to take the lead in coordinating, Federal Government audio-
visual activities, and to evaluate compliance with applicable
policy. An expert Advisory Committee composed of Government
audio-visual experts should be established to advise and
assist in this effort.

3. A simple, summary annual reporting system should
be developed by the Office of Management and Budget to
provide the President, the Congress, and the public with
valid data concerning:

a. The magnitude of Federal audio-visual
activities.

b. The ratio of in-house to contract performance.

c. The number and location of various types of
facilities and utilization thereof.

d. The amount and type of recent and planned
new investment in audio-visual facilities.
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Such data should be comparable among agencies, but
should contain the minimum detail necessary to present an
accurate overview of Federal activity. Data for detailed
management studies should be acquired only when and as
needed.

The above steps would not establish firm centralized
control over all audio-visual resources and operations.
Rather the principal effect of these steps would be to
improve the visibility of Government audio-visual operationswith a view toward reducing the uncertainty as to their
magnitude, direction, and compliance with Government policy.
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SEE ATTACHED LIST FOR ADDRESSEES

Matters have been brought to our attention by Congress-

man Barry Goldwater, Jr., concerning Federal procurement

and production of audio-visual materials which deserve

immediate attention within the Executive Branch. Of

particular concern are indications that a significant

amount of audio-visual production is being performed

in-house that may not be justified under the provisions

of OMB Circular A-76. That circular expresses the

general policy that the Government should rely on the

private enterprise system to supply its needs except in

specific circumstances where the public interest would

otherwise be served. A recent trend in agency acquisi-

tion of video-tape equipment underscores the need for

an overall evaluation of these activities.

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of our com-

mitment to move promptly toward more effective manage-

ment of the means of providing audio-visual requirements

of Federal agencies and to request your assistance and

cooperation in this task.

Our approach to the problem involves a two-pronged

effort. At our reauest the General Services Adminis-

tration will determine the feasibility and desirability

of centralizing the contracting and procurement respon-

sibility for audio-visual eauipment and production. You

should assure that they are given every assistance needed

to accomplish that objective. In addition, we are

initiating a full-scale comprehensive study of in-house

versus contract decisions for the production of audio-
visual materials, the volume of and need for Government-

owned facilities and equipment, and the potential for

interagency coordination and cooperation for effective
utilization of such facilities and equipment. This study

will be conducted by an interagency group under the

COPY FOR MR. WHITEHEAD,•OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
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leadership of the Office of Telecommunications Policy.
Mr. Charles C. Joyce, Jr., Assistant Director of OTP
has been designated chairman of the group.

Some agency members of the group will be called on to
provide personnel with necessary expertise from within
their respective agencies to participate in specific
study assignments as established by the interagency group.
I would appreciate your advising me by October 18 of the
name, address and telephone number of your representative
on the interagency group.

In order that we may review audio-visual plans in con-
nection with your current budget submission, you are
further requested to furnish by November 15, 1972, the
supplemental information for your agency as outlined in
the attachment. This information will also be made avail-
able to the interagency study group.

Questions concerning these matters may be directed to
Mr. James D. Currie, Chief, Procurement and Property
Management Branch, who has the principal OMB staff
responsibility for this problem area. Mr. Currie can be
reached by telephone 395-3824 or IDS Code 103-3824,

Attachment

Sincerely,

(signed) Cap Weinberger

Director
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INFORMATION ON AUDIO-VISUAL ACTIVITIES

The information required applies to all audio-visual (A-V)
activities of the Department or Agency. This will include
all the equipment, facilities, manpower, and supplies,
regardless of the method of acquisition, utilized in the
following:

a. still photography, production and processing,

b. motion picture photography, production and
processing,

c. distribution and dissemination of audio-visual
products,

d. television (including recording and display
equipment),

e. depositories,

f. training (in the audio-visual field),

g. sound recording or radio broadcasting, and

h. presentation and display of audio-visual material.

This definition is intended to be comprehensive of the A-V
area. If activities can be identified that are considered
part of the A-V area, but they arc not covered by the above
definition, these should be included together with the
appropriate financial information.
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Specifically, the following will be provided ($ in thousands):

1. Budgetary information: Obligations  Outlays 
Major

Equipment
Acquisitions Other Total Total

FY 1970 

FY 1971 

FY 1972 . .  

FY 1973 a/ 

FY 1974 a/ 

a/ As reflected in pending 1974 budget submission.

2. Acquisition value of equipment on hand
as of June 30, 1972 

3. Costs of rental or lease of equipment in FY 1972 

4. Number of contracts for A-V services awarded
in FY 1972 

5. Total dollar obligations for the above contracts 

6. Number of Federal employees (including military)
who devoted more than 50 percent of their time
in the A-V area during FY 1972 

7. Total salary of above personnel in FY 1972 

8. Amount of space in square feet occupied by
audio-visual activities (including support and
storage facilities)  

9. Estimated value of the above space b/ as of
June 30, 1972...  

b/ Where not reflected in accounting records, use
best estimate of comparable commercial space
in the area.



APPENDIX B

Interagency Audio-Visual Study Group 

1. Mr. Charles C. Joyce, Chairman
Office of Telecommunications Policy

2. Mr. Charles H. Young
Department of the Interior

3. LTC James F. Lane (Replaced CDR Robert P. Price)
Department of Defense

4. Mr. Maurice McDonald (Replaced Mr. William Pace)
Department of Health, Education and Welfare

5. Mr. Winslow H. Joy
Department of Justice

6. Mr. William J. Boteler
Department of the Treasury

7. Mr. Joseph Park (Replaced Mr. Ralph Calderone)
Department of Transportation

8. Mr. Sid L. Schwartz
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

9. Mr. William Gallogly (Replaced Mr. Fred F. Stannard)
Environmental Protection Agency

10. Mr. Bernard I. Kahn
Federal Communications Commission

11. Mr. John H. McLean
General Services Administration

12. Mr. Edward Pierce, Jr.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

13. Mr. Luther C. Peevy
Veterans Administration

14. Mr. Walter Jones (Acting) (Replaced Mr. Sherman P. Lloyd
United States Information Agency and Mr. Eugene P. Kopp)

15. Mr. Earl Cox (Replaced Mr. Donald E. Bishop)
Department of Commerce

16. Mr. Hal R. Taylor
Department of Agriculture

17. Mr. James D. Currie
Office of Management and Budget
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APPENDIX C

AUDIO-VISUAL COSTS AND RELATED RESOURCES
OF 15 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES*

Acquisition Equipment Total $ Total A-V
Department/
Agency

FY '70
$(000)

FY '71
$(000)

FY '72
$(000)

Value of
Equipment

Rental
Cost FY

No. A-V
Contracts

Obligations
for Contracts

No,
Federal

Salaries
FY '72

Space
Sq.ft.

Value of
Space

$(000) '72 $(000) FY '72 $(000) Employees $(000) (000) $(000)

AEC 1,306 1,665 1,456 1,640 7 180 839 19 298 49 260
USDA 1,472 1,898 1,866 1,613 12 240 315 100 1,288 56 323
Commerce 694 561 886 779 15 27 354 37 459 12 59
DOD 255,680 259,749 260,213 302,711 19,995 3,182 31,710 18,223 163,436 11,211 162,533
DOT 2,393 3,667 3,587 2,704 22 643 1,258 153 1,898 78 397
EPA 0 1,676 1,719 579 0 43 699 52 721 6 34
FCC 0 4 9 15 0 4 6 1 14 1 6
GSA 1,482 2,180 3,197 630 8 564 1,851 115 1,154 103 536
HEW 3,710 4,769 7,271 4,942 14 196 3,489 289 3,813 123 2,643
INT 1,160 2,635 2,629 3,804 15 111 1,005 125 1,510 33 650
JUS 475 523 829 2,570 0 29 248 81 681 30 194
NASA 5,883 6,041 5,655 3,240 2 58 3,676 81 1,087 67 1,815
TREAS 697 753 927 1,206 12 154 445 51 552 54 276
USIA 80,604 80,018 77,294 97,025 97 1,619 9,674 3,488 45,007 603 3,317
VA 5,147 5,586 7,263 7,543 3 146 195 328 4,060 327 2,256

TOTALS 360,703 371,725 374,801 431,001 20,202 7,196-Th777S-- 23,143 225,978 12,753 175,299

*Data obtained in response to Director, OMB's Memorandum of October 10, 1972.
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APPENDIX D

Agency Reviews, Justifications, and Inventories Pursuant
to OMB Circular A-76

During the interviews conducted in each of the partic-
ipating agencies, members of the study attempted to obtain
documentation of the reviews required under OMB Circular A-76.
Where documentation was available it was reviewed to determine
compliance with the provisions of the Circular.

The results of this effort are described below for each
department or agency.

Department of Agriculture 

A review dated July 19, 1971, was on hand and it approved
continuance of in-house activities for the Motion Picture
Service, Arts and Graphics, Exhibits Service and Photography
Service based on the provision that satisfactory commercial 
sources are not available. Within the Washingon, D.C. area,
this justification appears to be of doubtful validity.

On the other hand, there appears to be other reasons
that may be appropriate for the Department's in-house activity
such as timely response to program requirements. The Depart-
ment has the oldest continuing motion picture production
capability in the Government, over 40 years, and has produced
many classic documentary films. However, much of the major
equipment is "old and tired", as one Department head put it,
and an extensive modernization will eventually have to take
place. It appears that now is the time for a thorough and
responsible review.

The Radio Service was not included in the inventory,
nor was a review made even though it had an annual operating
cost of $153,000. This omission was obviously an oversight,
probably because 80% of its costs were in salaries. Of all
the Department of Agriculture audio-visual activities, the
Radio Service, in the Study Group's view, could most easily
be justified on the basis of providing a timely service and
on the basis of cost.
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Department of Commerce 

Three reviews dated July 28, 1971, were on hand and
approved for continued in-house operation for the National
Bureau of Standards based on the justification that these
capabilities specialize in scientific photography and as
such require personnel to be familiar with scientific
subjects and differ in this respect from commercial
photography.

There were 14 other audio-visual elements within the
Department of a minor nature which were not included in the
inventory.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare 

Five of the six operating agencies of HEW maintain
in-house audio-visual capabilities as well as the Office
of the Secretary. The only exception is the Office of
Education. However, only one activity, the Social Security
Administration, has an inventory and review on file within
the Office of the Secretary. The justification dated
May 31, 1971, for this radio, TV, motion picture facility is
stated to be the need for speed and ease of accomplishment.
It is stated that commercial procurement would seriously
disrupt the agency programs.

Department of the Interior 

No evidence of current A-76 justifications or reviews
were submitted by this Department.

Environmental Protection Agency 

This agency has not yet issued implementing instructions
for OMB Circular A-76, although such instructions are
currently in preparation by the Planning and Management
Division.

Department of Justice 

No A-76 reviews or justifications were on hand for the
eight audio-visual activities that appear to fall under the
provisions of the Circular. The management personnel felt
that they were exempt due to the sensitive nature of the
crime detection work being accomplished; however, no
documentation of exemption was provided.
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Department of Transportation

One A-76 review dated May 1971 for an FAA audio-visual
activity (Motion Picture/Video-Tape Services) was provided
to the Study Group. There were no reviews/inventories
provided for the other 32 audio-visual activities in the
various agencies of the Department.

For the FAA facility, the justification that no commercial
source is available for the specialized motion picture require-
ments appears valid since the nearest is at Kansas City,
several hundred miles from Oklahoma City where the service is
needed. As a reason for continuance of the television pro-
duction, FAA states that commercial procurement would result
in higher cost to the Government although no cost analysis was
performed.

Department of Treasury

Of the Department's eight audio-visual activities, four
were judged by the Department as meeting the criteria for
inclusion in the A-76 inventory but were not included.
Corrective steps are being taken to include these activities
in the A-76.

Atomic Energy Commission 

No A-76 reviews were on hand for the agency's in-house
audio-visual capability. The reason for not having reviews
for the video-tape capability was that it was exempt because
it is a basic management function which AEC must perform
to retain control over its programmatic activities. No
documentation was provided indicating such exemption.

General Services Administration

One audio-visual activity was included in GSA's A-76
inventory, the National Archives and Records Service photo
lab. The justification for the NARS photo lab is that they
do not always use the commercial sources available for
specific reasons.

For instance, in some of the work the Technical Services
Division (NARS) performs, the original maps of the Lewis
and Clark Expedition are preserved in flat shelf drawers
available to researchers. If the drawers are handled too
roughly, the brittle maps would crumble. The original maps
are preserved by microfilming. Although microfilming is
available commercially, removing the maps would have sub-
jected them to the danger of destruction so the work was
done in-house. Providing service to the public by making
prints of historic negatives in the Archives files is another
example.
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NASA maintained an A-76 inventory of nine in-house
audio-visual activities. Two new starts were also mentioned.
The latest reviews were dated March 1971 thru March 1973.
There was evidence that NASA maintained a number of other
minor audio-visual capabilities not included in the inventory.
Of the nine in the inventory, six were justified on the basis
that these activities were established prior to the revised
A-76 and various other reviews have been made so it was
decided to continue them in-house. Three capabilities at
Goddard, Langley and Lewis research centers with a capital
investment of $4,114,000 were justified on the basis that
commercial procurement would disrupt or materially delay
NASA programs. No details were provided as to how the
disruption would occur.

United States Information Agency 

A current inventory and reviews of USIA's two audio-
visual activities dated January 17, 1973, were on hand.
The validation of these activities appeared proper and in
accordance with the Circular. The review states that the
TV facility with a capital investment of $3,423,969 must
be continued because USIA TV programs must be produced in
the three major line standards for use in countries using
each standard. It states that "no U.S. commercial studios
are technically so equipped to originate programs using all
these line standards." In addition, the review continues,
"no one commercial source can provide the high technical
quality, scheduling flexibility, dependability and speed
of operations as can those provided by the agency."

Motion picture production is accomplished by commercial
contract.

Veterans Administration 

No audio-visual activities were listed on the VA
inventories although there are indications of some audio-visual
activity at 92 VA locations.

Department of Defense 

The DOD A-76 inventory of audio-visual activities of the
commercial industrial type shows these totals:
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Army 74
Navy 54
Marine Corps 11
Air Force 90
DOD (Other) 2

TOTAL 231

Department of the Army 

The Army is performing a triennial review with the
results not available until the end of this calendar year.
Although the study requested copies of reviews, no reviews
were provided -- in spite of the fact that the inventory
included an indication that reviews had been performed.
Fourteen of the Army's 7.4 activities showed no reasons for
in-house activity. Of the listings in the inventory which
do indicate reasons for justifications (and therefore a
completed review), the Army shows the following breakdown:

38 activities (51%) were justified on the basis that
procurement from a commercial source would disrupt
or materially delay the Army's programs.

13 activities (18%) stated they were necessary for
combat support or for training to maintain mobilization
readiness.

7 activities (9%) say a commercial source is not
available and cannot be developed in time. Six of
these are in relatively isolated locations.

2 activities (3%) give cost as the basis for justifi-
cation. No cost analysis was indicated.

An evaluation of the reasons cited by the Army in
justifying exceptions to the basic policy expressed in
A-76 was recently conducted by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (OASD(C) - Audit) and it was found that
exception codes which were used were frequently unsupported.
(See letter DAAG-PAP-A (M) dated 11 April 1973, DALO-OMD.)

Department of the Navy 

Twenty-eight of the Navy's 57 audio-visual activities
on their A-76 inventory have not been reviewed as yet. Of
the remaining 26, nineteen are justified on the basis that
commercial procurement would materially disrupt or delay
their programs.
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Five activities use the basis of training for combat
readiness.

Two use the basis that no suitable commercial source is
available. These are at Oakland, California and New London,
Connecticut.

Marine Corps 

Two activities use the justification that procurement
from a commercial source would disrupt or materially delay
their programs.

Seven use the basis of training for combat readiness.

One, Camp Lejeune, N.C., uses the basis that no commercial
source is available, and one has not been reviewed.

Department of the Air Force 

The Air Force inventory of 90 activities indicates no
reviews or approvals for continuance of these activities at
this time. It is expected that reviews will be completed
sometime this year.
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APPENDIX E

MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION OF

Department/
Agency

15 FEDERAL AGENCIES FOR FY

In-House Production (minutes)

Motion Picture Video

1972

Contract Production and Costs

Motion Picture Video
minutes $(000) minutes $(000)

Atomic Energy Commission 0 1,000 700 193 100 4
Department of Agriculture 451 0 0 108 0 0
Department of Commerce 0 0 0 0 0 0
Department of Defense 6,402 2,852 9,493 11,138* 0 0
Department of Transportation 213 500 361 385 0 0
Department of the Treasury 0 685 87 384* 60 10
Environmental Protection

Agency 0 0 251 576
Federal Communications

Commission 0 0 0 0
General Services Administration 28 0 49 110
Department of Health, Education

and Welfare 105 4,779 759 1,488* 491 295
Department of Justice 0 0 0 0 0 0
Department of the Interior 155 0 0 0 0 0
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration 61 0 510 442

U.S. Information Agency 19 12,522 1,552 2,569
Veterans Administration 19 No firm 430 162

data

TOTALS 7,453 22,338 14,192 17,555 651 309

*Includes print costs
Note: This table does not include all video productions distributed locally.
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APPENDIX F

In-House and Contract Production Percentages for FY 1972Motion Picture and Television Production*

AEC

Agriculture

Commerce

Defense

Transportation

Treasury

Motion Pictures Television
%In-House %Contract %In-House %Contract

100 91 9

100

40 60 100

37 63 100

100 92

EPA 100

FCC

8

GSA 36 64 100

HEW 12 88 91 9

Justice --

Interior 100 --

NASA 10 90 --

USIA 1 99 100 --

VA 4 96

TOTAL GOVERNMENT 34 66 97 3

* Some agencies contract for supporting services when doingin-house productions. This is not reflected in the abovetable.
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APPENDIX G

Dept/Agency

FY '72 Production of Spots

# Spots
10-30 - 60 sec.

for TV*

# Spots
1+ - 4

Costs
min.

USIA 8 0 24,501

Agriculture 18 19 — **

EPA 11 0 162,177

GSA 0 0 --

DOT 39 0 69,060

Treasury 28 0 238,482

AEC 0 5 2,000

VA 5 0 30,062

NASA 0 12 60,000

Interior 9 0 18,855

HEW 29 52 723,983

DOD*** 104 0 556,112

TOTALS 251 88 1,885,232

* *

* * *

GSA DC 74.6396

There are also some "TV news clips" for one-time showing
not included in this table. DOT procured 7 "Transpo 72"
clips plus 3 others (approx cost = $1,500) and HEW
produced 24 news features for $101,010.

Job costs could not always be separated from billings
against blanket purchase orders.

Does not include 25 Army recruiting spots and 6 Army
Reserve TV Commercials at a cost of $1,307,000 for
production and distribution. With this exception, all
TV spots are distributed as a public service.
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'Scenario' for the Change

Secret Planning of
Ford's Succession
Advisers
Met Early
On Details

By ,((sines 11. Naughtfm
Any lurk times

Washington

Planning for the orderly
elevation of Gerald R. Ford

• t o the presidency began
months before .President,—...-,J
Nixon decided to resign.

T Ii e preparations were
kept secret from Mr. Nixon.
And, at first, from Mr. Ford.

The transition plans were
initiated by Mr. Ford's clos-
est friend, Philip W. Buchen,
who became convinced in
early May that events would
force an untimely end to the
term of the 37th President.
and a hurried beginning for
the 38th.
A "scenario" for the first

days of the Ford administra-
tion was drafted with reluc-
tance in June at a dining
room table in Georgetown
by Mr. Nixon's adviser on
telecommunications policy.
Clay T . Whitehead, and
three other young men, one
of them an avid Democrat.

NIXON ADVISER CLAY T. WHITEHEAD
He and three others drafted the 'scenario'

And the details of the
change in government were
settled, 36 hours before the
event, by an assortment of
political a n d corporate
friends of Mr. Ford who met
in the paneled family room
at the home of William G.
Whyte, a Washington-based
vice president of the United
States Steel Corp.

Behind t h e stunning
events of August 9 — the
terse letter of resignation of
President Nixon, the suc-
cinct swearing in of Presi-
dent Ford — was an intrigu-
ing effort to use the trau-
matic occasion to offer reas-
surance and calm to the na-
tion.

Much of what has taken
place in the 16 days of the
Ford administration was a
direct consequence of the
unusual planning for his
unorthodox accession: The
tone of his first address. his
pledge to consider condition-
al amnesty for Vietnam-era
draft resisters, his meetings
with black and women mem-
bers of Congress, his jour-
neys to Capitol Hill and to
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare — all
were recommended by tran-
sition advisers to capitalize
on Mr. Ford's instinctive
goals of uniting the country
and leading it in partnership
with Congress and the
cabinet.
Even the disclosure of the

clandestine planning for the
Ford presidency, in inter-
views with key figures over
the last few days, was in
marked, and perhaps delib-
erate, contrast with the se-
cretiveness of the previous
administration.

* * *

Here is how it happened:
The questions on May 11

could have been anticipated.
T w o days earlier the

House Judiciary Committee
had begun formal hearings
on the impeachment of Mr.
Nixon. A day earlier, Mr.
Nixon had called in Vice
President Ford and encour-
aged him to slow down the
pace of his travel and, by in-
ference, the number of occa-
sions around the country for
Ford to discuss the Water-
gate scandals.
Even so, when Mr. Ford

met with reporters on May
1.1 in Dallas he was confi-
dent of his answers.

* Had there been any con-
versation with Mr. Nixon at
any time about transfer of
ppwer if that should occur?

None whatsoever," Mr.
Ford replied firmly.



Or on the part of your
staff? Is anyone working on
that?
"None whatsoever," Mr.

Ford repeated. "I under-
stand that there was a story
In the Knight newspapers,
b y Saul Friedman, that
somebody on my staff was
working on something like
that. If they are, they are
doing it without my knowl-
edge and without my con-
sent."
Friedman, it turned out,

had been right.
So, in a way, had Mr.

Ford. The planning had be-
gun, all right, and it had
been prompted b y Mr.
Ford's close friend, his old
law partner from Grand
Rapids, Mich., Buchen.
But Buchen was not, tech-

nically, on the vice presi-
dent's staff. He was the
director of a Nixon adminis-
tration study on the right of
citizens to privacy, working
for an interagency commit-
tee chaired by Mr. Ford.
More important, although

Buchen was the closest thing
to a confidant of the vice
president, Buchen had de-
cided not to tell Mr. Ford
what he was up to.

* * *

A few days before the Dal-
las news conference, Buchen
walked the short distance
down the hall from his suite
in the executive office build-
ing to the Office of Telecom-
munications Policy to see
Clay T. (Tom) Whitehead.
Buchen was troubled.
"Tom," he said, "Jerry

needs some kind of planning
under way. The President
may resign before or after
he's impeached. We've got
to do some kind of contin-
gency planning."
There were other fears

which, Buchen—now t h e
White House legal
counsel—recalled last week,
he had not put into words.
Mr. Nixon was preparing

a somewhat perilous diplo-
matic journey to the Middle
East. There had been specu-
lation about the President's
health.

"I wasn't trying to judge
the President (on Water-
gate), Buchen said. "But
you could hypothesize illness
or something might happen.
It was just that, in the usual
sense, the vice president is
expected — like Lyndon
Johnson — to carry on the
traditions of the man he suc-
ceeded. But this was proba-
bly a unique situation. If
(Mr. Nixon) went to the
Middle East and something
happened, it wouldn't just be
a case of stepping in and
saying, "Well, boys, carry
on.,,
So he turned to Whitehead.

at 35 one of the young veter-
ans of the Nixon White
House.
In 1969, Buchen reme m-

bered, Whitehead h a d
served on the staff that
guided the more normal
transition from the Johnson
aaninistration. to the Nixon
administration.
Their adjacent offices

would make it easy for the
two men to confer without
raising eyebrows. Besides,
Whitehead was one of the
few Nixon aides Buchen
knew well — and thought he
could trust with a large se-
cret.

"I really didn't want to do
It," Whitehead said of the
overture the other day. "I
felt it would be fundamental-
ly wrong for the President to
be hounded out of office."
Later, after Mr. Nixon made
public edited White House •
transcripts that showed he
had sought to block the Wat-
ergate investigation in June,
1972, Whitehead would re-
fleet that resignation was
appropriate. But last May,
like others who wanted des-
perately to believe in Mr.
Nixon, he flinched at the
suggestion that the end of
what Mr. Nixon had grandi-
loquently called "the new
' American revolution" was a

possibility.

Buchen insisted. "Some-
body has to do it," he, told
Whit ehea d,' Reluctantly,
•Whitehead agreed.
The need for: secrecy was

evident.
Mr. Nixon kept insisting

that he would never resign.

It would not do to have
preparations for his resigna-
tion linked, even in the
White House gossip, to Mr.
Ford. And Mr. Ford bad
been as adamant in private
as he was in public about in-
sisting that he would do
nothing to display lack of
confidence that Mr. Nixon
would weather Watergate.

"It wasn't because we felt
we were subversive," Buch-
en said in an interview.
"Why put him" Mr. Ford
— "on the spot? If he'd
asked me, I would have told
him. He never asked me:"
Indeed, when Mr. Ford de-

clared on May 11 that any
transition planning would be
without his knowledge and
without his consent, B u c h-
en and Whitehead reaf-
firmed their intentions.
"We decided the state-

ment was an implicit one,"
said Whitehead: The vice
president "hoped somebody
was doing it, but he didn't
want to know about it."

' * * *
•.. '

The ,first problem..was to.
devise a way to keep. the -
venture confidential.. :
Whitehead decided t h at

any meetings should be held
away from the White House.:
The handiest spot would be:
his home, an old townhouse
In nearby Georgetown, on a
corner of 28th and N Streets
N.W., across from a syna-
gogue.

It would not do to involve
other administration figures.
increasing the risk of disclo-
sure. Whitehead sought the
advice of three acquaint-
ances, all in their 30's, who

'were versed in, but not cur-
rently a part of, the govern-
ment.
To - this day, Whitehead

will not identify the three.
He acknowledges, with a

rueful grin, however, that
one was a staunch demo-
crat, who "had a rough
time when we would sit
around and discuss things
that Ford could d o to
strengthen the party" — the
Republican party.

During the early summer,
the transition cadre — Buch-
en, Whitehead and the other
three met four times,
usually in late afternoon, at
the' townhouse. _ They sat
around a circular dining ta-
ble, 'coats' off, sipping soft
drinks in a vain attempt to
combat the heal in the un-
airconditioned dining room.
The room was below grade:
through a high window they
could see the ankles of pass-
ers-by. One member smoked
cigars, two had pipes. "It
was not a smoke-filled
room," Whitehead said wry-
ly.
H is wife, Margaret,

dubbed the group "The Ford
Foundation."
Their discussions ranged

widely from the obvious (a
ceremony for the assum*•
tion of office) to the me-
chanical (the .need for a
small transition team to ori-
ent Mr. Ford to the White
House and vice versa) to the
.sublime (themes and princi-
ples that might be enunciat-
ed at the outset of a new ad-
ministration).
"It was like having a

study group meet to cliscuss
pelicy with Russia." Buchen
said later.
"We were not so much

planning that Ford become
President." Whitehead re-
called. "In fact, I hoped he
wouldn't become President,
for obvious reasons, particu-
larly in the beginning'. But it
was only prudent, since the
man might become Presi-
dent on very short notice, it
was only prudent to develop
some material in case he
did."
With that in mind, White-

head drafted a checklist of
plans for an orderly transi-
tion of power from Mr. Nix-
on te Mr. Ford. It was some-
thing that could be consid-
ered immediately in the
event the presidency was
passed to Mr. Ford over-
night.



* * *

The "thing," -as &when,.
called it, came up on Tues-
day, August 6, eight months'
from the day Ford became
vice president.
The previous day, Mon-

day, Mr. Nixon had made
public transcripts of his
White House conversations
about Watergate on June 23,
1972, and they showed him
to be an early, active partic-
ipant in a coverup attempt.
His defense against im-

peachment lay shattered in
the outraged reaction on
Capitol Hill. Mr. Nixon told

his cabinet, and Mr. Ford,
that Tuesday that he would
not resign. The words sound4
ed hollow.
At 10:30 that night, Buch-

en tracked down Whitehead!
in a hurry. Whitehead, coin-
cidentally, had given notice
that he would resign shortly
to resume a private career.,
He was preparing to leave
Washington to join Mrs.
Whitehead on a campaign
trip to Aspen, Colo. The va-
cation trip was aborted by
t h e telephone call from
Buchen. He told Whitehead
that Mr., Ford had just been
alerted,', presumably b y
White House aides, that "the
word is, within 72:hours he
could be President."

That meant, Bucheh
quipped, that they would
have to do the detail wort
that Theodore H. White, the,
author who had chroniclel
'each of the Presidential ele
tion campaigns since 1960'
might describe in' a ne
'book entitled, "The Makin
Of the- 'President" in
hours."' ,

,Actually, as it turned ou
'they had only a little mord
than 61 hours before
'Ford would raise his right
hand on August 9 to recite
the presidential oath of Of.
flee specified by the Cok
stitution.

WILLIAM SCRANTON
Ex-governor

BRYCE HARLOW
Presidential aide

•
WILLIAM WHYTE• His home was used

JERALD TERHORST
Press secretary

‘*' * *

The making of the Pr
dent began in earnest
Wednesday, , August
Whitehead, clad in CO
attire — denim and boo
because his wife had mo
his clothes in their c
Kansas City, located
transition • checklist
pared it down to immede
essentials as an agenda
t h e high-powered p
meeting that Buchen wa
ganizing. . .
T h e transition pla

had gone big-time.
As Whitehead would er

describe it to the
friends who had helped in
In the Townhouse, wha ey
had done was "penny
and now transition ha
come "a gigantic p ie r
game."

ROBERT GRIFFIN
He was invited

Confidentiality .still 'as
crucial.
In the end, Mr. on

might not resign.

Mr. Ford gave Buc the
names of the five nds
whose views he wan to
solicit --on transition: us.
.Buchen asked onci7-- the
five, Whyte, to volun his

-bome—on Rockwood: ark-
way, in a wealthy an us
relatively secluded tion
of the capital, fir a .m.
meeting.

Whyte readily co nted
and dispatched his fe,
Margaret, t o buy even
large steaks.

JOHN BYRNES
Ex-representative

One of the five , ends
didn't peed to be 4ited.
Former Governor itliain
Scranton of Pennsy ania,
who had been a law' chool
classmate of Mr. Fo' 's at
Y al* University, iknew
enough about Washington to
realize by Wednesday that
Mr. Ford soon would be
president.

He called to volunteer his
assistance.
The others invited to the

meeting were Senator Rob-
ert P. Griffin of Michigan,
the Senate Republican whip;
former Representative John
W. Byrnes of Wisconsin, and
Bryce N. Harlow, an execu-
tive of Proctor & Gamble
Manufacturing Co. He had
been an aide to Presidents
Eisenhower and Nixon.



"I was just invited for 'an
Important discussion,'"
Harlow recalled the other
day. "I wasn't even sure
then who Buchen was."

"We were all close friends
of Jerry's," Byrnes said.
"We knew that at some
time, maybe sooner than lat-
er, he and his people were
going to have a hell of slot
of questions that needed to
be answered."

* * *

From 5 p.m. Wednesday
until nearly midnight, the
seven men sat in the uphol-
stered chairs and on the two

1, sofas in the paneled familyroom of the Whyte home.

Whyte anounced * the
outset, "the bar is open, but
this is a working session."
Most of them eschewed hard
drink. The steel company
executive kept Mrs. Whyte
out of the room — "it was
very confidential" — but the
Whyte's son, Roger, would
pop in from time to time to
relay telephone messages,
deliver the grilled steaks
and provide bulletins from
,the newscasts.

"We didn't know what the -
inext news bulletin would -
be," Byrnes said. "We con-
stantly had the question in
our mind: How long do we
have?"

The atmosphere was sober
and restrained. Many of the
participants had been close
Lto Mr. Nixon. "I don't recall
any hilarity," Harlow said.

I' For hours they discussedtfew essential elements of
e transition, working from

,Whitehead's checklist:
i 1i The chief justice of the
rUnited States, Warren E.
Burger, should officiate at
an inauguration but he was
in the Netherlands.

Griffin agreed to contact
him.
Mr. Ford would need the

draft of a brief speech to the
American people for use
soon after he took office; it
was written by Robert T.
Hartmann, Mr. Ford's vice
presidential chief of staff.

The new President would
need a replacement for the
Mite House press secre-
tary, Ronald L. Ziegler; five
names were kicked around,
at length and the next day
Mr. Fo0 would agree with
the consensus choice, Jerald
F. terFfOrst, the Washington
correspondent for the De-
troit News.

A transition team would
be needed to guide Ford
through the first days of his
administration and map
plans for longer - range
changes; Scranton would
wind up directing it along
with /Donald Rumseld, the
U.S. ambassador to the
North Atlantic Treaty Or-
ganization, and Whitehead
would serve temporarily as
staff secretary.
And there was general

agreement that Mr. Nixon
should not be present when'
Mr. Ford was sworn in; the
outgoing President's ab-
sence would signify a clean
start for his designated suc-
cessor.

When the meeting was
breaking up, and the partic-
ipants were putting seitcoats
back on and tightening their
ties, the basic question re-
mained, as Byrnes stated it,
"When IS the word, going to
comer.

* * * •
• The word came the next
morning, Thursday, August
8, when Mr. Nixon sum-
moned Mr. Ford to say that
he was going to resign.
The two men agreed on

the timing and circumstan-
ces of the unprecedented
succession. Mr. Nixon would
announce his decision on tel-
evision Thursday night and
leave for California on Fri-
day, before the formal letter
of resignation had been de-
livered to the secretary of
state. Mr. Ford would take
office at noon Friday.
Thursday afternoon, the

transition planners, no long-
er as concerned about secre-'
cy, met in Whitehead's of-
fice. TerHorst joined them
for a while. The plans were
put on paper, with alterna-
tive s. Decision memoran-

dums that Mr. Ford would
have to sign immediately
were drafted and typed.
Formal notices o f Mr.
Ford's accession were draft-
ed for the new President's
signature and subsequent
dispatch to every govern-
ment department and agen-
cy.
There were two breaks in

the long transition prepara-
tions.
One was for cold roast

beef sandwiches and soft
drinks. The second was to
watch Mr. Nixon, on the tel-
evision set in the office of
the director of telecommuni-
cations policy, announcing
at 9 p.m. that he would give
up the presidency.
Many of those in the tran-

sition office cried. It was
nearly 11 p.m. before they
got back to work. At 3 a.m.
Friday, the papers formaliz-
ing the change in govern-
ment were completed.

Whitehead went home, to
the townhouse in George-
town.

Three hours; later, at 6
a.m. Friday, Representative
Byrnes arose at his home in .
Arlington, Va., to prepare
for the day. At 7:15 he went
to the Alexandria, Va., home
of Mr. Ford to meet Buchen
and brief the vice president
on the transition plans.
"I don't get up that early

every day of the year,"
Byrnes told Mr. Ford. "But
I'm willing to do it on a day
that a good friend is being
sworn in as President."

* * *
There would be much yet

to do after August 9 to solidi-
fy Mr. Ford's presence in
the White House:' There.
would be policy decisions;
such as that on amneety430
try to demonstrate I gener.
osity of spirit. There would
be legislative issue,iclud.
Ing an 'early threat to veto a
mass transit bill, to try to
show firmness of purpose:

There would be organiza-
tional matters, like the tran-
sition group's recommenda-
tion that the power of the Of-
flee of Management and
Budget be reduced to
strengthen the role of the
cabinet.

There would be personnel
choices, among them which
of the holdover aides to re-
place a n d when. There
would be the selection of
Nelson A. Rockefeller, the
former governor of New
York, as the vice presiden-
tial nominee ' and the next
potential link in a chain of
democratic continuity.
At 7:45 a.m. that Friday,

as the White House limou-
sine left Mr. Ford's Alexan-
dria home for the short ride
across the Potomac river
and into the nation's capital,
it was more than merely the
last symbolic, unpredictable
journey of Gerald R. Ford to
the presidency.

As the long car moved
through the morning rush
hour, Mr. Ford, Buchen and
Byrnes were huddled over
the documents that would ef-
.fectuate the change.

The transition was occur-
ring.



'index' for
The Change

Washington

Not long before President Nixon came to the
ineluctible conclusion that he would be im-
peached by the House and perhaps convicted in
a Senate trial if he did not resign, Clay T. (Tom)
Whitehead reduced the rough plans for a transi-,
tion program to a single typed page of shorthand
notes.

He called it the "index." It looked like this:
1. First principles, themes and objectives.
2. The transition team.
3. The "first week":
— Assumption of office.
— Transition team.
— Message to the American people.
— Cabinet and White House staff resigna-

tions.
— Congressional leadership meetings.
___. cabinet, NSC (National Security Council)

and economic policy meetings.
Meetings with national and foreign lead-

era.
—„,...Vice presidential search process.
— Personnel decision process.
4. Address to the, American people.
5. 'Assessment of the executive branch.
6. Press and Congress: Philosophy and tac-

tics.
7. Background papers: Policy and machin-

ery.,
— Foreign policy and national security.

The economy,
— Budget.

, Domestic Council.
— White House mechanics.
6. Organization of the presidency:
— Background.
— White House staff and reorganization.
— Role of the cabinet.
9. Key personnel actions:
— Recruitment process.
— Transition of agency heads.
— Hadnling of old White House staff.

The items were not so much recommenaa7
tions as a checklist of issues that should be con-
sidered, quickly, in the event Gerald Ford be-
came President overnight.

What, if any "first principles" should he
pronounce? Who should he call upon to help, im-
mediately, in the transitions?

What should he do in the early days of his
administration — called, after Genesis, the First
Week — about retaining or dismissing Mr.
Nixon's advisers and aides or about nominating
a new vice president?

Should there be a different, and thus more
open, attitude toward Congress and the news
media? ,

It would be. Whitehead said, something,that
could be taken to Mr, Ford and say, "Here; this,
will get you started." '

It was all very informal, Whitehead re-,
membered. "We had no notion the thing would
come up as soon as it did."

New York Times
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Former Mayor Robert F. Wagner speaking at news see-
Mon In campaign headquarters of Bronx Borough Presi-
dent Robert Abrams, candidate for Attorney General.

ma New York Yirsosniklisel awe
Others are Representative Hugh L. Carey, left, Mr.
Abrams and former Gov. W. Averell Harriman, at right.
Mr. Abrams endorsed Mr. Carey for post of Governor.

The Change in Presidents:
Plans Began Months Ago

By JAMES M. NAUGHTON
gportal to The New York Time*

WASHINGTON, Aug. 25— President Ford—was an in-
Planning for the orderly eleva- triguing effort to use the trau-
lion of Gerald R. Ford to the matic occasion to offer reas-
Presidency began months he- surance and calm to the nation.
fore President Nixon decided to Much of what has taken
resign. The preparations were place in the 16 days of the
kept secret from Mr. Nixon and, Ford Administration was a di-
at first, from MT. Ford. rect ccmsequence of the un-
The transition plans were usual planning for his unortho-

initiated by Mr. Ford's ciosest dox accession. The tone of his.
friend, Philip W. Buchan, who
erserhuied in early May that.
onrushing events would inevi-
tably force an untimely end to
the 27th Proafrioncy ond a hur-
ried beginning of the :lath.
A "scenario" for the first

day. of the Ford Administra-
Liar was drafted with rellIC •
lance in June at a dining room
table in Georgetown by Mr.
Nixon's adviser on telecommu-
nications policy, Clay T. White-
head, and three other young
men, orie of them an avid
Democrat.
And the details of the change

in Government were settled, 36
hours before the event, by an
assortment of political and cor-
porate friends of Mr. Ford who
Met in the paneled family room
at the home of William G.
Whyte, a Washington-based
vice president of the United
States Steel Corporation.

Behind the stunning events
of Aug. 9.—the terse letter of
resignation of President Nixon,
the succinct swearing-in of

Impeachment:
Final Report
A slip-out section

consisting of excerpts
from the final report
by the House Judici-
ary Committee on its
inquiry into the ques-
tion of impeaching
former President Rich-
ard M. Nixon will be
found on Pages 11 to 18.

Grayson Predicts
first address, his pledge to con- Some Price Rises
alder conditional amnesty for Under New Panel

SoOtad Press Intunallonal

Philip W. Buchen

Vietnam-era draft evaders, his
meetings with black and wo-
men members of Congress, his
journeys to Capitol Hill and to
the Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare all were
recommended by transition ad-
visers to capitalize on Mr.
Ford's instinctive goals of unit-
ing the country and leading it

Continued onPa-g—e. 24, Column I

By DAVID BURNHAM
KIWIS, too The Rt. YorINIlave

wAsilmerom, Aug. 25—The
man who v.ast in charge of the
mandatory price control ma-
chinery tiled by the Nixon Ad-
ministration said today that the
voluntary approach being ad-
vocated by President Ford
would in firWrIt cases lead to
higher rather than lower
prices.
C. Jackson Grayson Jr., who

was chairman of the Price Com-
mission for 14 months, said he
believed the new Council on
Wage and Price Stability that
wad authorized yesterday in a
bill signed by the President
would be of small value and
might even do some harm.
Mr. Grayson, now dean of the

School of Business Administra-
tion at Southern Methodist

Continued on Page 48, Column $

Miller Wins Westchester Golf
By JOHN S. RADOSTA
Spacial to Tlio Woo York :woo

the Westchester Golf Classic.
His 72-hole score ot 269 set

HARRISON, N Y. Aug. 25 a record of 19 under par for
—The others made brief runs the 6,614-yard West Course
at him, but the outcome wail of the Westchester Country
never in doubt and it was Club.
Johnny Miller alt the way. The Westchester was Mill-
The slim 27-year-old Cali- er's sixth victory of the sea-

ac-os CSA non ahoro of

final threesome of the day
with Don Ries, who has never
won a tournament since Join-
the pro tour in 1967.
"I was pulling so hard for

Don that I nearly pulled him
past me," Miller said.
The pulling worked just

ALEXANDER OPENS
ATTACK ON CLARK

ABRAMS ENDORSES
CAREY, WHO GIVES
RETURN SUPPORT
Bronx President's Backing
in Liberal Wing Expected
to Help Foe of Samuels

By LINDA GREENHOUSE
Borough President Robert.

Abrams of the Bronx, who is
widely regarded as the front-
rinser for the Democratic nom-
it -i for Attorney General,
'Horsed Representative Hugh
L. Carey for Governor yester-
dry and was endorsed by him
in return.
Mr. Abrams's strong ties to

the liberal wing of the Demo-
cratic party as well as to the
Jewish community make his
unexpected endorsement a val-
uable prize in Mr. Carey's ef-
fort to win the nomination in
dr Sept. 10 primary.
At a newsioconference at his

Madison Avenue headquarters,
Mr. Ahrems said that Mr. Carey
had a "much better shot" than
the party's official designee,
'Howard J. Samuels, at defeating

Says Senate Rival Restricts
His Controversial Ideas
to Small Gatherings

Governor Wilson in the general
election and in pulling the rest
of the ticket—Mr. Abrams in-
cluded—along with him.

'Superbly Qualified
Mr. Abrams praised the

Brooklyn Representative as "a
man of demonstrated leader-
ship and integrity" and called
him "superbly qualified to be
Governor." The Borough Presi-
dent was flanked by former
Gov. W. Averell Harriman and
former Mayor Robert F. Wag-

Ry JOHN DAR1NTON nri, both of whom had earlier
Mayor Lee Alexander of Syr- endorsed Mr. Carey.

aetwe, contending that he has Mr. Abrams's press advisory
become the underdog in the litinriiincing yesterday's news
Democratie priev.lry for the iconference did not name Mr.
United Stereo; Senate nontina• 1Catty, but said that an "un-

hegAn a new Lock yester• !exec :led political union" would
day, dim Ile attacking the man be announced that "will have n

he regards RIO the fennteutup.r;drikmatic impact on the entice
former tIniced 4.+Itterheristalt wide primary picture."
General 11,onse. • Ct,s In the view of at least some

people close to the political
acne, that was not all ',sag.
*ration, As the first major pol-
itician In the slate to endorse
Senator George McGovern for
President -- in August, 1971,
when Mr. McGovern was at 3
per cent in the polls — Mr
Abrams has great credibility
with liberal Democrats and
young voters.
Mr. Carey has been seen as

Secretary General Kurt Wal
at left, meeting in Athens
mier, Constantine Ceramist)

During Lek, iscd debate
here amon,, tic thri e conten-
ders, Mr. Alexander, who won
the designation of the Demo-
( retie State (.:nmtnit tee, charged
Mr Clark with conducting "two
campaigna" — one for small
gatherings, whPre he said the
candidate gave full vent to con-
troversial opinions, and one
"for the general public," where
he "becomes vague and gen-
eral." trailing Mr. Samuels among

The attack, or, WCBS-TV's Continued on Page 21, Column I

War Evade
Favor To

By ENI
At the time their sons went

Into exile or hiding, some
parents thought they were
wrong. Today, although few
deserters and draft dodgers
have had second thoughts
about their decisions, many
of their parents have.

Interviews with families of
resisters across the country
Indicate that most parents
now view their sons' actions
with respect, and even pride.
They believe that amnesty
should by iinconditional acid

Piresident Ford's "earned
re-entry" proposal Is unfair
mid impractical.
The. great majority are

convinced that the Vietnam
war was an illegal one and
that their sons resisted serv-
ice on the basis of conscience
and morality. They disagree
strongly with detractors who
maintain that thousands of
young men, many of whom
also had reservations, gave
their lives obeying the law
or served jail sentences for
their convictions.

"Campaign Debates," was joined  
by the third candidate in the my
Sept. 10 primary, Abraham
Hirschfeld, the businessman
and maverick party fund raiser.
"Mr. Clark talks one way and By SYDNEY H. SCHANBERG
does another way," Mr. Hirsch- asscio isrio roe Ysra
feld said, KtJALA LUMPUR, Malaysia,
The assertions were brushed Aug. 25—Prime Minister Abdul

aside by Mr. Clark. Summing
up in the final moments of the
half-hour program, he gazed
into the camera and said in a
soft drawl:
"I think her Alexander rep-

resents machine politica in this
state; that's the only way he's
on the ballot. I think Mr, Abe
Hirschfeld represents money;
that's the only way he's on the
ballot.

"Despite what's heen said_
Continued on Page 30, Column I

alaysta Government Stvi

inak and his National Front
nealition Government won a
itriking viaory in yesterday's
notional election, hut the land-
slide did not remove racialism
from Malaysia's political life.

It may, in feet, have exagger-
ated the problem.
With returns fairly complete,

Ithe Government Front, a multi-
finis conglomerate party com-
posed of nine parties, seemed
'headed for control of nearly cal—
per cent of the seats in Podia-

merit and similar stunning ma
jorities in the states where as
sernbly elections were held.
But in the process of securin,

power for the Malay-dominate,
Government for the next tiv
years, this strong victory wilt,
ally wiped out. all the model
ate and nonracial oppositio
parties. It left. a militant, TaCia
ly oriented Chinese party as th
only alternative to the Covert
ment.

This Chinese group, the Den
orratic Action party — whic
campaigns on a platform di
mending more Chinese pow(
and accusing the Governrnet
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Change in Presidents: Plans Began Months  Ago
Continued From Page 1, Col. 2

in partnership with Congress
and the Cabinet.
Even the disclosure of the

clandestine planning for the
Ford Presidency, in interviews

with key figures over the last
few days, was in marked, and
perhaps deliberate, contrast
with the secretiveness of the
previous Administration. Here
is how it happened;

The Secret
The questions on May 11 just that in the usual situation,

the Vice President is expected
— like Lyndon Johnson—to
carry on the traditions of the
man he succeeded. But this was
probably a unique situation.
[Mr. Nixon] went to the Middle
East and something happened,
It wouldn't be just a case of
stepping in and saying, "Well,
boys, carry on."
So he turned to Mr. White-

head, who at 35 years of age
was one of the young veterans
of the Nixon White House. In
1969, Mr. Suchen remembered,
Mr. Whitehead had served on
the staff that guided the more
normal transition from the
Johnson Administration to the
Nixon Administration. Their
adjacent offices would make it
easy for the two men to confer
without raising eyebrows. Be-
sides, Tom Whitehead, as he is
known, was one of the few
Nixon aides Mr. Suchen knew
well — and thought he could
trust with a large secret.
"I really didn't want to do It,"

Mr. Whitehead said the other
day, "I felt it would be funda-
mentally wrong for the Presi-
dent to be hounded out of of-
fice."

Later, after Mr. Nixon made
public edited White House
transcripts that showed he had
sought to block the Watergate
investigation in June, 1972, Mr.
Whitehead would reflect that
resignation was appropriate.
But last May, like others who
wanted desperately 'to believe
in Mr. Nixon, he flinched at the
suggestion that the end of what
Mr. Nixon had grandiloquently
called "the new American revo-
lution" was a possibility.
Mr. Suchen insisted. "Some-

body has to do it," he told Mr.
Whitehead. Reluctantly, Mr.
Whitehead agreed.
The need for secrecy was

evident. Mr. Nixon kept insist-
ing that he would never resign.
It would not do to have prepa-
rations for his resignation
linked, even in White House
gossip, to Mr. Ford. And Mr.
Ford had been as adamant in
private as he was in public
about insisting that he would
do nothing to indicate any
lack of confidence that Presi-
dent Nixon would weather
Wetergate.

"It wasn't because we felt
we were subversive," Mr. Bu-
chen said in an interview.
"Why put him [Mr. Ford] on
the spot? If he'd asked me, I
would have told him: He never
asked me."
Indeed, when Mr. Ford de-

clared on May 11 that any
transition planning would be
without his knowledge and
without his consent, Mr. Bu-
chen and Mr. Whitehead reaf-
firmed their intentions.
"We decided the statement

was an implicit one," said Mr.
Whitehead: The Vice President
"hoped somebody was doing it,
hut he didn't want to know
about it."

could have been anticipated.
Two days earlier the House
Judiciary Committee had begun
formal hearings on the im-
peachment of President Nixon.
A day earlier, Mr. Nixon had
called in Vice President Ford
and encouraged him to slow
down the pace of his travel
and, by ineference, the number
of occasions around the coun-
try for Mr. Ford to discuss the
Watergate scandals,
Even so, when Mr. Ford met

with reporters on May 11 in
Dallas he was confident of his
answers.
Has there been any conversa-

tion with Mr. Nixon at any
time about transfer of power if
that should occur? he was
asked.
"None whatsoever," Mr. Ford

replied firmly.
Or on the part of your staff?

Is anyone working on that?
"None whatsoever," Mr. Ford

repeated. "I understand that
there was a story in the Knight
newspapers, by Saul Friedman,
that somebody on my staff was
working on something like that.
If they are, they are doing it
without my knowledge and
without my consent."

Both Were Right
Mr. Friedman, it turned out,

had been right. So, in a way,
had Mr. Ford. The planning had
begun, all right, and it had
been prompted by Mr. Ford's
close friend, his old law part-
ner from Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Mr. Buchen, But Mr. Buchen
was not, technically, on the
Vice President's staff. He was
the director of a Nixon Admin-
istration study on the right of
citizens to privacy, working
for an interagency committee
headed by Mr, Ford.
, More important, although Mr.
Buchen was the closest thing
to a confidant of the Vice Presi-
dent, Mr. Buchen had decided
not to tell Mr. Ford what he
was up to.
A few days before the Dallas

news conference, Mr. Buchen
walked the short distance down
the hall from his suite in the
Executive Office Building to the
Office of Telecommunications
Policy to see Tom Whitehead.
Mr. Buchen was troubled.
"Jerry needs sonic kind of

planning under way," he said.
"The President may resign be-
fore or after he's impeached.
We've got to do some kind of
contingency planning"

Mr. Buchen—now the White
House legal counsel—recalled
last week that there were other
fears that he had not put into
words. President Nixon was
preparing for a somewhat peri-
lous diplomatic journey to the
Middle East. There had been
specu:ation about the Presi-
dent's health.

"I wasn't trying to judge the
President [on Watergate]," Mr.
Buchen said. "But you could
hypothesize illness or some-
thing that might happen. It was

'The Ford Foundation'
The first problem was to de-

vise a way to keep the venture
confidential. Mr. Whitehead de-
cided that any meetings should
be held away from the White
House. The handiest spot would
be his home, an old town house
in nearby Georgetown, on a
corner of 28th and N Streets,
N.W., across from a synagogue.
It would not do to involve other
Administration figures and in-
crease the risk of disclosure.
Mr. Whitehead sought the ad-
vice of three acquaintances, all
in their thirties, who were
versed in the Government al-
though they were not currently
a part of it.
To this day, Mr. Whitehead

will not identify the three. He
acknowledges, with a rueful
grin, that one was a stanch
Democrat, who "had a rough
time when we would sit around
and discuss things that Ford
could do to strengthen the
nartv.—..tha litat.hliran rawly

room. The room was below
grade; through a high window
they could see the ankles of
passers - by. One member
smoked cigars, two had pipes.
"It was not a smoke-filled
room," Mr. Whitehead said
wryly.
His wife, Margaret, dubbed

the group "the Ford Founda-
tion."

Range of Discussions
Their discussions ranged

widely from the obvious (a
ceremony for the assumption
of office) to the mechanical
(the need for a small transition
team to orient Mr. Ford to the
White House and vice versa) to
the sublime (themes and prin-
ciples that might be enunciated
at the outset of a new regime).
"It was like having a study

group meet to discuss policy
with Russia," Mr. Buchen said
later.
"We were not so much

'Mannino, that Mr VeIrrl become

do in the early days of his
Administration — called, after
Genesis, the "first week" —
about retaining or dismissing
President Nixon's advisers and
aides or about nominating a
new Vice President? Should
there be a different, and thus
more open, attitude toward
Congress and the press?

It would be, Mr. Whitehead
said, something that Mr. Bu-
chen could take to Mr. Ford
and say, "Here, this will get
you started."

It was all very informal, Mr.
Buchen remembered. "We had
no notion the thing would
come up as soon as it did."

The Crash
Program

The "thing," as Mr. Suchen
calledit, came up on Tuesday,
Aug. 6, eight months from the
day Mr. Ford became Vice
President.
The previous day, Mr. Nixon

had released transcripts of his
White House conversations
about Watergate on June 23,
1972, and they showed him to
be an early active participant
in a cover-up attempt, His de-
fense against impeachment lay
shattered in the outraged reac-
tion on Capitol Hill.
Mr. Nixon told his Cabinet,

and Mr. Ford, on Tuesday that
he would not resign. The
words sounded hollow.
At 10;30 that night, Mr. Bu-

chen tracked down Mr. White-
head in a hurry. Mr. White-
head, coincidentally, had given
notice that he would resign
shortly to resume a private
career. He was preparing to
leave Washington to join Mrs.
Whitehead on a camping trip
to Aspen, Colo. The vacation
trip was aborted by the tele-
phone call from Mr. Buchen.
He told Mr. Whitehead that
Vice President Ford had just
been alerted, presumably by
White House aides, that "the
word is: within 72 hours he
could be President."
That meant, Mr. Buchen

quipped, that they would have
to do the detail work that
Theodore H. White, the author
who had chronicled Presidential
election campaigns since 1960,
might describe in a new book
entitled "The Making of the
President in 72 Hours."

Actually, as it turned out,
they had only a little more than
61 hours before Mr. Ford
would raise his right hand on
Aug. 9 to recite the Presidential
oath of office specified by the
Constitution.
The making of the President

began in earnest on Wednesday,
Aug, 7, by which time Mr. Ford
had become aware of the tran-
sition planning.
Mr. Whitehead, clad in cow-

boy attire—denim and boots--
because his wife had most of
his clothes in their car in Kan-
sas City, located the transition
"index" and pared it down in
the immediate essentials, items
2 and 3, as an agenda for the
high-powered private meeting
that Mr. Buchen was orgapiz-
ing.
The transition planning had

gone big time. As Mr. White-
head would later describe it to
the three friends who had
helped him in the town house,
what they had done was
"penny ante" and now transi-
tion had become "a gigantic
poker game."

Confidentiality was still cru-
cial; Mr. Nixon might not re-
sign after all. Mr. Ford gave
Mr. Buchen the names of the
five friends whose views he
wanted on transition plans. Mr.
Buchen asked one of the five,
Mr. Whyte, of United States
Steel, to volunteer his home on
Rockwood Parkway, in a
wealthy and thus relatively
secluded section of the capital,
for a 5 P.M. meeting. Mr.
Whyte readily consented and
dispatched his wife, Margaret,
to buy seven large steaks.
One of the five friends didn't

need to be invited. Former Gov-
ernor William W. Scranton of
Pennsylvania, who had been a
law school classmate of Mr.
Ford's at Yale University, knew
enough about Washington to
realize by Wednesday that Mr.

weasiti mann he Proo44itoat

Harlow recalled the other day.
"I wasn't even sure then who
Buchen was."
We were all close friends of

Jerry's," Mr. Byrnes said. "We
knew that at some time, maybe
sooner than later, he and his
people were going to have a
hell of a lot of questions that
needed to be answered."
From 5 P.M. Wednesday until

nearly midnight, the seven men
sat in the upholstered chairs
and on the two sofas in the
paneled family room of the
Whyte home, Mr. Whyte an-
nounced at the outset, "The bar
is open, but this is a working
session." Most of them es-
chewed hard drink. The steel
company executive kept Mrs.
Whyte out of the room — "it
was very confidential"—but the
Whytes' son, Roger, would pop
in from time to time to relay
telephone messages, deliver the
grilled steaks and provide bul-
letins from the newscasts.

'How Long?'
"We didn't know what the

next news bulletin would be,"
Mr. Byrnes said. "We con-
stantly had the question in our
mind: How long do we have?"
The atmosphere was sober

and restrained; many of the
participants had been close to
Mr. Nixon. "I don't recall any
hilarity," Mr. Harlow said.
For hours they discussed a

few essential elements of the
transition, working from Mr.
Whitehead's checklist.
The Chief Justice of the

United States, Warren E. Bur-

The Re

ger, should officiate at an
inauguration, but he was in the
Netherlands. Senator Griffin
agreed to contact him.
Mr. Ford would need the

draft of a brief speech to the
American people for use soon
after he took office; it was
written by Robert T. Hartmann,
Mr. Ford's Vice-Presidential
chief of staff.
The new President would

need a replacement for the
White House press secretary,
Ronald L. Ziegler. Five candi-
dates were considered at length
and the next day Mr. Ford
would agree with the consensus
choice, J. F. terHorst, the Wash-
ington correspondent for The
Detroit, News.
A team would be needed to

guide Mr. Ford through the
first days of his Administration
and map plans for longer-range
changes; Mr. Scranton would
wind up directing it, along with
Donald Rumsfield, the United
States Ambassador to the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
and Mr. Whitehead would serve
temporarily as staff secretary.
And there was general agree-

ment that Mr. Nixon should not
he present when Mr. Ford was
sworn in; the outgoing Presi-
dent's absence would signify a
clean start for his designated
auccessor.
When the meeting was break-

ing up, and the participants
were putting their coats back
on and tightening their ties,
the basic question remained, as
Mr. Byrnes stated it, "When is
the word going to come?"

signation
The word came the next

morning, Thursday, Aug. 8,
when President Nixon sum-
moned Vice President Ford and
told him that he was going to
resign. The two men agreed on
the timing and circumstances
of the unprecedented succes-
sion, Mr. Nixon would an- 1
nounce his decision on tele-;
vision Thursday night and de-
part for California on Friday,
before the formal letter of
resignation had been delivered
to the Secretary of State. Mr.
Ford would take office at noon
Friday.
Thursday afternoon, the

transition planners, no longer
as concerned about secrecy,
met in Mr. Whitehead's office
Mr. terHorst ioined them for a
while. The plans were put on
paper, with alternatives. De-
cision memorandums that Mr.
Ford would have to sign Im•

mediately were drafted and
typed. Formal notices of Mr.
Ford's accession were drafted
for the new President's signa-
ture and subsequent dispatch
to every Government depart-
ment and agency.

I There were two breaks in
the long transition prepara-
tions. One was for cold roast
beef sandwiches and soft
drinks. The second was to
watch Mr. Nixon, on the tele-
vision set in the office of the
director of telecommunications
policy, announcing at 9 P.M.
that he would give up the
Presidency. Many of those in
the office cried. it was nearly
11 P.M. before they got back
In work.

At 3 A.M. Friday, the papers
to make formal the change in
Government were completed,
Mr. Whitehead went home, to
the house in Georgetown.

The
Three hours later, at 6 A.M.;

Friday, Representative Byrne'. I
arose at his home in Arlingto..
Va„ to prepare for the day
7:15 he went to Mr. For,.
home in Alexandria, ye

Ride
meet Mr. Buchen and brief the
Vice President on the transition
plans, "I don't get up that early
rvery day of the year," Mr.
Byrnes told Mr. Ford, "But I'm
twee io In it nn day that a

President and Mrs. Ford chs
the-Hill in Alexandrie, Va.,

Ford Lauds S
WASHINGTON, Aug. 25 (UPI)
— President Ford heard a,
woman deacon of his church
plead today for swift accept-
ance of women in the Episcopal
priesthood and later called her
sermon "superb," although he
withheld his opinion on the con-
troversial subject.

After worshiping at his
church in Alexandria, Va., with ,
his wife, Betty, the President ,
took the rest of the day off —
stopping by his old house near-
by to pick up odds and ends
before playing golf with some
friends.
"I congratulated her; I

thought it was superb," Mr. I
Ford said when asked what he
thought of the sermon by the .
Rev, Patricia M. Park, 27 years
old, an assistant rector of the
Immanuel Church-on-the-Hill.
But he sidestepped a question

good friend is being sworn in
as President."

There would still be much to
do after Aug. 9 to solidify Mr.
Ford's presence in the White
House. There would be policy
decisions, such as that on am-
nesty, to try to demonstrate
generosity of spirit. There
would be legislative issues, in-
cluding an early threat to veto
a mass transit bill, to try to I
show firmness of purpose.
There would be organizational
matters, like the transition



Is anyone working on that?
"None whatsoever," Mr. Ford

repeated. "I understand that
there was a story in the Knight
newspapers, by Saul Friedman,
that somebody on my staff was
working on something like that.
If they are, they are doing it
without my knowledge and
without my consent."

Both Were Right
Mr. Friedman, it turned out,

had been right. So, in I way,
had Mr, Ford. The planning had
begun, all right, and it had
been prompted by Mr. Ford's
close friend, his old law part-
ner from Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Mr. Buchen. But Mr. Buchen
was not, technically, on the
Vice President's staff. He was
the director of a Nixon Admin-
istration study on the right of
citizens to privacy, working
for an interagency committee
headed by Mr. Ford.
More important, although Mr.

Buchen was the closest thing
to a confidant of the Vice Presi-
dent, Mr. Buchen had decided
not to tell Mr. Ford what he
was up to.
A few days before the Dallas

news conference, Mr. Buchen
walked the short distance down
the hall from his suite in the
Executive Office Building to the
Office of Telecommunications
Policy to see Tom Whitehend
Mr. Buchen was troubled.
"Jerry needs some kind of

planning under way," he said.
—rhe President may resign be-
fore or after he's impeached.
We've got to do some kind of
contingency planning"

Mr. Buchen—now the White
House legal counsel—recalled
last week that there were other
fears that he had not put into
words, President Nixon was
preparing for a somewhat peri-
lous diplomatic journey to the
Middle East. There had been
specu:ation about the Presi-
dent's health.
"I wasn't trying to judge the

President [on Watergate]," Mr.
Buchen said. "But you could
hypothesize illness or some-
thing that might happen. It was about it."

Nixon aides Mr. Buchen knew
well — and thought he could
trust with a large secret.
"I really didn't want to do it,"

Mr. Whitehead said the other
day. "I felt it would he funda-
mentally wrong for the Presi-
dent to be hounded out of of-
fice."

Later, after Mr. Nixon made
public edited White House
transcripts that showed he had
sought to block the Watergate
investigation in June, 1972, Mr.
Whitehead would reflect that
resignation was appropriate.
But last May, like others who
wanted desperately ' to believe
in Mr. Nixon, he flinched at the
suggestion that the end of what
Mr. Nixon had grandiloquently
called "the new American revo-
lution" was a possibility.
Mr. Buchen insisted. "Some-

body has to do it," he told Mr.
Whitehead. Reluctantly, Mr.
Whitehead agreed.
The need for secrecy was

evident. Mr. Nixon kept insist-
ing that he would never resign.
It would not do to have prepa-
rations for his resignation
linked, even in White House
gossip, to Mr. Ford. And Mr.
Ford had been as adamant in
private as he was in public
about insisting that he would
do nothing to indicate any
lack of confidence that Presi-
dent Nixon would weather
Watergate.

"It wasn't because we felt
we were subversive," Mr. Bu-
chen said in an interview.
"Why put him [Mr. Ford] on
the spot? If he'd asked me, I
would have told him: He never
asked me."
Indeed, when Mr. Ford de-

clared on May 11 that any
transition planning would be
without his knowledge and
without his consent, Mr. Bu-
chen and Mr. Whitehead reaf-
firmed their intentions.
"We decided the statement

was an implicit one," said Mr.
Whitehead; The Vice President
"hoped somebody was doing it,
but he didn't want to know

'The Ford Foundation'
The first problem was to de-

vise a way to keep the venture
confidential. Mr. Whitehead de-
cided that any meetings should
be held away from the White
House. The handiest spot would
be his home, an old town house
in nearby Georgetown, on a
corner of 28th and N Streets,
N.W., across from a synagogue.
It would not do to involve other
Administration figures and in-
crease the risk of disclosure.
Mr. Whitehead sought the ad-
vice of three acquaintances, all
in their thirties, who were
versed in the Government al-
though they were not currently
a part of it.
To this day, Mr. Whitehead

will not identify the three. He
acknowledges, with a rueful
grin, that one was a stanch
Democrat, who "had a rough
time when we would sit around
and discuss things that Ford
could do to strengthen the
party"—the Republican party.

During the early summer, the
transition cadre—Mr. Buchen,
Mr. Whitehead and the three
others—met four times, usually
in late afternoon, at the town
house. They sat around a cir-
cular dining table, coats off,
sipping soft drinks in a vain
attempt to combat the heat in
the unajr-conditioned dining

room. The room was below
grade; through a high window
they could see the ankles of
passers - by. One member
smoked cigars, two had pipes,
"It was not a smoke-filled
room," Mr. Whitehead said
wryly.
His wife, Margaret, dubbed

the group "the Ford Founda-
tion,"

Range of Discussions
Their discussions ranged

widely from the obvious (a
ceremony for the assumption
of office) to the mechanical
(the need for a small transition
team to orient Mr. Ford to the
White House and vice versa) to
the sublime (themes and prin-
ciples that might be enunciated
at the outset of a new regime).
"It was like having a study

group meet to discuss policy
with Russia," Mr. Buchen said
later.
"We were not so much

planning that Mr. Ford become
President," Mr. Whitehead re-
called. "In fact, I hoped he
wouldn't become President, for
obvious reasons, particularly in
the beginning. But it was only
prudent—since the man might
become President on very short
notice—it was only prudent to
develop some material in case
he did."

The M
Eventually, not long before

President Nixon came to the
ineluctable conclusion that he
would be impeached by the
House and perhaps convicted
in a Senate trial if he did not
resign, Mr. Whitehead reduced
the tough plans for a transition
program to a single typed page
of notes. He called it the "in-
dex." It looked like this:
I. First principles, themes and

objectives.
2. The transition team.
3. The "first week":
—Assumption of office.
—Transitioo team.
—Message to the American
people.
—Cabinet and White House
staff resignations,
—Congressional leadership
meetings.
—Cabinet, N.S.C. [National
Security Council] and eco-
nomic policy meetings.
—Meetings with national and
foreign leaders.
—Vice- Presidential search
process.
—Personnel decision process.

4. Address to the American
people.

aterial
5. Assessment of the executive

branch.
6. Press and Congress: Philos-
ophy and tactics.

7. Background papers: policy
and machinery.
—Foreign policy and national
security.
—The economy.
—Budget.
—Domestic Council.
—White House mechanics.

8. Organization of the Presi-
dency:
—Background.
—White House staff and re-
organization.
—Role of the Cabinet.

9. Key personnel actions:
—Recruitment process.
—Transition of agency heads.
—Handling of old White
House staff.
The items were not so much

recommendations as a checklist
of issues that should be consid-
ered, quickly, in the event Mr.
Ford became President over-
night. What, if any, "first,
principles" should he pro-
nounce? Whom should he call
upon immediately to help in
the trrosition? What should tie

be an early active participant
in a cover-up attempt. His de-
fense against impeachment lay
shattered in the outraged reac-
tion on Capitol Hill,
Mr. Nixon told his Cabinet,

and Mr. Ford, on Tuesday that
he would not resign. The
words sounded hollow.
At 10:30 that night, Mr. Bu-

chen tracked down Mr. White-
head in a hurry. Mr. White-
head, coincidentally, had given
notice that he would resign
shortly to resume a private
career. He was preparing to
leave Washington to join Mrs.
Whitehead on a camping trip
to Aspen, Colo. The vacation
trip was aborted by the tele-
phone call from Mr, Buchen.
He told Mr. Whitehead that
Vice President Ford had just
been alerted, presumably by
White House aides, that "the
word is: within 72 hours he
could be President."
That meant, Mr. Buchen

quipped, that they would have
to do the detail work that
Theodore H. White, the author
who had chronicled Presidential
election campaigns since 1960,
might describe in a new book
entitled "The Making of the
President in 72 Hours."

Actually, as it turned out,
they had only a little more than
61 hours before Mr. Ford
would raise his right hand on
Aug. 9 to recite the Presidential
oath of office specified by the
Constitution.
The making of the President

began in earnest on Wednesday,
Aug. 7, by which time Mr. Ford
had become aware of the tran-
sition planning.
Mr. Whitehead, clad in cow-

boy attire—denim and boots—
because lis wife had most of
his clothes in their car in Kan-
sas City, located the transition
"index" and pared it down to
the immediate essentials, items
2 end 3, as an agenda for the
high-powered private meeting
that Mr. Buchen was orgapiz-
ing.
The transition planning had

gone big time. As Mr. White-
head would later describe it to
the three friends who had
helped him in the town house,
what they had done was
"penny ante" and now transi-
tion had become "a gigantic
poker game."

Confidentiality was still cru-
cial; Mr. Nixon might not re-
sign after all. Mr. Ford gave
Mr. Buchen the names of the
five friends whose views he
wanted on transition plans. Mr.
Buchen asked one of the five,
Mr. Whyte, of United States
Steel, to volunteer his home on
Rockwood Parkway, in a
wealthy and thus relatively
secluded section of the capital,
for a 5 P.M. meeting. Mr.
Whyte readily consented and
dispatched his wife, Margaret,
to buy seven large steaks.
One of the five friends didn't

need to be invited. Former Gov-
ernor William W. Scranton of
Pennsylvania, who had been a
law school classmate of Mr.
Ford's at Yale University, knew
enough about Washington to
realize by Wednesday that Mr.
Ford would soon be President.
He called to volunteer his as-
sistance.
The others invited to the

meeting were Senator Robert
P. Griffin of Michigan, the
Senate Republican whip; for-
mer Representative John W.
Byrnes of Wisconsin, and Bryce
N. Harlow, an executive of the
Procter & Gamble Company,
who had been an aide to Presi-
dents Eisenhower and Nixon.
"I was just invited for 'an

important discussion,'" Mr.
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and restrained; many of the ident's absence would signify a
participants had been close to clean start for his designated
Mr. Nixon. "I don't recall any successor.
hilarity," Mr. Harlow said. When the meeting was break-
For hours they discussed a Ing up, and the participants

few essential elements of the were putting their coats back
transition, working from Mr. on and tightening their ties,
Whitehead's checklist, the basic question remained, as
The Chief Justice of the Mr. Byrnes stated it, "When is

United States, Warren E. Bur- the word going to come?"

The Resignation
The word came the next mediately were drafted and

morning, Thursday, Aug. 3, typed. Formal notices of Mr.
when President Nixon sum- Ford's accession were drafted
maned Vice President Ford and for the new President's signa-
told him that he was going to ture and subsequent dispatch
resign. The two men agreed on to every Government depart-
the timing and circumstances ment and agency.
of the unprecedented succes- There were two breaks in
sion. Mr. Nixon would an- the long transition prepare-
nounce his decision on tele- tions. One was for cold roast
vision Thursday night and de- beef sandwiches and soft
part for California on Friday, drinks. The second was to
before the formal letter of watch Mr. Nixon, on the tele-resignation had been delivered vision set in the office of the
to the Secretary of State. Mr. director of telecommunications
Ford would take office at noon policy, announcing at 9 P.M.
Friday. that he would give up the
Thursday afternoon, the Presidency. Many of those in

transition planners, no longer the office cried. It was nearly
as concerned about secrecy. 11 P.M. before they got back
met in Mr. Whitehead's office to work.
Mr. terHorst joined them for a At 3 A.M. Friday, the papers
while. The plans were put onto make formal the change in
paper, with alternatives. Dc • Government were completed.
cision memorandums that Mr Mr. Whitehead went home, to
Ford would have to sign im- the house in Georgetown.

The Ride
Three hours later, at 6 A.m.,rneet Mr. Buchen and brief the

Friday, Representative ByrneFIVice President on the transition
arose at his home in Arlingtori,!plans. "I don't get up that early
Va., to prepare for the day. A' 'every day of the year." Mr.
7:15 he went to Mr. Ford Byrnes told Mr. Ford. "But I'm
home In Alexandria. Vs willing to to it on 3 day that a

Ford Lauds
WASHINGTON, Aug. 25 (UF
— President Ford heard
woman deacon of his chun
plead today for swift accep
ance of women in the Episcop
priesthood and later called hi
sermon "superb," although
withheld his opinion on the cm
troversial subject.

After worshiping at h
church in Alexandria, Va., wit
his wife, Betty, the Presider
took the rest of the day off -
stopping by his old house nee
by to pick up odds and en(
before playing golf with son-
friends.
"1 congratulated her;

thought it was superb," M
Ford said when asked what t
thought of the sermon by tt
Rev, Patricia M. Park, 27 yew
old, an assistant rector of
Immanuel Church-on-the-ffil
But he sidestepped a questiu

good friend is being sworn i
as President."
There would still be much t

do after Aug. 9 to solidify Mi
Ford's presence in the Whit
House. There would be polic
decisions, such as that on am
nesty, to try In demonstrate
generosity of spirit. Ther
would be legislative issues, in
chiding an early threat to vet,
11 mass transit bill, to try
show firmness of purpose
There would be organizations
matters, like the transitio:
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